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Foreword

Science as a discipline and as a moving force in society has been
praised, condemned, and/or ignored. Often, it has been misrepresented
due to the nebulous line of demarcation in the minds of many between
science and technology. If science teachers are to develop the talents of
their students in understanding scientific concepts, utilizin scientific
knowledge, and/or pursuing science careers, they musf be able o adapt or
adopt techniques that will produce students who are lucid co fortable,
and know1.2dgeable in the field.

The pendulum in science education has been swinging back and forth
over the past decades in concert with societal standards. Further, s science
has been praised, furiously defended, condemned, or placed on \ the back
bumei to nurture, teachers of science have found themselves in similar
positions.

A compendium of thoroughly researched materials, EDUCATION IN
THE 80'S: SCIENCE is an excellent resource book that has valpe for the
science teacher whether he or she teaches in the K-12 system ot\ in higher
education. Though it does not answer all problems, it does raise 4uestions
with implied answers as to what a science teacher can do to \ enhance
his/her own program.

Christianson's chapter places the entire science curriculum in hools
in a clear perspective. First he traces examples of societal problems s they
relate:to daily living. He then projects the implications for the future and
discusses our obligations as educators of the generations to come. hris-
tianson's approach to science education is not of limited scope, but r ther
it encompasses other areas of the school's curriculum. It is an approp 'ate
introduction to the succeeding chapters on science education.

Johnson and Johnson discuss the potential effects of student-stud nt
interaction in the science classroom. They build their case for student
interaction at various levels by illustrating that teachers and students'
working together heavily influences the students' learning outcomes. Com-
petition, achievement, and attitudes are reviewed based on the research
data available. It is not a simplistic approachbut thought provoking and
quite comprehensive.

Teacher and student behaviors is the theme of Okey and Butts' chap-
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ter. The author discuss many techniques that have led to improved stu-
dent achievement at various academic levels. The reader is able to identify
the links between teacher behavior and student achievement, and then use
appropriate strategies to help his or he students improve themselves in
science education.

Koran and Shafer explore the informal settings in which students
receive science education. The diversity among learners in informal set-
tings' is compared to that of learners in formal classroom settings. Also,
they discuss studies citing the advantages of teachers' providing more
science knowledge before, during, and after student field trips or museum
visits. Then, too, the authors note the advantages of incorporating certain
leaming'irethods into informal settingsduly recognizing that some com-
prehensive structuring is needed to fully utilize informal settings, but cau-
tioning about pitfalls while using this method.

Bredderman presents the pros and cons of activity-based science pro-
grams in the elementary school. He does not argue for one program over
another; nor does he dwell on the economics of instituting such a program
in a school system. He does point out the pitfalls in the, research completed
thus far and leads the reader to be skeptical abounhe claims of certain pro-
grams. He also suggests ways in which teachers, curriculum specialists,
administrators, and/or school boards can better evaluate programs while
attempting to select one for adoption. Bredderman uses tables in his study
to point out specific achievements and shortcomings, and he also points
out the flaws in administering tests that are not in concert with the aims of
the program utilizede.g., using a content-oriented test to evaluate
achievement in an activity-based program and vice versa.

Berger highlights studies based on the attitudes of students and the
learning of science. The results of studies contrasting the interest levels of
elementary, middle, and high school students and young adults confirm
the need for astute science teachers. He also discusses teacher attitudes
toward teaching science on the elementary level and raises some pertinent
questions in the area of elementary teacher training programs. Do elemen-
tary teachers feel insecure with the teaching of science due to the lack of an
adequate background? His emphasis of Rowe's study in "response time
and success" in students' achievement in science may be a novel trend to
counter some of the concerns expressed early in the chapter.

Hegarty writes a thought-provoking chapter as she discusses the role
of laboratory work in college science courses. She begins by citing studies
that reveal the value or uselessness of lab-oriented programs and of tradi-
tional classes with cookbook laboratory activities. Further, she contrasts
the achievements of students in programs for science majors with those in
programs for nonmajors. Hegarty discusses the support that research
shows for a relationship; between laboratory activities and learning for
science major's, and alludes to the residual gains made by nonmajors.
Basically, much of the research cited deals with college-level programs, but
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4.te implications and influences these findings have for secondary science
:programs are quite clear. Hegarty's findings on computer use, the inquiry
method, and faiths in the confirmatory exercises in programs may be
enlightening for many and disappointing to others. Of note is her discus-
sion of the literature on students' cognitive styles and personality types in
relation to learning.

McDermott's chapter may be considered an extension of Hegarty's
writing. She discuSses problems in college students' understanding of
kinematics and the implications of such for high school physics students.
She explore% the problems of misconceptions that affect students'
understanding of concepts in physics classes. The comparative study of a
group of students learning specific concept provides some interesting
insight into the learning=achievement ratio. The success rate for academi-
cally disadvantaged students as compared to that of other groups of
students is very significant for argumentative purposes. McDermott's com-
prehensive review of one area of physics raises some interesting problems
that educators must address in order to help students in their classes.

Minstrell raises several problems similar to those discussed by McDer-
mott but now in relation to the secondary science program. While the
results of his research with his own high school students are based on
entire class production, as compared with the,individual response results
presented by McDermott, theyinay be eye-opening for many. He expands
on his results, measuring sense experiences and rational argument in deal-
ing with zifernative ways of organizing phenomena into a meaningful con-
ceptual entity. He also leaves you with ideas as to how teachers can adapt
some of his techniques in order to improve teaching methods in their own
classrooms. Minstrell's work does raise some questions whose answers
form the core of teaching and learning . . . how best to teach so students
can learn.

Lipson and Lipson discuss the role of computers in education. Their
approach is reassuring even to the most "bashful" teacher who feels s'

uncomfortable with gadgets. The authors suggest techniques or methods
for using computers in instruction and show how simulation activities add
to the learning process of students. They do not preclude actual laboratory
experiments because one uses computers iii "solving" problems, but rather
they show how both can be tied together so that students have a wider
range of learning experiences. In closing, Lipson and Lipson raise some
interesting questions that affect teaching through the use of computers.
Does their work counter the literature cited in previous chapters as to the
use of computers in the classroom?

EDUCATION IN THE 80'S: SCIENCE is a book that projects the areas of
concern in this discipline. The several authors offer concrete evidence as to
the pitfalls and gains made in the past, and then offer recommendations for
improvements in science education. The large list of references allows indi-
viduals looking for specific information to go further. The imaginative
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thoughts that are proffered encourage enthusiastic science teachers to
adapt/adopt...some of the hints to see if th.ir'students will better under-
stand the subject matter. This book is an excellent compendium for science
teachers in that many of the ideas and suggestions presented are related
more to actual experiences than to theory. Science education is as impor-
tant as the 3 R's: as we progress, knowledge in the field of science will help
the individual to make the choices necessary for his/her survival.

Wilbert E. Higuchi
Sidney Public Schools

Sidney, Nebraska
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3

Our disposition to plan and take action depends on what we know
and how we came to know it. We apply our knowledge only to the extent
that we care about the consequences enough to make the effort worth-
while. Any science program ought to encourage students to answer the
following questions:

What do I know?
Do I believe it7
What must I do with wHt I know?
Do I know how to take action?
What are the possible consequences?
Will anybody care?

Each of the chapters in this volume has something to say about one or
more aspects, of the science discussion cycle illustrated in Figure 1. At each
level of sorhistication from novice to expert, one must learn to move
around such a cycle.

Students, as well as teachers, differ in terms of which parts of the
cycle attract them most. Some people, for example, find that the practical
application of new knowledge fascinates them. Others who prefc: to work
more abstractly focus more onunderstanding than on control. Some who
are interested in issues and values focus on the interaction between
technology and society. Whatever the primary interest of each person, it
seems clear that the nature of the knowledge that is relevant and the way in
which it is to be used are not the same in each phase. For this reason there
are important curricular and research issues to be faced by all peOple
responsible for -che planning and the conduct of science education. The
percentage of general participation in formal instruction in science and
technology is falling just at a time when the labor market need for scien-
tifically trained workers is high. Moreover, the nature of the technologi-
cally based controversies we will continue to experience requires that we
increase our students' knowledge and sophistication in dealing with all
parts of the science discussion cycle shown in Figure 1.

0
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FIGURE 1
FEATURES OF A DISCUSSION CYCLE

(New Directions for Community Colleges 31: 31; 1980)

Ways of Knowing
What do I know?
Why do I

-believe it?
What is the
evidence?

Actions
What do I infer?
Why must I do
with what I know?
Do I know how to
take action?

Values
Do I care?
Do I value the
outcome?

O

Consequences
Do I know what
would happen?

In the opening chapter, Christianson says, 'What we are looking for,
then, is a situation in which lay people demonstrate knowledge of both the
potentialities and the limitations of science, what people in less scientific
times called wisdom." How should curriculum and instruction be shaped
to achieve a level of scientific wisdom suitable for participants in a modern
democratic society? Christianson establishes the following curricular and
research focus: to participate effectively in public forum, students need
a working knowledge of science with a procedure for updating it; an
appreciation of science as a cultural discipline; and an ability to identify
value commitments and to distinguish philosophical, ethical, and religious
argument from strictly scientific reasoning (see Figure 1).

Johnson and Johnson, in turn, show how a science classroom can be
structtired-to creatmental and emotional condition's that would allow for
pursuit of the goals described by Christianson. Both chapters focus on the
part that vigorous discussion and argument will play in the development
of scientific wisdom. Johnson and Johnson turn their research findings on
the relationship between feelings and achievement in science into practical

3t
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suggestions for action which educators at any acadeinic level should find
useful. Their recommendations have emerged from research and careful
evaluation of programs in action.

In Chapter 3 Okey and Butts add to our knowledge of how to move
students around the discussion cycle in Figure 1. They cite research studies
that supply the basis for praCtical and specific suggestions regarding sub-
ject matter knowledge of the teacher, structure of the lesson, motivation of
the students, rapport between the students and teachers, response condi-
ticins for the ituder.s, and physical organization of the classroom.

A great deal t. science learning takes place spontaneously in settings
other than the classrbom. In "Learning Science in Informal Settings Out-
side the Classroom," Koran and Shafer report that over 300 million people
visit museums each year. Half of the annual 35 million visits to science and
technology centers are made by people under 18 years of age. Science
apparently interests a broad spectrum of people. Through visiting
museums and national and state parks, and watching science programs on
_television, as well as through pursuing certain hobbies, people spon-
taneously acquire a great deal of knowledge. What characteristics of these
informal learning situations might be profitably transported into the
classroom? To answer this question Koran and Shafer sharply contrast the
learning and motivational conditions in formal and informal settings.
They then make some interesting recommendations based on their review
of research on learning under formal and informal conditions.

In these days of limited resources and a lessened priority for science, is
it necessary to have a hands-on science program in the elementary school?
In Chapter 5 Bredderman examines research on elementary science pro-
grams with high involvement activities and tells us who is helped most by
such programsnamely, disadvantaged children. In Chapter 8 McDer-`
r..3tt reports a similar result for college students from economically
deprived backgrounds. When they participated in a largely activity-based
physics course with certain characteristics, which she describes, these
students nerformed better on final tests than did many of the physics
majors. Joth authors suggest that possibly many more students who are
avoiding science or who have histories of poor achievement in science
might be helped if their teachers were to implement some of the recom-
mendations that they have derived from the research discussed.

What incentives are there for a student to study science? Berger tells
us in Chapter 6 that the attitudes and values that people develop are close-
ly bound to how they have acquired their Icnowledge.,(See Figure 1.) There
is a connection between an educator's philosophy and what she or he
emphasizes. If, for example, the intent is to impart the maximum amount
of knowledge in a given period of time, we may expect to find a great deal
of rote learning being done by the student. Its incorporation into the net-
work of relationships depicted in Figure 1 is unlikely under that condition.

Hegarty's summarization in Chapter 7 of the research on learning

13
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science reinforces the arguments of Berger, Christianson, McDermott, and
Bredderman namely, unless knowledge and process are more success-
fully joined than is usual in many instructional contexts, motivation as
well as retention and the ability to keep on learning on changing may be
seriously impaired. This would be as true for most college students as for
elementary and secondary students. Hegarty's chapter should be read by
teachers of both high school and college students because it provides an
excellent synthesis of research on learning science.

Students at all levels seem to have more difficulty grasping physical
science concepts than biological science concepts. Scores on science indi-
cators of the National Assessment show that these difficulties begin early.
Minstrel!, a high school science teacher who does research on learning
while he teaches, describes what may be some of the reasons why physical
science concepts are so difficult to grasp. He provides examples to show
that students come to class with compelling sets of naturally evolved
physics conceptsmany of which do not conform to current thinking in
the discipline. This mismatch between what people deeply know and use
as a basis for interpreting physical phenorpena and the physical science
concepts that educators present creates obstacles for students. Because
_physics ideas are often counterintuitive, Minstrel' warns that simply telling
students what they are supposed to think does not work. Intuitions are not
so easily altered. The instructional problem is to identify the belief system
that is at work in a given physics situation and then to try' to engineer a
strategy that confronts students with data that the existing concepts cannot
encoinpass. He gives examples of this kind of investigation and through his
own research on the job encourages classroom teachers to become investi-
gators.

Probably Lipson and Lipson had the most difficult assignment. Since
the computer era is in such transition and since readers will vary so in their
background, the authors of Chapter 10 had to make some choices as to the
level and the extent of their coverage of computers as instructional tools.
They elected to write for teachers who are only just getting acquainted
with the instructional implications of computers. As many families .are
investing in personal computers, more and more teachers want to learn
how to use computers, if only not to be "outflanked" by their students.
Lipson and Lipson argue that this technology will eventually be just as
prevalent as books and the chalkboard are today. The most powerful use
of computers for instruction is for simulation of complex processes or
systems. The attraction of people to computers when they are placed in
libraries and in museums and their ability to keep people interacting with
them mean that their potential for informal education is also enormous.
The instructional potential of this technology has not yet been fully real-
ized at any academic levelAt is a good time for people who are looking for
a change and who are mindful of the growing "electronic culture" among
the young to take a hand in shaping its future.

14



I have been asked to indicate which chapters are more suitable for
teachers at different academic levels. This is difficult because much of the
research described has application at more than one level. Certain chapters
may be particularly valuable for specific interests, as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Elementary X X X X X
Secondary X X X X X X X X X
College X X X X X

Research can certainly provide some guidance for those who want to
improve the extent and quality of student participation in science and
technology. The contributors to this publication invite the reader to make
applications of the research presented herein. There are implications both
for teaching and for the development of instructional materials in each of
the chapters.

Mary Budd Rowe
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CHAPTER 1

Understanding Science As a Cultural
PhenomenonMission for the 80's

Drew Christianson

1

SCIENTIFIC HUMANITIES

,What we want most of all in terms of science lei-acy is an educated
public that shows a sense of proportion about the scientific endeavor. If we
are scientists or science educators, ..we are worried about the ups and
downs of public opinion toward scienCes;and we are concerned about the
threat that these fluctuations of favorpose to the integrity of science and to
the support for science instruction. What we are lookingtfor, then, is a
situation in which lay people demonstrate knowledge of both the poten-
tialities and the limitations of sciencewhat people in leas scientific times

-called wisdom. After all, the hysterical-fear and the exaggerated hope
shown by the public result not so much from too little specialized
knowledge on their part but more from too little understanding of the
human side of science.

The human side of science fs,not a catch phrase for the failures and
mistakes of scientists or for the lethal potentialities of technical progress (a
veiled reference to thalidomide, Hiroshima, and Love Canal), although it
encompasses these, too. Rather, more broadly, the human element refers
to all the unexamined forces energizing and shaping science from within
and from without. It is private ambitions, corporate motives, an:: public
goals; it is lofty purposes and public expectations; it is group loyalty and,
professional allegiances. Sorrie of these tendencies are quite conscious and
publicly shared, such as the desire to eradicate polio and smallpox. Still

17



others are personal, but self-conscious, such as the ambition of Watson
and Crick to win the Nobel Prize. Finally, some, like Edward Teller's
preoccupation with constructing a thermonuclear weapon, seem to escape
the explanations given for them. Furthermore, with most scientists work-
ing either for industry or for the defense establishment, scientific
developments are shaped by powerful values other than those of science
itself. Long before science becomes a concern of the general public, it is
already alloyed with other values and interests: the profit motive,
economic pioductivity, technological superiority, and national security,
for exampfe. Accordingly, to appreciate the place of science in civilization,
men and women must come to understand science as a human activity,
and, more than that, they must see the practice of science as a metaphor
for the human condition. They need to understand that science is an activ-
ity of fallible human beings who are inspired by noble ideals, cursed by
blind ambition, and often fated to endure consequences they never
fo'resaw.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

As a classroom goal, wisdom about the scientific enterprise translates
into the ability of the student to interpret science and its achievements and
failures in terms of the human and social forces that have formed them.
Scientific humanities, to adapt a phrase from medical education, hold vast
potential in this direction. History and biography, for example, offer an
excellent way for the lay person to enter scientific culture. What more
pleasant way to learn about Darwin's discoveries than by reading his own
account in Voyage of the Beagle or a'(iterate history, like Loren Eiseley's
Darwin's Century? What better way to learn about the place of colleague-
ship and poetic imagination in the unfolding of atomic physics than by
reading Werner Heisenberg's Conversations? Is there a more exciting story
of vanity and ambition in the service of science than James Watson's Dou-
ble Helix? Learning science from sources such as these is both entertaining
and informative. More importantly, it gives the reader firsthand testimony
of the personal and social dynamics of scientific research, providing the
kind of background that will help him or her evaluate the claims and
counterclaims of rival parties in contemporary controversies over science

.:,and its uses.
The c amination of scientific controversies, especially those that have

taken place since World War II, can open up for the student a new world
of understanding abot tthe scientific enterprise as it operates today, the
roles of government, industry, and the military in shaping science policy,
the impact of institutional allegiances and friendships on expert judgment;,
the usefulness of publicity it shaking loose set opinions, and the enduring
importance of the committed scientist. Some may be squeamish about
exposing the vulnerabilities and vanities of the scientific community to

18 .
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students. Others may object with vehemence that scientific disputes and
open controversy are not typical of science. To these adversariei, we
should respond that ideal science is not science as it exists today, with
scientists organized in large teams with huge grants from foundations,
government, and the military to research problems that serve corporate
and governmental purposes. The science that the student will meet as a
citizen is the science of the headlines, and what he or she learns about
science in newspapers will probably be controversial. Studying the scien-
tific !disputes of the recent past may assist the student in interpreting
newspaper and media accounts judiciously.

The examination of scientific controversiese.g., nuclear energy
production, the use of pesticides, and the regulation of recombinant DNA
research offers opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration among
science teachers and educators in other fields such as social studies and
language, Take, for example, the debate some years ago over the develop-
ment of a supersonic transport (SST), an example we shall take up at
greater length later. In an interdisciplinary setting, science teachers might
discuss the engineering and scientific aspects of supersonic flight; social
Studies teachers might examine the politics involved in winning support for
a major technological project, including the role of scientific experts in the
advocacy of public programs; and English teachers have an opportune ly to
illustrate good and bad argument and to give a lesson in journalism,
exploring superior and inferior examples of science reporting. Science
literacy, therefore, offers a double challenge to the science faculty. The
fiyt is to give the average student a working knowledge of science. The
second is to engage other educators in an effort to communicate to
students the intellectual tools they will need to appreciate science as they
will know it not as a strict discipli7--, but as a cultural phenomenon,
made up of news reports, political disputes, technical papers, and imper-
fect solutions.

VALUES AND ETHICS

A valuable intellectual skill in the interpretation of science is the abil-
ity to identify value commitments in various disciplines and to distinguish
philosophical, ethical, and religious argument from strictly scientific
reasoning. Some fields seem to :tend themselves naturally to divisions
along philosophical and ethical lees. Genetics, for example, is one area of
science that has long been the subject of factional disagreements along
value lines, with numanitarian defenders of individual rights opposing
eugenicists, and a traditional medical ethic of patient care at odds with the
ideals of preventative public health care. Demography is another obvious
example of a discipline subject to ideological tensions. with technicists see-
ing fertility decline as a function of contraceptive engineering and those
with socialist leanings attributing the drop-off to changing socioeconomic
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conditions. To be literate scientifically, therefore, will mean, among other
things, having an acquaintance with value conflicts in the sciences and
acquiring a sixth sense for the values and loyalties of scientific experts.

Nonetheless, we should not-assume that our/skills at spotting value
conflicts will provide panaceas for all our painful problems. Controversial
issues are usually made up as much of philosophical commitments as,they
are of scientific and technical data. Labeling one scientist as a member of
one group and another as belonging to a second gni:nip will do nothing to
resolve the serious disputes confronting the public, Neither will it suffice to
have people identify their own' preferred values, as is done in values
clarification, because private choices do not provide the basis for a valid
public consensus. Rather, the scientifically literate lay person should be
able to scrutinize his or her own values in terms of the competing prin-
ciples bearing on public issues, and so be capable of entering into a critical
dialogue over them. It has become increasingly, important to live open
discussion before the government, universities, corporations, or research
groups initiate significant new programs or even continue some old ones.
It is equally important to conduct such dialogue in a reasoned manner.
To this end, science literacy must also include some acquaintance with
modes of moral reasoning and with developments in bioethics and the
ethics of the other sciences.

MORAL REASONING

Disputes about science and its applications, like differences over other
matters of public importance, are carried on in the give-and-take of public
argument. Each side advances what it takes as "good reasons" to adopt a
'particular course of action, defends its cause against opponents' charges,
and exposes the Weaknesses in the ad. ersaries position. A good argument
about' the public uses of science stimulates a serious listener to examine its
claims thoughtfully and makes a critic feel obliged either to respond with a
'careful counterargument or to concede a,pOint. The SST controversy pro-
vides a straightforward example. ArneriCan aerospace interests wanted the
United States to develop a supersonic transport to compete with the
Anglo-French Concorde. Critics of goviernment support for development
of the plane charged that distressingly loud noise would be produced over
wide-segments of the country under the plane's flight path. This was an
argument that carried a great deal of weight with a public already dis-
turbed by the roar of subsonic jets. In reply, the advocates of the SST re-
sponded that technology could be found to reduce the sound to tolerable
levels. It turned out, however, that the weight of the noist suppressors
would have equaled the transport's projected payload, an irony that even-
tually doomed the project. The argument was lost when no adequate
answer could be given to a serious objection brought by the SST's
opponents.
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The exchange and testing of reasons is an intellectual skill that
students need to acquire if they are to be capable of,evaluating controver-
sies over science and technology. Reasoning in this way is a lost art. Very
often even bright students, influenced by the dramatic reporting of televi-
sion and newspaper headlines and awed by the sheer volume of informa-
tion they are confrOnted with in their investigations, know only how to
report on contending views as a clash of opinions; they are unable to draw
a conclusion as to which side of the argument makes the most sense. If
they do draw a conclusion, it is not one that they can follow back to its
premises. Rather, it is an intuitive judgment based on sentiment or
ideological commitment. The purpose of teaching n oral reasoning (or
public argument), therefore, is threefold: (1) to link facts, values, and prac-
tical conclusions that is, to make judgments about policy directions; (2)
to test the conclitsions we ourselves come to, to see whether they are
justified by the facts and by the values or moral principles that we claim
govei-n our judgments? and (3) to convince others of our judgments and so
work toward a public consensus.

Implicit in the SST debate were evaluative (normative) standards,
which were used both to justify and to assess claims made on both sides. In
moral argument, one justifies one's own judgments by appeals to moral
principles or values that either are commonly held or would readily be
accepted by any reasonable person who considered the matter; then one
invites others to weigh these justifications. In its simplest form, the argu-
ment made by opponents of the SST can be broken down into a traditional
practical syllogism:

Major Premise (moral principle): It is.wrong to harm others.
Minor Premise (factual statement): The SST will harm people and

property.

Conclusion (practical judgment): Therefore, it is wrong to develop
the SST.

The major premise states the principle governing the evaluation of the
facts. Often, of course, the moral principle will only be tacitly invoked. It
is not obvious, for example, that noise is a morally significant matter. Isn't
it simply an annoyance, a disamenity7 Only after reviewing the impact of
the sonic boom does it become clear that noise is more than an inconve-
nience. It then seems appropriate to categorize noise as a kind of harm and
invoke the most basic of ethical principles: "Before all else, do no harm!"
Sometimes the moral principks involved can be discovered only after
reviewing the arguments on both sides. As a result, one tas!-- for teachers is
to show students how to distinguish moral appeals inherent in certain
arrangements of facts.

The minor premise states the facts as an instance (or not) of I.he perti-
nent principle in this case, harm depending on the findings of empirical
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invectigation: Will windows be broken? Will real estate values fall? Will
people go deaf and suffer psychic distress? And so on.

Finally, since the facts are confirmed and the noise will do harm, it
follows that it is wrong to develop a plane that would do such extensive
damage. If the facts had not been confirmed, then the opposite conclusion
might be drawni.e., it would follow that it is not wrong to develop an
SST

Sulsoorters of the SST project could respond to their opponents' argu-
ment in one of two ways. Either they might question the opponents'
premise c- they right attempt to refute their statemut of the facts. In this
case, advocates of the SST might challenge the belief that it is always
wow-, to cause harm, or they might question whether the SST will, in fact,
do the damage its critics claim it will. We shall look only at the first
strategy, the normative one, with the hope that it will illustrate the nature
of extended moral aiguMent.

To upset the moral remise of their critics, the SST proponents might
argue, for example, that it is not always wrong to do harm. Somebody is
always bound to suffer to pay the price for progress, they might contend.
In a formal way, they might propose another norm that would take prior-
ity over the harm principlenamely, when the welfare achieved through
a 'pi oject is greater than the harm inflicted, then it is permissible to carry it
out. We might call this the social welfare principle. If both parties agree to
the social welfare principle, then the real test would be an empirical one,
assessing cost and benefits. This argument would parse itself out this way:

MAJOR PREMISE

Opponent but Advocate
it is always wrong to do harm It is right to increase human
to others. welfare when the good done

outweighs the harm suffered.

MINOR PREMISE

To be determined: Does the SST produce an increase in human welfare?

The opposing groups would then have to consider whether the good done
(decreased flight time, aerospace jobs, national prestige, etc.) would
outweigh the harm done (fractured windows and eardrums, decline of
neighborhoods, disruption of life, etc.).

But the critics of the SST might not want to let things get this far.
The.: might instead want to question the social welfare principle. In such
an event the critics would then propose still another more refined prin-
ciple. Tilt}, might argue, for example, that ,t is unjust for a minority to
gain an advantage at the cost of injury to a majority. In the name of
fairness (justice), they might argue further that it is wrong to impose
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substantial suffering on anyone for the sake of trivial gains. They would
then be making a natural rights argument that some goods are too precious
to trade away. Again, the argument would proceed first at the level of
principle and then move on to the determination of the facts. It would look
like this:

1

Advocate

It is right to increase human
welfare when the good done
outwe:ghs the harm suffered.

MAJOR PREMISE

but Opponent
It is never right to make a
majority suffer for a minority
(1) if the gains are trivial, or (2)
if the suffering is substantial.

MINOR PREMISE

To be determined: (1) Will only a minority use the plane?
(2) Will a majority be affected by its noise? (3) Are the gains trivial?

(4) Are the hardships substantial?

It is worth noting that even the determination of the facts will often
not be a purely empirical matter. Perhaps what constitutes a minor incon-
venience and a grave harm will be clear to both sides; but it may also turn
out to be an evaluative matter subject to dispute, in which case the work of
justification will begin again. In any case, it is possible for an argument to
unfold, even in public debate, largely on the level of moral principles.

' +lost sipificant debates do contain some 'sparring over just what principle
applies It is assumed, of course, that the, parties to the debate will have
sufficient objectivity to acknowledge the legitimacy of the moral principles
rtivpked by their opponents. If not, then either there will be an impasse, or
th'e argument must move back one step as the challengers try to show why
their principle ought to be accepted.

"MORAL REASONS"

4)' One final point we have talked about the process of moral reason-
ing, but we have not indicated what kind of principle constitutes a moral
principle. There are two ways to conceive of a moral reason for doing or
refraining from doihg something. The first is to say that a moral reason
must be other-regarding; that is, it must take account of values other than
self interest, and particularly it must acknowledge the worth of other per-
sons The principle "Do no harm!" is an example of an other-regarding
principle. It assumes that because other people and things are of value,
they hould not be harmed witnout serious reason. Secondly, a moral
reasdti is often considered to be an impartial reasonthat is, a rule any
objective and disinterested person would be willing to abide by. The prin-
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ciple of fairness or justice represents the impartial moral rule. Thus, the
rule "It is never right to make a majority suffer for the benefit of a minor-
ity . . ." derives from a kind of neutral standpoint in which all individuals
count equally in the distribution of a society's burdens and benefits.

Together, other-regardingness and impartiality serve to distinguish
moral reasons from other kinds of explanations, particularly arguments
stemming from utility or welfare. A cost-benefit assessment, for instance,
is not a moral argument until it touches on questiors of distribution
(justice) or basic' goods (rights). For ,example, the argument from social
welfare, as we called it, is a nonmoral argument until we begin to examine
who the affected population will be and how they will be affected. In the
abstract, the construction of the SST might increase the output of goods
and services in our' society, but in the concrete, it places unfair and serious
burdens on a great many people. The social welfare argument is dis-
qualified as a moral argument because it fails to take into account other
important moral values. (While, in principle, techniques like cost-benefit
analyses might be employed in such a way as to reflect our moral
judgments, in practice they do not. The medical costs to people whose
hearing is impaired by jet noise in no way reflect the real costs of a hear-
ing deficiency or,, on the moral side, the violation of bodily integrity that
'noise pollution involves.) Thus, for intelligent discussion of policy issues,
distinctively moral arguments need to be distinguished from arguments
about the economic advantages of scientific programs.

Taken seriously, the concepts presented in this chapter imply that the
mission of science instruction in the coming decade must be greatly
broadened. Some fundamental curriculum development and experimental
teaching need to be done: It is the kind of venture in which many citizens
will eventually need to take part so that we will all develop the intellectual
skills necessary to engage in the dialogues required for participation in this
scientific/technological/human era.
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CHAPTER 2

What Research Says About Student-
Student Interaction in Science Classrooms

Roger T. Johnson
David W. Johnson

In every science lesson, the science teacher structures the way in
which students interact with each other as they pursue their learning goals.
Science teachers can structure student learning goals so that students are in
a win-lose struggle to see who is best, so that.they work independently of
their peers, or so that they work in pairs or small groups to complete the
assignments and help each other master the assigned material. Or science
teachers can structure some mixture of these three basic goal structures.
Whether science teachers structure learning situations competitively, indi-
vidualistically, or cooperatively will determine how students interact.
These interaction patterns, in turn, determine instructional outcomes.

In this chapter the relevance of structuring student-student interac-
tion appropriately in science classes is explored. CompetitiVe, individual-
istic, and cooperative learning situations are defined, and the research
comparing the relative effects of these three goal structures is then re-
viewed. Finally, the specific procedurec for conducting cooperative science
lessons are discussed.

CURRENT PRESSURES ON SCIENCE TEACHING

A number of factors are presently having a strong influence on science
education. The "back-to-basics" emphasis evident in American education
for several years has affected science instruction. In the elementary school,
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"back-to-basics" has often meant reducing the time spent in science instruc-
tion or eliminating science instruction altogether. As a result of decreasing
achievement scores in science,' science teachers have moved toward more
"whole-class" instruction, toward more lecture- and textbook-dominated
instruction and iess laboratory and small-group instruction. The current
striving for achievement gains in science has resulted in de-emphasis of
desired affective outcomes, such as building positive attitude:: toward
science. Student attitudes toward, science as a subject area are not
encouragingly favorable.2

ShoUld science be sacrificed in order to improve achievement in
reading and math? No. Is there value in striving to increase science
achievement if, at the same time, interest in science and science- related
careers is decreased? No. We do not have to choose between increasing
science achievement and building interest in science-related careers. The
research on student-student interaction patterns indicates that both
cognitive and affective outcomes can be obtained at the same time.

COMPETITIVE, INDIVIDUALISTIC, AND
COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTION

The way in which instructional goals are structured controls the
natur,.! of student-student interaction which, in turn, controls instructional
outcomes' Science teachers can structure learning goals competitively,
individualistically, and cooperatively.

Comretition among students is caused by negative goal interdepen-
dence; students perceive that they can obtain their goal if, and only if, the
other students with whom they are competitively linked fail to achieve
their goals, Students are instructed to try to work faster and more accur-
ately than their classmates, they are graded using a norm-referenced
system, and the winners are rewarded. This -Do 5etter than your class-
mates" situation occurs, for example, when science students are evaluated
on a curve to see who has done the best work on an experiment.

During individualistic work by students there is no goal interdepen-
dence: students perceive that their goal achievement is unrelated to, and
independent from, the goal achievement of other students. Students work
on their own, with their own set of materials and at their own pace,
without interacting with other students. They are then rewarded on the
basis of how their performance compares with preset criteria of excellence.
An example of this "Work on your own" situation occurs when each
science student is required to complete an experiment without interacting
with other students; each student knows that her or his work will be
evaluated using a criteria-referenced system so that the achievement of one
student has no effect (positive or negative) on the achievement of other
students.
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Cooperation among students is encouraged by positive goal interde-
pendence; students perceive that they can obtain their goal if, and only if,
the other students with whom they are cooperatively linked achieve their
goals. Students are instructed to work together to achieve a group goal,
are evaluated using a criteria-referenced system, and are rewarded on the
basis of the quality of the group's product. An example of this "Sink or
swim together" situation occurs when a group of students conducts an
experiment and agrees on one set of answers, while ensuring that each
group member is able to explain the rationale for the answers.

Recent tradition in schools encourages interpersonal competition in
which students are expected to outperform their peers. When a student
enters school, there is great concern over whether her or his performance is
equal to or better than that of other students in the class. To know more
than others is taken as'a sign that one is better, more intelligent, superior;
and being more knowledgeable is prized. Constantly encouraging students

outperfo,rm their peers has had considerable socializing effects, as indi-
calkl.y the facts that American children are more competitive than
children'f'rom,,other countries and that they become more competitive the
longer they areiri-school or the older they become.4 Not only do most
students perceive schoOtas.acompetitive enterprise,5 but also Nelson and
Kagan 6 conclude on the basis Of-their research that American students so
seldom cooperate spontaneously that it appears that the environment pro-
vided for them is barren of experiences that would sensitize them to the
possibility of cooperation.

Individualistic instruction, during which students work alone with
their own set of materials toward their own learning goal, has been
presented as an alternative to competition and implemented widely in the
past 10 or 12 years. Yet, it seems to contribute to student loneliness and
alienation and to have an adverse effect on socialization and on healthy
social and cognitive development.

Although clustering students together to worloiS not uncommon in
science classes, cooperation is the least used of the three goal structures.
Cooperation is not having students sit close together, each doing her or his
own work but talking with one another. Nor clod cooperation exist when
one student does all the work for the group while three others go along for
the ride. Cooperation is not having students share materials or equipment
before they take a competitive test. Cooperative interdependence means
that the students perceive their success to be dependent on the efforts of all
the members of their group so that their efforts as a group are evaluated
against preset criteria of excellence and all members of the group must
master the assigned material. Positive goal interdependence with indi-
vidual accountability is often not stressed in "group work" or "lab
groups," and students end up discussing and working parallel rather than
fully collaborating.

Of all subject areas, science, with its emphasis on problem solving,
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laboratory investigations with concrete materials, and divergent thinking,
is especially well suited to having students work together in cooperative
learning groups.' Science teachers often seat students together to work
(even when the teachers are not sure that they want students to interact)
due to a short supply of materials or the number of lab tables in the. classroom. What have been missing from theseoften loose and casual
clusters of students are specific strategies for how to structure cooperation
among students so that each group works effectively, maximizing each stu-
dent's achievement while at the same time building positive attitudes
towardscience as a subject area.

RESEARCH ON STUDENT-STUDENT INTERACTION

There have been several hundred studies conducted comparing the
relative impact of competitive, individualistic, and cooperative instruction
on cognitive and affective outcomes.' These studies have covered a wide
range of age levels (preschool through adult), subject areas (including
science), and tasks (including many that are science-related). It is clear
from the studies that working as part of a cooperative group is a very
powerful way to learn, and it has a powerful effect on many different
learning outcomes. In this section we will focus on a number of instruc-
tional outcomes, starting with the cognitive area and moving to affective
outcomes of instruction.

Achievement

Scierice achievement, especially in the physical sciences, appears to be
steadily decreasing. A comparison of three national-assessments of science
indicates that students at ages 9, 13, and 17 knew less in the physical
science areas in 1972-1973 than they did in 1969-1970, and even less in
1976-1977 than they did in 1972-1973." While the overall decay of science
achievement was somewhat halted for students at ages 9 and 13 between
1973 and 1977, dut 'o a comeback in biology, the 17-year-olds continued
their decline in both the physical and the biological areas during those
years. A look at SAT scores during these years indicates that the decline in
achievement is not only a science problem but also a schoolwide problem;
and a close look at juvenile crime, suicide rates, and other societal data
indicates that it may be more a reflection of a societal crisis than a school
problem.'° What, then, can be done to improve achievement in science
classes?

The research on student-student interaction clearly indicates that
structuring students to work cooperatively promotes higher individual
achievement than does structuring students to work competitively or indi-
vidualistically." In order to analyze virtually all the studies that have ever
compared the effects of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic
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learning situations on achievement and productivity, we have conducted a
series of meta-analyses on the results of 122 studies. The meta-analyses
indicate overwhelmingly that cooperative learning promotes higher
achievement than do individualistic and competitive learning (the proba-
bility that this conclusion is due to chance is less than 0.00001). The stu-
dent working at the 50th percentile under competitive and individualistic
conditions achieves at approximitelyothe 80th percentile under cooperative
conditions. In a series of subanalyses to find possible mediating variables,
the superiority of cooperation in promcitirig achievement is consistent over
all age levels, in all subject areas, and for all types of tasks (ryith the excep-
tion of rote decoding and correcting). The higher achievement promoted
by cooperation is especially marked in conceptual and problem-solving
tasks. In addition, a number of studies either in the science area or dealing
with science-related tasks have found that students not only achieve more
but also they retain the information longer.12

One answer, then, to the question of how to raise achievement in
science classes within the existing curriculum is to carefully structure --
students to work collaboratively much of the time. The discussing,
explaining, arguing, teaching, and encouraging each other to learn that are
part of a cooperative group have positive effects on individual students
success in learning and in retaining science material and methods.

Science Controversies Among Students
Controversy exists when one student's ideas, informaticin, conclu-

sions, theories, or opinions are incompatible with those of another student
and the two seek to reach an agreement." While the field of science thrives
on controversy, it is discouraged or even forbidden in a great many science
classrooms as being a sign that students are not interacting effectively. In
the NSF-sponsored case studies of science classrooms directed by Stake
and Easley" science teachers are found to be highly concerned that
students get along with each other. When students disagree and argue over
ideas, conclusions,fand opinions, it matters a great deal whether teachers
are aware of the potential value of controversy-and have the skill to struc-
ture a cooperative context for it. The latter is especially important because
the evidence indicates that controversy has positive influences on learning
only within a cooperative context; students who are competing with each
other tend to get 'locked in" by the win-lose dynamics, and controversy
becomes a negative influence on learning."

When controversy occurs within a cooperative learning group, cer-
tain consequences have been identified. Controversy begins, as does all
learning, with students categorizing and organizing their present informa-
tion and experiences so that a conclusion is derived. When the participants
realize that others have a different conclusion and that their conclusion is
being challenged, the following take place:
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1. Students become uncertain about the correctness of their conclu-
sions,

2. In hopes of resolving their uncertainty, students actively search
for more information, new experiences, and a more adequate
cognitive perspective.

3. In actively representing their position and reasoning to the oppo-
sition, students cognitively rehearse their conclusions and
rationale.

4. In their search for a more adequate cognitive perspective,
students listen to and attempt to.understand their opponents'con-
clusions and rationale.

5. The cognitive rehearsal of their own position and the attempts to
understand their opponents position result in
a. Mastery and retention of the material being learned.
b. An accurate understanding of their opponents' cognitive per-

spectives. ,

6. The uncertainty does not fully end when a joint conclusion is
reached, and, therefore, there is continuing motivation to learn
more about the issue.

7. The process of arguing and coming to a joint conclusion creates
positive attitudes toward science and the controversy procedures,
interpersonal liking, and positive attitudes among students.

Several studies in the science area have shown that controversy in
cooperative learning groups (compared with the absence of controversy in
groups, competition, and working alone) results in greater mastery and
retention of the subject matter, higher quality problem solving, the transi-
tion to higher levels of cognitive and moral reasoning, shifts in judgment,
more and higher quality ideas, and more accurate perspective-taking.l°
The more skillful students become in managing controversy, the more
valuable it becomes as a procedure to enhance the learning situation.
These repeated "friendly" excursions into disequilibrium by individuals in
cooperative groups is an important aspect of science education.

Attitudes Toward Science
There is ample evidence that students' attitudes toward science are not

positive. The National Assessment of Science conducted in 1976-1977
included a number olitems designed to measure student? attitudes.
first glance, the data seem to indicate that 9-year-olds are reasonably
positive about science. Almost two-thirds of the 9-year-olds indicate that
they are happy with science and over four-fifths indicate that they are
interested in science. Only about half of the 9-year-olds, however, indicate
that they feel excited or successful in science, and they rank science as one
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of their least favorite subjects in comparison to others such as math and
English." By age 13, one-third of the students indicate that they do not
want to take any more science than they have to, and another one-third
are not sure. Less than half of the 13-year-old students indicate interest in a
science-related, career. By age 17, attitudes have decayed further. The
overall picture is one of steady decay of attitudes toward science from
elementary school through junior high and high school. The Minnesota
School Affect Assessment, which has been administered widely in Minne-
sota and several other states, shows not only a drop in positive attitudes
toward science but also a drop in attitude scores from fall to spring at each
of these school levels."

Structuring the interaction among students appropriately in science
classes is a powerful strategy to promote more positive attitudes toward
science. Several studies have shown that students' attitudes toward the
subject area and its instructional activities, as well as their continuing
motivation to learn more about the subject, are more positive and higher
under cooperative instruction than under competitive and individualistic
instruction." If science educators wish to promote more positive attitudes
toward science, enjoyment of science activities, and continuing motivation
to learn more about science, a cooperative learning structure -is to be
preferred over competitive and individualistic ones.

The positive attitudes toward subject areas found consistently in
cooperative learning situations are manifested in several ways. There is
greater involvement in instructional activities when cooperation is used.
The more cooperative the students' attitudes, the more they say that they
express their ideas and feelings in large and small classes and listen to the
teacher; competitive aaci individualistic attitudes are unrelated to such
indices of involvement in instructional activities." These and other studies
indicate that the more favorable the students' attitudes toward coopera-
tion, the more they believe that teachers, teacher aides, counselors, and
principals are important and positive; that teachers care about and want to
increase students' learning; that teachers like and accept students as indi-
viduals; and that teachers and principals want to be friends with
students." It is clear that teachers can encourage more involvement in
instructional activities and build more positive attitudes toward science
and science teachers by placing students in collaborative relationships
instead of having students compete with one another or work alone.

Attitudes of Students Toward Each Other in Science Classes
One of the major challenges that schools as well as science classes will

be facing in the 1980's is how to constructively deal with heterogeneity of
students in the classroom. Integration of different ethnic groups will
remain an issue, and educators will begin to focus less on the percentages
and quotas within a school and more on the quality of interactions among
ethnic groups. in the classroom. More handicapped students will be placed
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in regular classrooms for more of the time. Concern is increasing for ways
to capture and maintain the interest of females in science as a subject and a
possible career. The NAEP analysis of the three national assessments
(1969-1970, 1972-1973, and 1976-1977) reveals that black students,

-female students, and students from disadvantaged-urban communities
consistently perform below the national level in achievement at eachoage
level." Other national assessment data indicate that females are already
showing less interest in science at age 9 and that the gap between the inter-
est of males and females in science widens at ages 13 and 17.23 Science is
not only losing the interest of many students, but also it is losing the inter-
est and involvement of specific subgroups of students, primarily minorities
and females. Minorities, handicapped students, females, and other
students who add to the heterogeneity of the science classroom need to be
socially integrated in a way that facilitates their learning and their interest
in science and science-related careers.

There is considerable evidence that cooperative learning experiences,
as compared with coinpetitive and individualistic ones, result in more
positive interpersonal, relationships among students characterized by
mutual liking, positive attitudes toward each other, mutual concern,
friendliness, attentiveness, feelings of obligation to other students, and a
desire to win the respect of other students." Cooperative learning experi-
ences build these positive relationships among students from different
ethnic groups, different social classes, and the opposite sex, as well as -
among classmates who are intellectually or physically handicapped and
nonhandicapped. Cooperative relationships among heterogeneous groups
of students tend to produce acceptahce of differences, promote a view that
differences are an enrjching resource, and enhance the exploration of dif-
ferent perspectiyes. Competitive and individualistic instruction do not
tend to build acceptance of differences (or friendships in general), but
rather they encourage students to associate with others who are perceived
to be similar and to reject students who are perceived to be different. The
positive attitudes among students, as well as the peer support and encour-
agement for learning that are nurtured in heterogeneous, cooperative
groups, tend to counteract negative pressures that work against learning
science. Students not only learn more, but also they learn to accept one
another as individuals and to like each other regardless of differences."

Self- Esteem

Many studenti feel inadequate in the area of science. A feeling that
"Science is more than I can handle" is reflected in the responses of high
school students to a nationwide poll conducted by the Purdue Opinion
Panel." This survey has found that 35 percent of high school students
believe that it is necessary to be a genius to be a good scientist and that 30
percent believe that one cannot raise a normal family and become a scien-
tist. One aspect of teaching science, therefore, may be to promote a sense
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of adequacy and self-confidence in students with regard to their ability in
the science area. Science teachers also need to be concerned about the
levels of self-esteem of their students for a variety of other reasons
including their students', psychological health, achievement in science
classes, general happiness, and selection of a science-related career.

How the student-student interaction in science classes is structured
does affect students' self-esteem. Correlational studies indicate that
cooperativeness is positively related to self-esteem in students throughout
elementary, junior high, and high school in urban, rural, and suburban
settings; that competitiveness is generally unrelated to self-esteem; and
that individualistic attitudes tend to be related to feelings of worthlessness
and self-rejection.27 Further analyses reveal that positive attitudes toward
cooperation are related to basic self-acceptance, whichis relatively stable,
while positive attitudes toward competition are related to conditional self-
acceptance, which tends to rise and fall with performance. There is also
evidence that cooperative learning experiences, as compared with individ-
ualistic ones, result in higher self-esteem.28 To the extent that science
instruction is structured cooperatively and encourages positive attitudes
toward cooperation, higher levels of self-esteem and more basic self-
acceptance will be encouraged.

Psychological Health and Social Skills
The ability to build and maintain cooperative relationships is vital to

most science-related careers and is often cited as a primary manifestation
of psychological health. In a study comparing the attitudes of high school
seniors toward cooperation, competition, and individualism with their
responses on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory,29 coopera-
tive attitudes are significantly and negatively correlated with psychological
pathology (9 of the 10 scales), as are competitive attitudes (7 of the 10
scales). Attitudes toward individualism are significantly and positively
related to 9 of the 10 psychological pathology scales. These findings indi-
cate that an emphasis on cooperative involvement, and appropriate com-
petition, with-other people may promote psychological health and well-
being, while social isolation may promote psychological illness. Science
instruction can make a contribution to the well-being of students by struc-
turing appropriate interaction among students and, by eliminating the
extensive use of individualistic modes of teaching.

Producing students who are well versed in science but unable to work
collaboratiVely with others will be of little use to- society.- The cooperative
skills needed to maintain career, family, and community relationships, as
well as friendships, are basic to every individual. Cooperative learning
experiences, as compared with competitive and individualistic ones, not
only promote the development of the basic interpersonal skills such as
communication, leadership, and trust-building, but also they promote the
interpersonal skills needed to engage in the problem solving and inquiry
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that are enco aged in many science curriculums. Cooperative experiences
promote increased competence in perspective-taking, mutual influence,
cooFdinatioii of efforts, and divergent thinking." The cooperative skills
students develop as, they work in cooperatively structured science classes
are as important to the students as science skills. Science, knowledge and
skills are of little use if students cannot apply them in cooperative interac-
tion with other people.

Conclusions
The research on student-student interaction patterns is extensive, and

the results are impressive in terms of the benefits of coo rative learning.
-A couple of perspectives on this research, however, may help to clarify ids
value.

Structuring cooperative learning in science classes is not a "magic
wand" that will suddenly ,olve all problems and raise all individuals to the
highest levels of achievement with positive feelings about science as a sub-
ject and a possible career. Rather, the research indicates that we will have a
betfer chance Of accomplishing our goals as science educators if we struc-
ture learning situations cooperatively than we will if we structure them
competitively lor individualistically.

A second perspective is that a carefully orchestrated combination of
all three goal structures would probably be the most desirable method to
meet the needs of teachers and students. The variety that a mixture of
cooperative, competitive, and individualistic learning experiences would
provide during a day or a week would allow students to learn not only
hoW to colOorate skillfully but also how to work autonomously to com-
plete an individual task and how to enjoy competition, win or lose. All
three student student interaction patterns have value. It is cooperation, .

however, that is the most powerful and most useful.

THE SCIENCE TEACHER'S ROLE IN STRUCTURING COOPERATION
a

With any good idea, it is always necessary to gather your own data
with your own students and in your own situation. A description of how
to structure the different interaction patterns appropriately is found in
Learning Together and Alone." You may wish to try out each student-
student interaction pattern with your students for a week or so and discuss
with the students the advantages of each. Care must be taken in structur-

-ing-coperation-to Make sure that students realize that they are in a "sirik
or swim together" relationship and that each group member is accountable
for le4ming the assigned material. Do not be surprised if at first several of
your Students do not function well in groups, many students are not very
skilled at working collaboratively. Some social-skill teaching may be
needed before students are fully capable of working cooperatively.
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A brief overview of the strategies for structuring a cooperative lesson
should be useful. There are four major jobs for the science teacher in set-
ting up a cooperative learning situation: (1) a set of initial decisions must
be made (e.g., group size, distribution of materials), (2) the cooperative
structure must be explained to the students, (3) student behavior must be
monitored, and (4) cocnerative skills must be taught. The following
guidelines'ure not a formula, but rather a model that many science teachers
have fOund helpful.

Assigning Groups
, 1 -

The rirst step for a science teacher in structuring a cooperative learn-
ing activity is to determine an appropriate group size and assign the
students to groups. You need enough members in each group to stimulate
each other's thinking, but not enough to allow one,or more students not to
participate. Start with small groups and work your way up to larger
groups as students become more skillful in collaborating. One way hetero-
geneous groups are formed is by having students,count off randomly. The
"ones" become,a group, the "twos" become a group, and so forth. The
intent is to form heterogeneous groups in which students have different
backgrounds, perspectives, and skills. Heterogeneous groups are poten-
tially the most powerful in problem-solving situations. Sometimes
students may ask if they have to work' with the group they have been
assigned to; they can be told that eventually they will work with everyone
in the class and that this is the group they will be working with today.

Arranging the Room and Distributing Materials
The second step is to arrange the room and the science materials to

promote collaborative interaction. Each group sits close together,
separated as far as possible from the other groups. The materials and appa-
ratus are :,et on a centrally located table. One set of materials may be
assigned to each group.

...ssigning Cooperative Learning Goals
The third step is to assign the science task, describe the cooperative

structure of the learning goals, and communicate the criteria for evalua-
tion. Assign the task* in a clear and specific way. One way to set the

-croope-rative-goal structure is to ask each group to submit at the end of the
class period one report describing the members' best opinion and the
group's rationale for the decision. Group members are told to sign the
report only if they agree with the answer and can explain the rationale.
The students are told that they should share ideas, listen to each other's
ideas, participate in the testing process, ask other group members to verify
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the results, and double-check the test results and information with other
groups when it seems necessary. The evaluation criteria may be as follows:
if the group report is 100 percent correct, the group has done an excellent
job; if the report is partially correct, the group has done an acceptable job;
and if the report is way off, the group is sent back to the drawing board.

ObservingFormally andsInformally
The fourth step is to observe the groups of students. Assigning

students to groups and instructing them to work cooperatively will not
mean that they will or can do so. Teachers can use a formal observation
sheet to check specific aspects of cooperative interactione.g., actively
participating, actively listening to other students' comments, presenting
logical answers to 0-le group, and summarizing data and the group's con-
clusions. After teachers observe and model how to share observations
without making judgments about students' actions, students can be given
the opportunity to use the formal observation sheet. Observing a group is
probably the best way for students to learn cooperative skillsthey con-
centrate on the presence and absence of the skills and see them used or
misused as the group learns science.

As teachers move around the room, they can also make informal
notes When observing student-student interaction, teachers can jot down
a few note to expand on later as they reflect over the observational and
achievemerkt data and draw conclusions about progress in learn.ng science
and collaborative skills.

Intervening To Teach Social Skills
Tile fifth step in conducting a cooperative science lesson is to inter-

vene in groups that have difficulties in working together. A group,, for
example, may be leaving out one member. The teacher may stop the group
and point out that because not everyone is being included, the group is
losing resources and will have difficulty getting everyone to sign the report
at the end of the class period. In response to the teacher's observation, the
group may decide to check every few minutes to make sure that everyone
is participating and understands what the group is doing. The group then
proceeds with the science task. The teacher may wish to watch for a
moment or two and then move on to observe another group.

The basic cooperative skills students need to master are trust-
building, communication, leadership, and conflict resolution." Collabora-
tive skills must be defined so that students will 'understand.how to behave
cooperatively Some groups may have problems integrating the coopera-
tive skills into their efforts to complete the assigned task. Teachers must be
able to say, "Put away the task for a few minutes. We have a cooperative-
skills9 problem to solve." The teacher then stays with the group as the
group solves its problem.
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Evaluating Students' Work
The final step is to evaluate the quality and quantity of the students'

learning. The teacher collects the group reports and evaluates them
according to the preset criteria. Students may evaluate the functioning of
their groups by spending the last 10 minutes of the period discussing how
well they worked together and each member's contributions. The teacher
may offer some overall observations and have the groups summarize their
ideas for working together more effectively to share with the entire class.

SUMMARY

In order to simultaneously maximize achievement in science classes
and promote positive attitudes toward science and science - related` careers,
science teachers need to use competitive, individualistic, and cooperative
learning situations appropriately. In light of the research findings, there is
little doubt that science teachers who predominantly use the cooperative
learning structure will be able to have a powerful and positive effect on
their students' achievement and attitudes. This addition to the teacher's
repertoire does not mean establishing a new curriculum or spending any
money. It only takes a few minutes to make clear to students the kind of
student student interaction expected, with some additional time needed in
the beginning to teach students the appropriate interaction skills. All
teachers are interested in the achievement gains promised by the research.
Teachers may be even more interested in prombting positive attitudes
toward science and increased social skills in their students. The initial
effort by teachers and the time needed to structure student-student inter-:
fiction carefully are well worth it. It would be exciting to see the gap dis-
appear between the research findings and traditional science classroom
practice, so that science students would reply to the question, "How do
you see school7" by saying:

School is a place where we work together to learn. We share our ideas, argue
our points of view unless logically persuaded to change our minds, and help
each other find the most appropriate answers. Occasionally we have a fun
competition or work on our ownbut most of the ttme we learn together,
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CHAPTER 3

Linking Teaching Behaviors and
Student Behaviors in Science

James R. Okey
David P. Butts

The problem seems straightforward. If we find out what teaching
behaviors are associated with high pupil achievement in science, teachers
can use the behaviors and students will learn. Educators, parents, tax-
payers, and even students should be happy with that. But the problem isn't
that easy. Some critics of education take the stance that teaching is an art.
They feel that attempting to make it a science by establishing cause-and-
effect links between what teachers do and what students learn is nearly
fruitless. For years this view of teaching as an art was hard to refute
because compelling evidence to the contrary was hard to find. However,
in the last 10 years the picture has changed considerably. Increasingly,
studies are'reported that demonstrate that it is possible to identify effective
teaching behaviors.

The purposes of this chapter are to describe how strategies of research
on teaching behaviors have changed over the last 30 years and to present
some of the more promising results of recent research efforts that may
serve as a guide to science teachers.

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO TEACHER
AND STUDENT BEHAVIORS

Studying Teacher Characteristics and the Teaching Model
If you examine reports of teaching research from 20 years ago, you

will find that many of them concentrate on only half of the teaching-learn-
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ing equation.' Most of the interest is focused on teachersi.e., the
characteristics of teachers considered important in teaching. The research-
ers were seeking a description of the master teacher bec -use if a descrip-
tion of one could be formulated, then the task of novice teachers (or expe-
rienced ones) was to pattern or model their behavior after the description
of the master teacher. Young teachers were encouraged to "model the
master teacher" if they wished to be more effective instructors.

Some of the problems with this master teacher approach to identify-
ing teaching behaviors are addressed by Stolurow 2 who thinks that the
focus of the research is misdirected. According to Stolurow, we should not
be attempting to "model the master teacher" simply because human
characteristics are so numerous and diverse that their study is fruitless.
Instead, we should be trying to "master the teaching model" that is, to
understand the components of instruction that are essential to learning.
This type of thinking lead research on teaching away from concerns about
human characteristics such as sincerity, empathy, or friendliness, and
toward an examination of instruction that focuses on such factors as clar-
ity of outcomes, sequences of tasks, provision of appropriate practice, and
feedback opportunities.

Research that followed this teaching-model conception sought com-
ponents of instruction that might dirtctly influence student outcomes.
Usually called process-product research, this approach has attempted to
equate what teachers do (processes) with what students accomplish (prod-
ucts). Figure 1 shows the two items of major concern in process-product
research. The teacher behaviors examined include questioning strategies,
clarity of explanations, and task orientation, as well as such factors as
teacher warmth, directness, and enthusiasm. Thus, the teacher behaviors
under investigation included both teacher characteristics and teacher
actions. The second box in the model, student outcomes, refers primarily
to student achievement, although it might also refer to attitude gains or to
such outcomes as school attendance.

[TEACHING
BEHAVIORS

STUDENT
OUTCOMES

FIGURE 1
THE PROCESS-PRODUCT TEACHING MODEL

An influential paper b.y Rosenshine and Furst 3 has given prominent
attention to process-product research and has attempted to synthesize the
findings for 31 teacher behavior variables. Although their paper gave
major impetus to process-product research, gains in knowledge about
teacher behaviors and student outcomes were hard won.

Why does the process-product model from Figure 1 fail to shed much
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light on the relationship between teacher behaviors and student outcomes?
An explanation has been put forthby Medley, Soar, and Soar.4 They con-
tend that an important part of the model is missing (see Figure 2). Teachers
don't directly influence pupil achievement, they reasoned; therefore,
searching for direct cause-and-effect links between teaching behaviors and
student outcomes is likely to yield little information. Instead, they argue
that teacher behayiors-influence pupil study behaviors. In other words, a
science teacher tas direct control not over what the student learns but over
what, how, and how long the student studies science. What does directly
influence the student's science achievement? It is the student's study
behavors,So the contribution of Medley, Soar, and Soar has been to
interest-researchers in this intermediate step in the teaching - learning
model.

TEACHING STUDENT STUDY STUDENT
BEHAVIORS BEHAVIORS OUTCOMES

FIGURE 2
THE PROCESS-PRODUCT MODE. WITH AN INTERMEDIATE STEP'

Measuring Teaching Behaviors and Student Study Behaviors
In order to study what teachers and students do in science classrooms,

measuring devices are needed. The measures are descriptions of teacher
and pupil behaviors that guide observers in seeing what goes on in the
classroom\

The basic characteristics that any measurement device must have are
validity ancrieliability. This means that the measure should be an accurate
or true indicator of the behavior. in question and that it should consist-
ently provide evidence about them. Literally hundreds of such measuring
instruments have been developed over the years. The instruments vary
widely:

1. Some are limited in scope (e.g., only teacher questioning
behavior), while others are broad (e:g., all verbal interaction).

2. Some result in numerous pieces of information (e.g., behavior is
coded every three seconds), and others provide more sparse
descriptions of classroom activities.

3. Some are limited to directly observable behaviors (e.g., how
often a teacher smiles), while others require higher inference
judgments by observers (e.g., appropriateness of objectives for
students).

4. Some deal only with teacher behaviors while others deal with
both teacher and student activities.
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Two available compilations of classroom observation instruments are
Mirrors for Behavior° and Elementary Classroom Instruction.' Well over
100 instruments for observing in classrooms are available in these two
volumes.

A classroom observation instrument set developed recently in the
state of Georgia provides a comprehensive analysis of a teacher's
activities.' It includes observation of a teacher's plans and materials,
classroom procedures, interpersonal skills, and professional activities.

Two observation instruments designed especially for science class-
rooms are available. One of these, the Teaching Strategies Observation
Differential (TSOD), allows an observer to code 10 different types of
classroom environments being used by the teacher. The environments
range from structured lecturing to student-designed investigations.' The
second instrument, the Data Processing Observation Guide (DPOG),
focuses on science classrooms in which the teacher has students collecting,
displaying, and interpreting data."

Student study behaviors are observed in a variety of ways, but' the
most common is to assess the time during which they are intellectually
engaged with the subject matter. Students are intellectually engaged when
they are involved in such activities as listening, taking notes, talking with a
fellow student or teacher, or performing an activity associated with the
topic to be studied. Intellectually engaged time is usually referred to as-on-
task time. Capie, Dillashaw, and Okey " describe a procedure for measur-
ing the on-task behavior of students that consists of observing a student
for three or four seconds and judging whether he or she is involved in the
topic. Using this procedure, an entire class of 30 students can be observed
in less than three minutes. Multiple observations of each student are usu-
ally made: The coded information allows statements (usually expressed in
percentages of the total time observed) about the on-task behavior of indi-
vidual students or of the entire class.

Student outcomes (the third box in Figure 2) are usually measured in
terms of cognitive achievement. Teacher-made or standardized tests are
the :nost common measures used. Attitudes, pera:ptions, and similar
affective outcomes may also be measured. Occasionally, because lesscon-
ventional outcomes are of interest, special tests or measurement devices
need to be located or deyeloped. Examples of these Outcomes would be
amount of student talk, level of cognitive development, and degree of
cooperation among students. 'Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environ-
ments by Fox, Luszki, and Schmuck" includes a variety of instruments for
measuring social, emotional, and perceptual outcomes in classrooms.

CorrelatiOnal and Experimental Studies
Two kinds of investigations are possible when studying the teaching

behaviors ''of science teachers. The distinction between the two can be
understood by considering an example. Suppose a researcher wants to
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study the amount of time that a science teacher waits after a student begins
to respond before interjecting a comment or follow-up question. The
speculation is that students give more complete answers when their teacher
gives them more time to respond. One way to study this "wait time" is to
observe,dozens of classrooms and hope that a variety of teachers who wait
very little and teachers who wait a long time will be found. An alternative
approach to studying the question is to select a smaller number of teachers
(perhaps a dozen) and instruct them to use specified wait times. Some
teachers are instructed to use short waits, others wait times of intermediate
length, and still others long wait times. There are similarities in the two
approaches; for example, teachers with differing wait times are found in
each. But there are important differences, too. In the first instance, the dif-
ferences in wait time occur naturally, and in the second they are deliber-
ately manipulated by the researcher.

The first approach allows the crassroom researcher to determine if the
two variablesteacher wait time and completeness of student response --
are related. Does one increase as the other one does? But the first approach
does not allow the researcher to conclude that one variable influences or
causes the other. This first type of study is referred to as a correlation
study because it relates two variables.

The second type of study described above, in which the wait time of
teachers is deliberately changed, is called an experimental study. The
researcher manipulates one variable (teacher wait time) and checks to see if
the second variable (completeness of student response) is changed. This
type of study with deliberately manipulated variables allows cause-and-
effect conclusions to be drawn.

Both correlational and experimental studies are important. Even
though we want cause-and-effect conclusions about science teaching
behaviors and student outcomes, it may be more feasible or cheaper to do
correlational studies. The cautiontwe need to keep in mind, however, is
this: the fact that two variables are correlated does not necessarily mean
that one causes the other.

The remainder of this chapter describes a variety of studies about
teaching behavior and student outcomes. Some of them are correlational
studies and some are experimental. Sometimes the teaching behaviors are
obvious actions (e.g., questioning behavior), and sometimes they are more
elusive characteristics (e.g., enthusiasm or rapport). The studies also show
great diversity in the types of outcome. In some, the study behavior of
students (e.g., on-task time) is being measured, and in others academic
accomplishment (e.g., chemistry achievement) is the outcome of interest.
What holds the studies together is that (1) they are conducted primarily in
science settings, and (2) they identify some of the relationships (bothcorre-
lational and experimental) among tea :king behaviors, student study
behaviors, and student achievement.
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SPECIFIC LINKS AMONG TEACHING BEHAVIORS, .,

STUDENT STUDY BEHAVIORS, AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

From the research literature, the science teacher behaviors that make
a difference in what students do or know can be grouped into six
categories:

1. Subject matter competence of the teacher
2. Structure of the lesson

3. Physical organization of the classroom
4. Motivation of the students
5. Rapport between the students and teachers
6. Response opportunity for the students.

Subject Matter Competence
Subject matter competence is the category not often seen in descrip-

tions of teaching behaviors; yet, it is implied in several of them. Gage"
has described 11 teaching activities, 5 of which are related to subject mat-
ter competence: (1) explaining activities, (2) questioning activities, (3)
demonstrating activities, (4) assignment-making activities, and (5)
curriculum-planning activities. Sorenson and Husek " have analyzed the
teacher's role along six dimensions, one of which, information-giver, bears
directly on the subject matter competence of the teacher. Hord" has also
included this category in the scheme being used to study and evaluate
teaching behaviors. Tollefson " has identified 20 items agreed upon by
1,643 high school students as being characteristic of effective teachers. Of
these, two deal directly with subject matter competence: "knows his sub-
ject" and "doesn't rely completely on the textbook." Teachers are not
usually effective in helping students learn what they (the teachers) do not
understand. Rosenshine and Furst " report that "teacher clarity as assessed
by rating scales by students or observers yielded significant results in all
seven studies in which the variable was used." Clarity as used by Rosen-
shine and Furst includes such ideas as the clarity of the presentation,
whether the points that the teacher makes are clear and easy to under-
stand, whether the teacher is able to explain concepts clearly, and whether
the teacher has the facility and background to answer questions intelli-
gen . After working with 17 biology teachers and 100 biology students,
H and Towes" have found that the science teachers who understand the
B CS framework. have students who have better understanding of the
principles and concepts in BSCS. Lamb and others 19 find that as teachers
become better acquainted with the content of the lesson, they present ideas
better and their students achieve more.

Clearly, teachers cannot keep students on-task if they do not under-
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F-----stand_the task and are not familiar enough with it to effectively guide or
( direct sTidt eritilearnag7--

Thus, the science teacher who wants to enhance the learning time of
his or her students needs to do the following:

1. Understand the science concepts to be presented.
2. Fit explanations to the students' levels of understanding of the

concept.

3. Provide a variety of examples for each concept.

Structure

Structure includes all those strategies employed by the teacher to
design, present, and evaluate instruction. In this category are included
such topics as how to get going and keep going, are students or teachers in
control, and is the task dear.2° Most evaluations Of this category look at
the direct or indirect nature of the teacher's interaction with the students
and at the student- centered or teacher-centered nature of the instruction."
The proponents of "discovery methods" in science teaching during the
1960's looked at the dimension of guidance (teacher-centered direction)as
an indication of the degree of openness in the teaching of inquiry."
Schwab" has provided a scale of three levels in teaching inquiry, the
lowest consisting primarily of teacher direction and the highest consisting
entirely of student direction and initiative. In Tollefson's study of the 20
characteristics of effective teachers, 7 are concerned with structure in terms
of organization, presentation, student involvement in planning, and rea-
sonable assignments and expectations." Rosenshine and Furit 23 include
aspects of this category as organization or flexibility in the classroom
structure. But how can teachers develop a classroom structure that will
enhance students time with "academic" activities and their learning?

First, teachers can enhance the effectiveness of the learning environ-
ment. Piper 26 describes teacher management behaviors that can improve
the maintenance of a high-engaged-time learning environment. These were
first described by Kounin 27 as "withitness" and "smoothness and momen-
tum." Campbell" has found that junior high science teachers can enhance
learning if they are flexible in adjusting their approach to a class to meet
the needs of the students. He also finds that high ability classes seem to
"lift" the cognitive level of the dialogue in the science classroom. Medley 29

reports that teaching behaviors that cause less deviant, disruptive student
behavior were more effective in classrooms in which there was a higher
frequency of deviant and disruptive behavior. Medley also finds that less
time spent on classroom management is more effective than more time.
Shymansky and others '° note that students who think they can be self-
reliant will tend to depend less on teachers for directions. Helping students
to understand the management routine or agenda of the science classroom
is one important way to increase their learning time.
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A second way science teachers can enhance the structure of the learn-
ing environment is to focus on how student time is being used. Medleys'
reports that more class time spent on task-related "academic" activities
results in greater.classroom effectiveness. Rosenshine and Furst" seem to
describe this as teacher task-oriented or businesslike behaviori.e., the
teacher stimulates student thinking or acquisition of information and is
more concerned about student learning than about student enjoyment.
Capie, Dillashaw, and °keys' have developed an assessment scheme
whereby science teachers can check on-task behaviors in their own class-
rooms. (Their assessment scheme sometimes shows a surprising lack of
difference between the way teachers interact in the various sections of
science that they teach.)

When Boulanger3 had junior high science students describe their
teachers, he found that students who had hands-on instruction with direct
teacher involvement achieved more than those who had more open, non-
teacher-directed, hands-on experiences. McDuffie and Beehler 35 conclude
that enthusiasm and good work habits are essential for achievement in
junior high science classes. Penick and Shymansky3b have found that in
teacher-centered instruction, students spend a significantly greater amount
of time following the science teacher's directions than they do in student-
centered instruction. They also find that the amount of student on-task
time is about the same in both instructional patterns. In describing a
special teaching program for working with juvenile delinquents, Test and
Heward" find that the amount students achieve is proportional to the
amount of time they have available to learn. Koran and others 38 also note
that low-ability students seem to benefit more from highly structured
science lessonsa finding similar to that of Berliner."

A third way teachers can enhance student learning time and achieve-
ment outcomes relates to the methods of instruction they use. Raven and
Cole 40 have studied the impact of science instruction that requires students
to form mental modelsand have found that such instruction enhances
the students' acquisition of higher-cognitive-level science concepts.
Martin." finds that students who have behaviorally stated objectives
achieve more than others studying similar science content without such
objectives.

It is always reassuring when research supports natural wisdom, as is
the case here; in summary, the science teacher who wants to enhance stu-
dent learning time and achievement should do the following:

1. Manage the transitions between learning activities with minimum
time and disruption.

2. Maintain a recognized focus for discussion or learning activities.
3. Match the learning activity level to student needs and aptitudes.
4. Minimize deviate and disruptive student behavior.
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5. Reduce the time in class needed for management through clearer
teacher directions and definite established routings%

6. Increase the amount of time students can be on-task or learning
academic content by being businesslike or increasing ones own
on-task behavior.

7. Provide students with explicit directions and expectations7
increasing the structure when either the task or the students
needs require such a shift.

Physical Organization
Physical organization is a category describing the "background activ-

ities" of the teachere.g., organizing both student tasks and the
classroom environment, managing-materials, employing useful items and
equipment, and maintaining the focus of attention.42 This category is
implied in 3 of Gage's 11 teacher activities (maintaining order, housekeep-
ing, and recordkeeping) 43 and is stated as one of Sorenson and Husek's six
dimensions of the teacher's role, "disciplinarian."" Studies of differential
teacher interaction with low- and high-ability groups have pointed to poor
management and corresponding "nonproductive confusion" as factors cor-
related with nonachievement.45

How the teacher engineers the use of student time through grouping is
a frequently explored teacher behavior. Medley 46 summarizes findings in
the literature as supporting more effective teaching when students spend
less time working in small groups or independently or on seatwork; large
groups or smaller groups working cooperatively on well-supervised stu-
dent worksheets produce more on-task studeht learning time. Rosen-
shine 4' also finds that the total time spent in school learning is positively
related to achievement if that time is spent on academic activities and
negatively related if it is spent on noncurriculum activities. It is interesting
to note the absence of studies in science education that focus directly on
the strategies a teacher can use in management of either the classroom or
tire and their relationship to student on-task learning time and learning
outcomes. However, some studies have focused on the organizational
aspect of the classroom. Gabel andoHerron" have found that students in
ISCS who are taught in a self-paced format without teacher-imposed
deadlines do better than those taught in this format with teacher-imposed
deadlines. However, Rice and Linn 49 have studied the contrast in on-task
learning time and science learning outcomes between students who have
free choices in their learning environment and those given directed instruc-
tion in that same environment. They have found that students in the
directed instruction are more on-task and learn more science. This is in
contrast to an earlier study by Linn and others 50 in which students in a
free-choice environment achieved'more. Rosenshine" has reported that in
the studies,he has reviewed, lowest achievement is associated with students
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who work independently without supervision and highest achievement
with students who work in groups with close supery sion.

Thus, a science teacher who wants to enhance t to students' learhirti'
time and achievement outcomes should utilize these specific strategies
related to the classroom's physical organization and time structure:

1. Keep nonproductive confusion to a minimum.
2. Use a variety of resource materials, student activities, and

instructional modes.
3. Have students work in large groups, or, if they must work in

small groups, cooperatively engage them in the task with close
supervision. /-

41 Reduce the time spent on noncurriculum activities and enhance
,. \ the time spent on "academic" or objective-related learning.
5. Reduce the amount of unsupervised free choice and increase the,

amount of time students are working under close supervision.

Motivation
Motivation is as elusive a dimension in teacher activity as charisma is

in teacher personality. The motivation of students by a teacher involves a
number of considerations. The readiness of students for a given experit..,ce
is essential and must be determined before expecting them to become
involved in a learning task. The science teacher must be able to create an
inviting learning situation in terms of organization, assignments,
materials, and personal enthusiastn. Interest and involvement on the part
of the students are the prime teacher objectives in this category, while sus-
tained interest and achievement of independent learning are the long-term
goals of motivation." The learning style of each student is a crucial con-
cern in the motivation category of teaching behavior. Is the student extrin-
sically or intrinsically motivated, and what can he done to shift the empha-
sis from the former to the latter?" The term motivation is repeatedly
applied to teachers in specific situations, to high-ability students with per-
sonal motivation, and to low-ability students whose lack of motivation
stems from repeated failure in the School environment." While this
variable does not seem to be found in the science education research
literature, Rosenshine and Furst" refer to student motivation as a result of
teacher enthusiasm. Student ratings of how involved, excited, and inter-
ested teachers are in the subject matter are positively associated with learn-
ing outcomes.

Thus, a teacher who wants to enhance the motivation level of the
classroom as a way of nurturing on-task learning time and achievement
outcomes should do the following:

1. Be enthusiastic about what is being taught.

.*
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2. Aim instruction at the readiness level of the students.

3. Be interested in the subject matter.

Rapport
The term rapport connotes a relationship among teacher and students

much like that involved in the achievement of motivation Is the teacher
able to establish two-way communication with the students? Two-way
communication involves the expression of feelingswhether enthusiasm
or antagonism and the determination of "who controls what" in the class
and the ground rules regarding reward and punishment." The establish-
ment of an effective classroom learning climate is dependent upon the
interpersonal relationships among pupils, between teacher and pupil, and
between teacher and pupil groups." Low-achieving groups have been
described by obiervers as having "schizophrenic natures" "half-starved
wolves" and "docile lambs" when being taught by different teachers. The
teacher of the "docile lambs" considers this level to be a challenge and con-
fesses "a considerable affection" for these students." The category of rap-
port is implied in 2 of Sorenson and Husek's 6 dimensions of the teacher's
role, "advisor" and "counselor," 5.9 and in 2 of Gages 11 teacher activities,
"guidance" and '-'mental hygiene." 6° In To llefson's study, students named
seven characteristics related to rapport in their list of 20 characteristics of
an effective teacher, employing such descriptors as "available to students,"
"shows consideration," and "is friendly and enjoys students."6'

Rosenshine and Furst 62 refer to rapport in their discussion of
criticism. Teachers need to let students know when they are on target or
corrector off target or in error (but this need not be done in a critical,
1-don't-accept-you mode). They report finding a negative correlation
between teacher criticism and student learning in 17 studies. Edwards 63
reports on a strategy tha has enhanced the science student's involvement
and outcomes. He finds reinforcement from peers to be a powerful alter-
nativg to teacher reinforcement. In a later study, Edwards and Surma 64
report that when a science teacher reinforces a student's idea, the student
exhibits enhanced inquiry behavior. Rosenshine" supports this notion in
his summary of four studies in which corrective feedback, even when
negative, helps students. He also finds that teacher criticism is consistently
negatively associated with student behavior and outcomes.

So a teacher who wants to nurture positive student behavior and
learning outcomes through improves rapport should

1. Maintain true two-way communication with students.

2. Permit students to express feelings within predetermined boun-
daries.

3. Be available to students as one who listens and accepts them,

4-1 ,
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even when providing corrective feedback as to unacceptable
behaviors.

4. Refrain from criticism.

5. Encourage reinforcement from peers as well as from oneself.
6. Provide corrective feedback when needed.
7. Provide praise and positive motivation.

Response Opportunity
G Response opportunity is a category of teacher behavior that has been

receiving more attention in recent research. It focuses attention on who is
doing the talking how much of the time, on question asking, on keeping
the discussion on target, on the level of questions and responses, on the use
of student responses, and on maintaining and supporting response oppor-
tunities for students." Response opportunity is a factor that has been
included, whether stated, or implied, in most current studies of teacher-
student interaction." Teacher questioning strategies and student responses
are receiving attention in specific studies." One recent study investigates
the relationships among question level, response level, and lapse time, and
analyzes the effects of the teacher's perception on the individual's oppor-
tunity to respond."

Rosenshine and Furst's review includes three kinds of teaching
behaviors related to this categorybusinesslike orientation, unidirectness,
and multiple level of questions." Their summary suggests that "teachers
get what they teach for." Being businesslike or task oriented enhances the
focus or direction of the classroom dialogue. The teacher's actions in using
student ideas by acknowledging them, modifying the ideas when needed,
applying the responses to a new idea, and comparing one student response
to another are related to achievement. Medley 71 notes that teachers who
use fewer rebukes have more effective learning environments. Rebukes to
students decrease the likelihood that they will respond in the classroom.
Rosenshine and Furst 72 also note that better learning environments are
characterized by teachers who have an explicit beginning and ending for a
learning event.

In maintaining these learning events or discussions, DeTure," in an
extension of the original research reported by Rowe," finds that a longer
teacher wait-time results in more student input to the science discussion.
Rice" also finds that a longer science teacher wait-time results in greater
variety in student thought. Tobin" finds that longer teacher wait-time
result:, in greater student achievement in science.

Providing feedback to students may encourage their continued
response in the classroom. Rosenshine" reports in his review of several
studies that the impact of adult feedback (e.g., praise) is neither consist-
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ently good nor counterproductive. However, De Boer" finds that frequent
testing of students with feedback from the teacher is correlated with
grater science achievement. Burrows and Okey " also show that the use
of diagnostic tests and remediation enhances students' science achieve-
ment. Yeany and Capie" have noted similar results among college biology
students. Pouler and Wright" provide evidence that direct instruction and
feedback on student responses are more efficient than either Indirect
instruction or the withholding of feedback in helping students acquire
inquiry behavior.

The methods of instruction a teacher uses have been shown to he
closely related to student on-task time and learning. Medley" notes that
effective learning contexts are those in which teachers use mostly Jew-level
questions and feW higher-level questions, and in which teachers are less
likely to amplify a student's response, discuss it, or use it to answer
another student. Rosenshine 83 repo es similar resultsa high positive cor-
relation between teacher-direct que as and achievement =with students
in an elementary classroom and rik. in science. Although Riley" reports
that teachers can be helped to acquire skills in asking more higher-level
questions, the question of whether science teaching outcomes are enhanced
or hindered by teacher questions remains unanswered by the research to
date.

Thus, a teacher who wants to nurture positive student on-task
behavior and science achievement by providing appropriate response
opportunities should-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

b.

Keep a clear focus in the discussions in the science classroom by
being businesslike and direct.

Use student ideas, especially by applying them in a new context
or by comparing the content of two students' contributions.
Use fewer rebukes.

Use more low-level questior.s and fewer high-level questions.

Use a longer wait-time.

Provide frequent feedback to students.

SUMMARY

In total, what do we know about the relationship among teaching
behaviors, student study behaviors, and student outcomes that is valuable
to science teachers? We certainly know less than we would like to. Yet, the
results do provide a guide for teachers. in many cases, the research results
confirm what some would call common sensee.g., if the tasks are made
clear, the students will learn more, and if the teacher is businesslike and
task-oriented, the students will be on-task as well. But common sense or
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common beliefs are not always supported by research findings. Many
advocates of informal schooling take little comfort in the studies that show
structured classrooms to be the ones in which students achieve the most.
Of course, these advocates may question the appropriateness of the
measures, but that is another story too long to consider here.

Our knowledge of teaching, studying, and learning is much greater
today than it was 20 years ago, and it promises to continue to increase in
the future. With the aid of a conceptual model such as the one described in
this chapter and continued study of the problems pertinent to teaching and
learning, a review such as this written in 1990 will be able to sharpen the
statements about teaching behaviors and their influence on students.
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CHAPTER 4

Learning Science in Informal Settings
Outside the Classroom

John 1. Koran, Jr.
Lynn Dirki,ig Shafer

THE SETTING

A recent Louis Harris poll shows that museums are top entertainment
spots: The United States has some 6,000 museums which annually attract
more than 300 million visitors. Major league sports garner only 70 million
admissions annually.' Another report notes that museums draw about 40
million visitors a year for a series of "short stop" science experiences.] And
members of the Association of Science and Technology Centers reported
over 8 million school class visits in 1977 alone, while half of their annual -

35 million public visits are made by people under 18.3 Each year 160
million people visit science centers, zoos, aquariums, and a variety of
other science museums and nature centers. Since this figure constitutes half
of all the museum visits in the United States, "science" is clearly inter-
esting. People seek out settings where it can be experienced. Visitors are
motivated to be in these settings, and a tremendus amount of learning
must be taking place in such settings. These out-of-tchool learning oppor-
tunities represent an untapped instructional resource!

Informal science learning occurs for a diverse population of learners
in a variety of settings that are outside the classroom. Science is learned
both in the family setting as students watch television, read newspapers
and magazines, and visit museums, zoos, and science and technology
centers, and outside the home as students join spec;alized clubs such as the
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, flying clubs, bird watchers clubs, and similar
organizations. The potential magnitude of science learning in these settings
far exceeds that which occurs in the formal classroom setting!
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There is a wide variety of characteristics that distinguish an informal
learning experience from a formal one. Learners in informal settings expe-
rience no classroom structures, no time constraints, no coercive forces,
and no grades. They are in an exploratory context, able to move around at
their own pace and attend to those settings that attract them. Usually the
differences among the learners and'the differences in the amounts or kinds
of things to be learned provide for "something for everyone." As in the
case of museums, objects are often arranged for presentation with intents
and cc. Itraints that have little, if anything, to do with learning efficiency.
Few, if any,, learners are ever "formally" accountable on some type of test
for what they have seen or done. They are voluntary, self-motivated
learners, masters of their awn pace and responsible only to themselves.
They frequently seem to learn despite the mode of presentation.

By way of contrast, students are required by law to participate in for-
mal K-12 learning settings. Science content in these settings is well defined,
sequenced accordir.g to some theories of learning or development, and
acquired as a result of teacher presentation and student action. Within this
setting each actor has a relatively prescribed roles The teacher selects the
material, orgapizes it, presents it, presumably motivates the students to
learn it, and then evaluates whether or not they have acquired the content.
The student attends classes for prescribed periods of time, pays attention
to what is being presented, responds when stimulated, and demonstrates
achievement at the end of prescribed segments of instruction. Most
teachers work hard to make the experience interesting, motivating, and
profitable, and most students submit either actively or passively.

College instruction differs little from the above model, with theexcep-
tion that college students, for the most part, attend college voluntarily and
presumably are highly motivated to master much of what they are study-
ing.,Otherwise, both the teacher and student roles and the setting in which
they are being acted out resemble the traditional teaching-learning model.

Adults who do not go on to college learn in a variety of settings and
from a variety of sources. In business and the military, adults receive a
combination of formal instruction and on-the-job training. In agriculture,
small businesses, arid industry, people learn the content and processes by a
similar combination of formal instruction and on-the-job training
sometimes more of the latter than the former. in all thesecases the motiva-
tion to learn or explore rests primarily with the learner.

Table 1 summarizes the differences between formal and informal
learning.

THE LEARNER

As Table 1 illustrates, there is a greater diversity among learners in
informal learning settings than in formal classroom settings. People of all
ages, races, nationalities, and social classes have access to museums,
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A COMPARISON OF

Formal learning
1. Learning takes place in

classrooms.

2. Learning conditions and
content are prescribed.

3. Motivation is extrinsic
(grades).

4. The content is prescribed

5. The 'content is organized
and sequenced.

6. Attendance is mandatory

7. Time is standardized.

8. All students experience
all the content.

TABLE 1
FORMAL AND INFORMAL LEARNING

Informal learning
1. Learning takes place in

museums, zoos, science and
technology centers, homes,
clubs, etc.

2. Learning is through
free choice.

3. Motivation is internal.

9. Learners are of similar ag

10. Learners have similar
backgrounds.

4. The content is variable and
changing.

5. The content frequently ,3 not
organized or sequenced.

6. Attendance is voluntary.

7. Each learner decides on how
much time is spent.

8. Many displays and objects
provide something for
everyone.

es. 9. Learners are of all ages.

10. There is more diversity in
learners' backgrounds.

science centers, zoos, and other scientifically rich settings; they can experi-
ence "science" individually, as a family group, as a group in a social con-
text, or as part of a more formalized visiting group such as a school class.
Some come with well-developed knowledge and skill in science, while
others have little or no formal science background. As Laetch and others
point out, the critical factor that. all of these learners have in common is
"free choice." From the wide variety of displays the visitor chooses those
that have personal significance for her or him.

What are some differences among people that influence what they
might choose to look at or learn? In one museum study, Shettel 5 finds
evidence, that people who enter an exhibit situation with more science
knowledge tend to learn more than those with less prerequisite knowledge.
Tobias° has found that the greater the effort put forth in designing
material to provide both information and feedback, the more likely
novices or newcomers are to learn the subject. These two studies argue for
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providing visitors who are also there as students with necessary informa-
tion both prior to and during the visit so that they will be able to relate in a
meaningful way to the experience.

Another line of inquiry dealing with learning in muitisensory situa-
tions such as media presentations provides the following summary:

1. General ability, measured by a variety of aptitude tests, is a good
predictor of learning in a variety of settings where meaningful,
content is presented. Among other things this would suggest that
the more able students should be permitted greater freedom to
explore and learn using their own strategies, while the average
and less able students should receive more guidance before, dur-
ing, and after informal experience.

2. Exhibits or other informal experiences that are designed to direct
attention to key objects and their most important features pH-. madly help low-ability learners to grasp the basic ideas. High-
ability students tend to learn more when they have the freedom
to actively imagine, interpret, and explore possibilities.

3. Presentations with simple diagrams, figures, and symbols can be
used to reduce the burden of word processing and supplement
abstract interpretation to benefit students whose general ability is
low or who learn better from visual information. If a teacher is
aware of situations in the informal setting that require reading
and abstract interpretation, prior discussion may be helpful.

4. Media training can help improve learning from as particular
medium. It's important here to realize that we can help students
learn in informal settings if we teach them how to attend to dif-
ferent methods of presentation.'

This same line of inquiry has resulted in the finding that learning tasks that
require spatial analysis and covert manipulation of images are good for
students with high spatial ability, while students with low spatial ability
seem to benefit more from simple figures and diagrams that clarify mean-
ing.8 Again, the teacher's job might be to help students who have difficulty
with complex spatial presentations to reduce them to simpler, more
understandable components.

The aforementioned research findings in museum, and media research
provide some insight into the dynamics of learning about science in infor-
mal settings. Because learners differ in terms of a multitude of character-
istics and backgrounds, various types of instructional displays and experi-
ences will be more or less facilitative for thoSe with different patterns of
attributes. The advantage offered by many museums lies in the variety of
ways in which ideas are presented. Many exhibits are set up to show rela-
tionships that beconie "real" for the visitor is s.'he moves past or interacts
with displays, Thus, in contrast to school settings, there is a possibility in
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the informal context of experiencing a kind of excitement that comes from
seeing an idea or a thing in something like its natural relationships.

PROCESS AND RESEARCH

As people move through a museum or science and technology center
or, for that matter, any informal setting, a critical factor in their learning is
whether or not the exhibits capture their attention.' To'this end, Screven "
has explored various attention-directing methods in the museum setting
that would appear to have pote-tial in zoos, science and technology
centers, and aquariums. His studies have been done with a wide variety of
adult museum visitors and indicate that the teaching effectiveness of
exhibits designed for a wide age range depends in large part on the careful
specification of the learning outcomes desired from the exhibit. This spec-
ification results in instruct:anal objectives or objectivelike events such as
questions and commands that have the effect of focusing learner attention
on what is to be learned, thus weeding out extraneous stimuli. Specifying
objectives on information sheets focuses visitors' attention on key elements
of a display and frequently helps them make critical associations. These
studies also indicate that testlike events such as pretests or prequestions
that are derived from the objectives have similar positive effects in orient-
ing learners. Again, the pretest probably sensitizes the learner to critical
aspects of the display. Other researchers who have tsed "programmed
cards" in the same way have found that they produce more learning than
low information cards." How these strategies influence motivation is not
clear, but they are useful for school visits because average and low-ability
students require attention-directing and -focusing strategies.

Teachers can alter instructional materials in informal settings by pro-
viding information panels or writ'en outlines before or after particularly
complex experiences. As Novak 12 points out, a properly designed set of
materials given to students preceding or following a visit to a museum,
zoo, or science and technology center can provide them with major ideas
that they can later incorporate into the concepts learned, thus facilitating
learning. A number of researchers who have used questions, directions,
and behavioral objectives before a learning experience refer to this
phenomenon as "forward- shaping. "" Here, information received prior to
a learning experience focuses learner attention on specific relevant con-
cepts or facts to be learned during the experience. Rickards 14 speaks of an
alternative to this which he calls "backward review": after a learning expe-
rience, the students are provided with material such as questions or direc-
tions that prompt them to search bark through their memories and to
recall a wide range of general and speLific information. In the forward-
shaping case, the questions and objectives appear to produce a conver-
gence of student attention; in the backward review situation, the learner is
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forced to do divergent thinking and, frequently, she or he recalls both rele-
vant and irrelevant content and details.

In a recent study incorporating elements of the advance organizer
concept, forward-shaping, and backward review, 30 high-ability seventh
and eighth graders were exposed to a walk-through museum exhibit of the
Florida Cave. A third of the students read an information panel describing
the organisms in the cave, the zones of the cave, and the relationships in
this type of habitat, and then they went into the cave. A second group
walked through the cave and examined the panel when they came out. A
third group was used as a control group and did not receive the informa-
tion panels. Both groups that read the information panel learned
significantly more than the control group. Those who read the panel
before entering the cave learned more than those who read it afterward 90
out of 100 times.'s This is a single study, but it illustrates that when
teachers provide information prior to an informal learning situation, they
can direct student attention and improve learning.

The most common type of study done in settings such as museums,
zoos, and science and technology centers is the visitor survey. Major find-
ings from these studies include the following: (1) Life-size dioramas and
first-floor exhibits seem to be preferred by visitorsat the Milwaukee Public
Museum.'° (2) Museum maps and signs have been effective in reducing
disorientation and in directing traffic past a given sequence of exhibits.'
(3) Media presentations are preferred over standard case exhibits by
visitors to the national parks in Washington and Oregon, andcomprehen-
sive stories tying concepts together have been °found more effective than
unrelated facts." Interestingly, two problems with learning in museum
and science center settings have been the fatigue resulting from viewing too
many objects and events in too short a time period19 and the inclination to
view exhibits for too short a period (30 seconds) and in no special
sequence."'

Experimental and quasi-experimental museum studies conducted by
Wittlin n confirm the findings of the aforementioned surveys. For
instance, she has found that when exhibits are designed around a theme
that relates the objects to one another and are given more explanatory
labels, they produce more learning than when exhibits only present the
objects with their names. She calls the more effective exhibits interpretive
or structured Interestingly, Wittlin's description of structure resembles the
learning conditions created by behavioral objectives and advance
organizers, and, taken as a package, provides a powerful rationale for
teachers to create whenever possible conditions that provide direction for
the average and lower-ability learners in science.

There has been little research done on participatory or manipulative
exhibits and almost no research of a systematic nature with science-related
content. However, Oppenheimer 22 presents convincing arguments to the
effect that unless an exhibit can be changed or manipulated in some
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fashion by a learner, it is unlikely that learning will occur. He has opined
that evert the so-called "discovery" methods of teaching are too directed
because the learners discover only what the teacher has in mind for them
to discover. These contentions are supported by the, findings of several
studies that indicate that people who handle specimens not only spend
more time observing and asking questions about them but also learn
more." Participatory exhibits such as visitor-operated demonstration
machines and open-ended laboratory booths have also been found to be
effective in producing learning."

Other studies at the American Museum of Natural History Discovery
Room deal with the length and readability of exhibit labels. Here, Arth
and Claremont' have found that single, short labels are more effective
than lengthy labels and that some information about the objects is
necessary initially in order to get people involved with objects. This latter
observation is consistent with findings reported earlier in this chapter in
that many objects in a hands-on environment are so unusual or uncom-
mon that informal learners do not know how to start to relate to them.
Providing a small amount of information or a question functions to prime
the pump, increasing the probability that interaction will take place.

Since learning in informal settings is essentially a social phenomenon,
another line of researchsocial learning theoryhas some important
implications here. Social ;earning theory has a long history, dating back to
Tard " and his introduction of the idea of imitation. Later, Bandura and
Walters" described learning through the observation of others performing
in a wide variety of social situations. Children learn their male and female
roles by observing their parents in these roles. They observe neighbors,
relatives, teachers, and others both to refine their own role patterns and to
acquire new behaviors. In the same way, apprentices learn from masters,
athletes learn from other athletes and from observing their own perfor-
mances, and those who are trained on the job do considerable learning
through observing and modeling.

Applications of this theory have occurred in teacher training 23 and
recently in learning in science museums." In the latter studies, live models
have been used to induce and modify the exploratory behavior of visitors
while they observe a hands-on geologic change exhibit and walk through a
mesic hammock exhibit. Preliminary observations of, visitors in these two
areas of the museum indicate the following. (1) neither children nor adults
touched the various objects exhibited in the geologic change area, even
though there was a "hands -on" sign present, (2) adults admonished
children to keep their hands off the hands-on exhibits, (3) some adults
looked closely at the "hands-on" sign and mused aloud, "I wonder what
that means?", (41 most visitors of all ages moved right past this exhibit
without stopping Similarly, in the walk-through mesic hammock exhibit,
the expenmenters have observed the following. (1) few people stopped at
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the headphone stations to listen to the descriptions of the biologic interac-
tions in the mesic hammock, (2 more males than females stopped and
looked around, and (31 visitors did not realize that the wall exhibits were
related to the main exhibit, and were meant to provide background infor-
mation Inorder to remedy these situations, the investigators trained some
studentto walk through these exhibits and model all of the things they
wanted to see visitors do These students stopped at headphones. and
listened to each of them They talked to each other, pointing out that the
commentary' was different on each headphone and that the wall exhibits
related to the walk-through exhibits. They stopped by the 'hands-on
geologic change exhibit and touched and discussed the ,objects in it. The
results were dramatic. After the live models performed it each area,
participation with headphones and object manipulation incri ased dramati-
cally Visitors stayed in the areas longer and o. ,ervers n.,..ed a greater
diversity of visitor activities.

What is significant for science teachers is that frequently students in
informal settings do not have the confidence or experience necessary to
guide them in th-ir behavior Consequently, they are guided by previously
conditioned learning behaviors that come primaril., from formal learning
settings don't touch, don't stay too long, dont'make noise, move along,
and basically, don't be different. A person serving as a model introduces
new behavior patterns and sigrials that other behaviors are acceptable.
Teachers can act as models, so can the more confident or inquisitive
students This approach has potential not only in museums and similar set-
tings but also in one-on-one situations in which people are exposed to
scout leaders scientists in the laboratory and the field, and others who can
model scientific skills, attitudes, and behaviors. The teacher can be
instrumental in finding or creating models (through training), in making
models accessible to students, and in acting as a positive model whenever
possible.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Previously it was mentioned that the very nature of the informal
learning setting mitigates against many kinds of intervention designed to
influence learning For instance, if we make all learners perform in the
same way and regulate time, space, and other constraints, we transform an
informal experience into a relatively formal one. However, much of what
has been reviewed here suggests that we can work with learners prior to,
during and after informal learning experiences both to prepare them and
to assure that they learn the most from the experience. Similarly, we can
alter the setting in a variety of subtle ways in an attempt to increase the
teaching potential of the setting without damaging its informal character
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Helping the Learner
Shettel '° and Tobias" have conducted two of many studies that sug-

gest that learners must be prepared for a learning experience. Perhaps the
single most important factor that will determine what a learner takes away
from an informal science experience is what she he comes with. In order to
prepare learners for visits to museums, zoos, science and technology
centers, and the like, teachers must scout the territory. While there, they
must look, listen, and participate. They must watch other people behave
in hands-on settings, media settings, or settings with teaching-type
machines They must ask themselves, "What does someone have to know
or be able to do in order for this experience to be meaningful?" The answer
should contribute to the identification'of,necessary prerequisite knowledge
or media experiences and the specifics ion of behavioral objectives,
advance organizers, or relevant questions arattkes. This planning might
even include the training of students to go into the in ormal environment
and become peer models in a variety of settings.

Cronbach and Snow " and Koran and Koran " point toadiversity in
learners that goes beyond prerequisite knowledge. Their reviefs suggest
the need for prior instruction in a number of areas that might prepare the
learner for learning in a variety of informal settings. If an informal experi-
ence such as a science and technology center visit involves being con-
fronted with a wide variety of objects to be manipulated, the students must
have preliminary experiences manipulating objects. Because free-choice
situations are different from normal school learning, students need both
inforpa:io,Lybout how to behave in these settings and assurances that
their behavior is appropriate and acceptable. Similarly, experience with
learning from media such as single-concept films, regular films, slides,
slides and tapes, and a wide variety of manipulable objects could improve
the students' ability to !earn from these. Teachers need to discuss how to
pick out main points and how to relate illustrations to written materials,
and to provide a model for how ' o address each of these different stimuli.

Finally, average and lower-ability students may require special
preparation to assist them in focusing on relevant characteristics and in
differentiating between the critical attributes of an object or event and
those that do not account for an observed outcome. As previously men-
honed, simple diagrams and figures could be used to reduce the burden of
word processing in settings that appear to be too heavily verbal in nature.
An of these adjustments assume that the teacher has been an astute
observer, has done her or his on homework (by way of scouting the new
setting), and has successfully identified what the students will be con-
fronted with and how to help them.

Increasing the Teaching Potential of the Setting
Many alterations to the informal ,etting are also alterations that have

been tested in the formal setting where learning researchers have found
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them to positively influence learning. For instance, both Screven " and De
Woard" suggest that museum exhibits with attention-directing devices
such as behavioral objectives, questions about artifacts, audiotape ques-
tions, or "programmed cards" tend to increase learning by focusing atten-
tion on that which is to be learned. In a free-choice situation, learners can
decide whether or not they even wish to attend to these types of attention-
directing devices! However, a teacher can help by explaining to students
that behavioral objectives, questiDns, and similar devices are designed to
focus their attention on important aspects of what they are experiencing.
Considerable research has shown that learners frequently do not know
what they are supposed to do with objectives or questions, and pass over
them without profiting Teachers can help by using questions in such a
way as to provide forward-shaping and backward-review experiences
before a visit to a science and technology center, during it, and after it is
over.36

Much of the research cited indicates that visitors in informal settings
tend to m ove rapidly, cover a lot of ground, and frequently experience
niental o "erload and fatigue. Certainly teachers, if they accompany a
group, can modulate the pace, concentrate attention through the methods
suggested earlier, and, hopefully through these two efforts, reduce mental
overload that contributes to fatigue They can assure students that there is
no requirement to move at a rapid pace. Multiple visits are better thah one
visit, if that is possible Teachers need to discuss the nature and organiza-
tion of museums, zoos, and science and technology centers, and then, after
giving them an overview, encourage students to visit on a number of occa-
sions so that they can concentrate their efforts on different exhibits during
each visit Museums and zoos provide a wonderful setting for families to
share science.

The research on hands-on manipulatory exhibits suggests a number of
practical things teachers can do to help their students learn in these set-
tings They can provide students with preliminary information about the
objects they will see If students are encouraged to handle objects, not only
will their progress through the museum be slowed but also they will
receive considerable sensory data Again, students need experience before
a museum or science and technology center visit in handling objects, char-
acterizing them, and testing hypotheses about them. Remember, many of
the >ziggestion5 here have to do with making students both knowledgeable
about, and comfortable in free-choice environments.

Finally, the modeling research discussed has many applications in
informal settings Surely, the teacher, other students, and parents can pro-
vide models for exploratory behaviors in informal institutional settings
and one-on-one situations Students who are less inhibited, more explor-
ator, more aggressive, or more interested should be designated as models
by their teachers in order to encourage peer emulation Similarly, outside
of these settings and the school, the teacher is in an ideal position to iden-
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tify local experts in a wide variety of fields for students to meet, to work
with them on an informal basis, to ask them to appear at school, and to
cultivate them as individual models in school or community clubs.
Remeniber, in order to use modeling in this way the model must already
exhibit, or be taught, the desired behavior. When the model exhibits these
behaviors, attention should be directed to them. Later when students
emulate these behaviors, they should be praised.

.CONCLUSION

Informal learning in science is a potentially valuable adjunct to school
instruction. The very nature of the informal setting and the tremendous
resources available here for instruction need to be mined. Because informal
learning involves institutions and people other than those found in formal
settings, it is an area that can be only partially managed by the science
teacher. However, if we become too involved, we can transform an infor-
mal experience into a forinal school experience with at least some of the
negative connotations. With thought and care, this part of the learning
environment could become significant for the science education of youth.
During the decade of the 80's, more people than ever before will visit
museums and zoos, and will participate in informal science. Hopefully we
can transport this curiosity and spirit of discovery even fartherbut we
have to understand the factors that bring out these qualities. That is the
challenge informal education presents to us in the decade of the 80's.
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CHAPTER 5

The Effects of Activity-Based
Science in Elementary Schools

Ted Bredderman

One of the central issues in elementary school science in recent years
has been the degree to which activities should be included in the teaching
of science. In this chapter the major claims made for the effects of aaivity-
based science on elementary-age learners will be described. Then, for each
claim, the evidence that has been accumulated over the past 10 or more
years will be presented. It is hoped that this summation of research will
provide guidance for teachers on the value of a hands-on approach to
science. While no attempt will be made to tackle the questions of cost in
terms of time, money, and effort, each teacher or school system has to
consider these factors, once the likely effects on students of an activity
science program are known. In these days of limited funds, the extra
expense and time for preparation of a hands-on science program have to
be justified.

ACTIVITY-BASED VERSUS NONACTIVITY -BASED
SCIENCE CLASSROOMS

A number of researchers have investigated how classrooms and the
behaviors of students and teachers change when an activity-based science
program is used. Contrasted with the prevailing passive science programs,
what do the more active methods achieve? In the hands-on approach,
teacher-centered discussions and demonstrations receive less emphasis,
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and student-centered .activities and discussions receive more emphasis.
Discussions led by teachers focus on interpretation of the experiences that
students have during their activities and experiments. The relative propor-
tions of teacher and student talk are meant to shift in favor of more student
discussion originating from and leading to experiments or investigations.
Two widely disseminated hands-on programsSAPA (Science, A Pro:ess
Approach) and SCIS (Science Curriculum Improvement Study)were the
subject of investigations by six researchers who examined their effect on
language and learning. After studying 200 activity programs and tradi-
tional classrooms, they report that the time devoted to teacher-centered
talk decreases from about 80 percent in traditional classrooms to about 71
percent in activity classrooms. The reduction of talk in activity-based
science classrooms occurs for both teachers and students. As expected,
much of the time not being spent on talking is devoted to activity. Activi-
ties consume, on the average, about 10 percent of the time in traditional
classrooms and 19 percent of the time in activity classrooms. The question
these data provoke concerns the activitiesif the students are talking less,
are they nevertheless learning more? Do they learn both content and pro-
cess to the same or greater extent in the activity programs as compared
with more passive programs?

Process Versus Content
One problem with many of the studies that compare activity-based.

with nonactivity-based science teaching ha. been that the two types of
instructional programs do not have the same objectives: the activity-based
program puts a greater emphasis on process outcomes, and the traditional
program stresses content outcomes. Often the researcher has then chosen
to test the two groups of children on outcomes that favor either the
activity-based program or the traditional program. Only a few researchers
have tested both content and process outcomes. In Table 1 are shown four
possibilities for which some research evidence is available and the number
of studies of each type.

Combining the Results of Studies
While the content of the programs is varied, it is possible to combine

the results of studies with common characteristics to get general impres-
sions of how well students do in classrooms where activities are used as
compared with students in classrooms where activities are not used.
Although the techniques for combining results are somewhat complicated,
the conclusions can be expressed in a way that is easily understood.
Typically, experimenters select two groups of classrooms that they believe



TABLE 1

INSTRUCTION AND TESTING IN RESEARCH STUDIES OF,
ACTIVITY-BASED AND NONACTIVITY-BASED SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Emphasis of instruction

Experimental Control group
group Nonactivity Number of

Activity approach approach Outcomes tested studies
Process Content Process 27
Process Process Process 1
Process Content Content 15
Content Content Content 10

are similar in all respects except that teachers in one set of classrooms,
called the experimental group, use activity-based science lessons and
teachers in the other set of classrooms, called the control group, do not.
Students are often tested before-the experiment begins to make sure that
the two groups are equal at the start. The students are then tested at the
end of the experiment, perhaps a year or more later, on science processes
Jr science content (or some other outcome), and the test results of the two
groups are then compared. It is possible to combine these results from
several similar studies to obtain an overall pattern of how students in the
two contrasting instructional treatments compare. The question asked is:
Does the average student being taught using activities remain average, or
does he or she become more like one of the better students (or more like
one of-the poorer students) in the nonactivity group? The specific place-
ment of the average experimental student among the control group of
students forseveral similar studies can then be averaged. This can be done
even though the tests used by the different experimenters to assess a par-
ticular outcome may not be exactly the same.

CLAIMS FOR ACTIVITY-BASED SCIENCE AND THE EVIDENCE

Teachers must determine whether switching to an activity-based
science program will help or hinder student progress in specific outcome
areas. The areas on which considerable research has been done are science
process, science content, attitude, creativity, and language development.
Most teachers would agree that these are areas that are the concern of
schooling. Each area will be considered separately.
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Science Process

Advocates of activity-based programs claim that science activities
eve the student a chance to develop generalized skills in observing,
measuring, and experimenting. Activities that include the interplay of
knowledge, understanding, and psychomotor behavior must be experi-
enced They agree that students who learn about science through a text-
book are not likely to demonstrate process abilities, whether or not they
have read about them or seen them used by others. For most students,
these process abilities are not developed adequately through everyday
experience or incidentally in textbooks or other types of programs.

What is the Evidence? In Table 2 are shown the combined results of
27 studies involving 100 science process test comparisons between students
of teachers using one of the three major activity-based programs and
students of teachers using other methods Of teaching science. When
teachers are left to teach science on their own, to teach textbook programs,
or to use combination activity -textbook programs, the apparent net result
is that these students do not perform as well on process tests as do students
in activity-based programs. Shown in Table 2 are results averaged
separately for studies of (1) each of the three types of control group experi-
ences, (2) each of the three activity-based programs, and (3) each of three
socioeconomic levels of students.

Among the conclusions that can be drawn from the results shown in
the table are the following:

1 When compared with text- and teacher-originated programs, the
activity-based programs do result in noticeably better process
abilities among the students. This result is not surprising when
one considers the relative emphases on process outcomes of
activity- and nonactivity-based science experiences. It does,
however, support the view that process abilities can be enhanced
through planned instructional activities.

2 Economically disadvantaged students in activity -based programs
benefit significantly more in terms of process outcomes than do
average or advantaged students. Disadvantaged students,appar-
ently must rely on the classroom experiences provided by activ-
ity-based science programs. On the other hand advantaged
students may have other opportunities to learn pro ,esses outside
of the classroom, and, therefore, whether or not they are in activ-
ity-based programs dues not affect their process abilities as much.

3 Of the three types of activity-based instruction represented by the
three programs (open (ESS), direct (SAPA), and an open, direct
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TABLE 2
SCIENCE PROCESS: COMBINED RESULTS OF 27 STUDIES OF

ACTIVITY-BASED AND NONACTIVITYBASED SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Average placement () of

Groups

activity-based science students Number of
among control group students study com-

(class size adjusted to 25) parisons
Poorer I Better
students I students

NONACTIVITY
CONTROL .

GROUPS 000000000000000000000000

ACTIVITY
1

1

EXPERIMENTAL
i

GROUPS
i

All process 1

studies i
I

combined 000000000000000000000000 100
Type of student 1

Disadvantaged 000000000000000000000000 30
Average 000d000O0000000000000000 41
Advantaged 000000006000000000000000 15

Activity program 1

ESS 000000000Ooo000000000000 12
SCIS :000000000000000000000000 50
SAPA 000000000000000000000000 38

*ESS Elementary Science Study.
SCIS Science Curriculum Improvement Study.
SAPA Science, A Process Approach.

combination (SCIS)1, the direct approach has the greatest effect
on process outcomes. This finding for SAPA is similar to results
generally found when di:ect approaches are compared with more
open approaches in subject matter areas that lend themselves to
being analyzed in terms of specific objectives. Another considera-
tion, is that SAPA is focused almost exclusively on teaching
science process. This singular focus certainly allows greater atten-
tion, in the time available, to the outcomes being tested.
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Science Content
Advocates of activity-based science programs argue that science con- c

tent is best learned in the context of concrete experiences with the materials
to which the content refers. Understanding, motivation, and retention will
-all be greater under such circumstances. Even in programs that stress pro-
cess, it has been argued, the amount of content that is learned incidentally
and retained will be sufficient to match that of othdr programs. Or, con-
versely, teaching science content without direct experience is so ineffective
that traditional approaches, even though they content, will have lit-
tle to show for their effort when compared with activity-based programs.

What Is the EvidenCe? If all the studies that test science content for the
three major activity-based programs are grouped together, without regard
is the type of student or the type of science approach that the control
groups experience, the activity-program groups show a slight advantage
over the control groups. However, this is somewhat misleading.

Table 3 shows the ranking of experimental students as compared with
control students on tests of science content when the results of the studies
are grouped on the basis of certain conditions. From this table it can be
seen that with content outcomes, as with process outcomes, the activity
programs provide the greatest benefit for disadvantaged students and may
actually handicap advantaged students on science content tests. Activity-
program students show an advantage on tests of science content when
compared with students in programs of the teacher's- own design, but not
when compared with groups using science textbooks. SCIS students fared
the best on tests of science content, especially when the content testedwas
that taught in the SCIS program rather than the content normally tested by
common standardized science tests.

A number of investigators have recently attempted to teach the same
content to two or more groups of children, contrasting the approaches
associated with activity-based science and with more traditional methods.
Some of the activity-based methods chosen by researchers to contrast with
traditicnal methods are described as follows: using activities with
manipulatives, allowing peer interaction, using guided discovery, using
puzzles, and using conflicting situations. While these studies, as presented
in Table 4, are not necessarily a clear test of all of the aspects of activity-
based science, in each case they provide a contrast of at least two methods,
both of which are intended to teach the same science content. Five out of
the ten studies listed show an advantage for the method associated with
activity-based science. Five favor neither activity-based nor traditional
methods. None favors traditional methods. These results suggest that
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activity-based approaches may be at least as effective as more traditional
approaches in teaching science content.

TABLE 3
SCIENCE CONTENT: COMBINED RESULTS OF 15 STUDIES OF

ACTIVITY-BASED AND NONACTIVITY -BASED SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Average placement () of
activity-based science students
among control group students

Number of
study corn-

Groups (class size adjusted to 25) , parisons
Poorer I Better
students I students

NONACTIVITY I

CONTROL
GROUPS 000000000000000000000000
ACTIVITY
EXPERIMENTAL 0

GROUPS
All content
studies
combined

I

00000000000()0000000000000 39
Type of student

Disadvantaged 000000000000.000000000000 3
Average 0000000000000600000000000 22
Advantaged 000000000000oo6000000000 6

Activity program
ESS 000000000000ll000000000000 12
SCIS 000000000000.000000000000 14
SAPA 000000000000lb000000a00000 13

Control 'group
science approach

Local, teacher-
controlled 000k.,0000000Oect00000000000 8

Text program 000000000000000000000000 17
Activity/text

combination 0000000000000 0000000000p0 14
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TABLE 4
STUDIES IN WHICH INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS ASSOCIATED WITH

ACTIVITY-BASED SCIENCE PROGRAMS ARE USED
TO TEACH SCIENCE CONTENT

Outcomes on
which students

are tested
Content

Investigator
and

grade level
Benson-
5th grade

Billings-
2nd grade

Blomberg
bth grade

Byrne
bth grade

Davis
upper
elementary

Fuller-
3rd grade

Kemp-
5th grade

Marlins
upper
elementary

7

..istructional methods
compared

Pupil-investigatory or
discovery method vs.
traditional

Concrete experiences only
vs. concrete experiences
plus verbal instruction vs.
no prescribed treatment

Laboratory approach (ESS)
vs. audiovisual approach
vs. reading/lecture

Activity-oriented, inquiry-
based (ESS) vs. text with
demonstration

Guided discovery with
materials vs. expository
text

Information from puzzle-
flash cards vs. information
from transparencies vs.
information from written
booklets

Activity-centered/non-
verbal vs. activity-centered
and verbal presentation
textbook vs. textbook
verbal presentation only

"Counterintuitive events"
with demonstration
discussion vs.
demonstration discussion
only
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Content concept
of :nteraction and
evidence of
interaction

Content science
understanding

Content princi-
ples of electricity
and magnetism

Content knowl-
edge of informa:
tion and concepts

Content
concepts

Content

Content subject
Matter
achievement

Results
No
difference

Favored
concrete-
experience-
only group
over others

No
difference

No
difference

Favored
discovery

No
difference

No
difference

Favored
"counter-
intuitive
events"; no
difference
on later
retention`



Investigator
and

grade level

Voelker
4th, 5th,
and '6th
grades

Vongchu-
siri 4th,
5th, and
6th grades

TABLE 4 (Col

Instructional methods
compared

Student discovery of a
generalization vs. teacher-
given generalization

Discovery with objects vs.
presentation with
graphic displays

NT1NUED)

Outcomes on
which students

are tested Results

Content Favored
criterion for discovery at
distinguishing some grades;
physical and no differ-
chemical change ence at

others

Science rules Favored
Science concepts discovery

on rules; no
difference
on concepts

Attitudes
Activity - based science has often been justified to teachers primarily

because it is more attractive to students, and, therefore, it should improve
student attitudes toward science, science classes, and school.

What Is the Evidence? Table 5 shows a summary of the results of atti-
tude surveys for all the studies reported on tae three major activity-based
programs Again, the attitude scores have been used to rank students in
activity-based program groups against those in nonactivity-based control
groups. The stddies have also been grouped by which activity-based pro-
gam is being used and by the types of students involved. The results
generally suggest that attitudes are imp:oved by activity-based science-

- but the effect is not dramatic. Only a modest advantage is evidentfrom the
combined results. Johnson, Ryan, ind Schroeder;' Metz;2 and Davis? in
three different studies using inqui.y and guided discovery in teaching
science in the upper elementary grades, have also found advantages for
these activity-oriented approaches when they assess attitudes.

Creativity
Another outcome that it is believed the activity-oriented science pro-

grams will promote is creativity. Students, when permitted to handle
materials and work on problems arising spontaneously from science class-
room experiences, are practicing thinking in novel ways. Trying to
generate .explanations, hypotheses, and experiments requires divergent
thinking processes Opportunity and encouragement to be creative, it has
been argued, should bring out the creative potential in students.
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'TABLE 5 o

ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE AND SCHOOL. COMBINED RESULTS OF
12 STUDIES OF

ACTIVITY-BASED AND NONACTIVITY-BASED SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Number of
study com-

parisonsGroups

Average placement ( of
activity-based science students
among control group students

(class size adjusted to 25)

More More
negative 1 positive
students 1 students

NONACTIVITY 1

CONTROL 1

i

GROUPS 000000000000.000000000000
1

ACTIVITY 1

EXPERIMENTAL 1

GROUPS 1

All attitude 1

studies
1

combined 0000 00000000° 000000000000
1

Type of student
1

Disadvantaged 0000 00000000* 000000000000
Average 000000000000.000000000000
Advantaged Too few comparisons

Activity program
I

ESS Too few comparisons
° SCIS 000000000000.000000000000

SAPA
a

000000000000.000000000000

Attitude toward
school and teachers
in open and tradi-
tional classes 4

I

1

1

1

1

22

7
13

13
7

1

000000000000° 000000000000 17

What Is the Evidence? Table 6 shows the results of tests of creativity
for all contrasts of the three major activity-based programs. Studies on
creativity have not been reported for advantaged students. The results in
general parallel those for attitudes. The activity programs show an advan-
tage over other approaches, and, of the three activity programs, ESS is the
most effective in this area.
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TABLE 6

CREATIVITY. COMBINED RESULTS OF 5 STUDIES OF
ACTIVITY-BASED AND NONACTIVITY-BASED SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Average placement () of
activity-based science students Number of
among control group students study com-

Groups- (class size adjusted to 25) parisons
Lower I Higher
creativity b creativity

NONACTIVITY 1

ICONTROL
GROUPS 000000000000000000000000

t
0 ACTIVITY , 1

EXPERIMENTAL
GROUPS
All creativity
tudies .

1

I

I

1

combined 00000000000000000000000e. 36
Activity program

ESS 0000000c:0000000000000000 14
SCIS 000000n00000000000000000 7
SAPA 00000ct000000000000000000 15

Creativity in open
and traditional
classes' 000000000000°000000000000 11

i

Language Development and Reading
Despite the fact that none of the three major activity-based programs

relies on textbooks and, in general, reading is kept to a minimum, many
educators have argued that activity-oriented programs should have a
positive effect on language development and reading.° They contend that
language and reading are dependent as much on broad, meaningful experi-
ences, interests, and general communication opportunities as on instruc-
tion directed at language development or actual practice in reading.

What Is the Evidence? With the exception of disadvantaged student
groups in which the effect is strongly positive, the activity-based pro-
grams, on the average, appear to have only moderately positive effects on
language development skills, as can be seen from Table 7. This modest,
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TABLE 7
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND READING. COMBINED RESULTS
FQR 10 STUDIES OF ACTIVITY -BASED AND NONACTIVITY-BASED

SCIENCE PROGRAMS,

Average placeMent () of
activity-based science students
among control group students

(class size adjusted to 25)Groups

Number of
study com-
parisons

Lower Higher
scores scores

NONACTIVITY
CONTROL
GROUPS 000000000000 000000000000

ACTIVITY
EXPERIMENTAL
GROUPS
All language
development and
reading studies
combined

.,.

000000000000000000000000 49
IType of student

1

Disadvantaged 000000000000.000000000000 12
Average 000000000000. 000000000000 25
Advantaged 000000000000S000000000000 8

1

Only studies with
I

control groups
using science
textbook programs

i

000000000000000000000000 29

Language area I

i

Reading 000000000000000000000000 33
Listening 000000000000000000000000 5
Expression 000000000000.000000000000 11

i

but significant, advantage is held even when only the studies in which the
control group is using a textbook program are considered. This last finding
presents counterevidence to.the often heard argument that switching to an
activity approach removes a support for the school's reading program
because reading from subject area textbooks will be decreased. Nit only
does it appear that lessening the dependence on science texts may not have
a harmful effect on reading skills but also,, as shown in Table 7, it seems
that increasing the use of activities may strengthen listening and expressive
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language skills These latter benefits are found especially in studies with
students at lower grade levels and with disadvantaged students.

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

The evidence presented points to the need for determining the relative
importance of the many potential outcomes of schooling and for taking
into account the types of students to be taught before selecting a program
or approach to teaching elementary science. Certainly the several dozen
investigators whose findings are summarized above have shown that
teachers can expect improved performance, particularly from disadvan-
taged students, when using activity-based science approaches. The same
may be generally true for female students, although the data on that are
sparse because many of the studies fail to distinguish between the perfor-
mance of males and females. It seems that with an activity-centered science
program, we have a form of teaching that particularly facilitates learning
for disadvantaged students a consistent finding that has been ignored for
many years. Lower ability, inner city, lower socioeconomic, and rural
students benefit the most from activity-based science when compared with
average ability and advantaged students. This is true for all outcome areas
for which evidence is available. science process, science content, attitude,
creativity, and language development. These benefits are also apparent for
average students, although' to a lesser extent, in all outcome areas except
knowledge of particular science facts. -

On content tests, students exposed to textbook approaches that stress
content can be expected to outperform students in activity-based programs
that stress process. The reverse is true on process tests. All things being
equal, "You get what you teach for." When the content of instruction is the
same for both methods of teaching, students in the activity-based class-
rooms generally outperform those in the nonactivity-based classrooms.

When "direct" teaching methbds, as opposed to "open" teaching
methods, are used with science-activity approaches, considerable benefit is
shown for the specific objectives on which teaching is focused. However,
the development of less definable abilities, such as creativity and improved
attitudes, appears to be slightly better nurtured under more open condi-
tions.

One thing seems abundantly clear. for those who teach disadvantaged
students, a hinds-on science program produces rather dramatic gains in
achievement and process skills, and, as Wellman has shown in her sum-
mary, better growth in language and logic.'
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CHAPTER 6

Attitudes and Science Education
Carl F. Berger

One of the first findings in research on attitudes is something puz-
zling. Students generally have a high positive attitude toward science until
middle school or junior high school. Over the middle school period and
through the high school years, this attitude appears to decline.' This is just
the time when they begin to get more science in schooli.e., the number
of hours required is typically 4 to 5 per week through the ninth grade.
After that, for many, science is an elective, and many students do not
choose to take it. What part do attitudes play in the decision to elect more
science?

STUDENT ATTITUDES 'AND SCIENCE

Before we take a cloe look at students and attitudes, perhaps we
should know what were looking for. Over a 20-year span, the character-
istics related to a scientific ttitude in students have remained surprisingly
constant: curiosity, willingness to change opinions, willingness to sus-
pend judgment, openmindedness, objectivity, honesty, and rationality.'
Accepting this broad definition of attitude, let's proceed to look at stu-
dents' scientific attitudes: \

Peterson has studied the changes in the curiosity behavior of students
from childhood to adolescence. Contrary to the popular belief that
students start school with very great curiosity and then slowly, but surely
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their cunosity decreases, she found that, The sensory motor curiosity of
these pupils did not decline . but maintained constant among individ-
uals, and . . the overall curiosity pupils expressed through sensory
motor responses was relatively high. "' Studying students under conditions
in which they could exhibit natural curiosity, Peterson observed their reac-
tions in a waiting room setting. While the presence of an adult helped
young students slightly, older students exhibited more cunosity when left
alone' Natural curiosity does not seem to decline in students, but what
about other measures of curiosity in science classes? The National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has gathered information on the
curiosity that students express in science classes.' In response to the ques-
tion -How often have science classes made you feel curious?"' 4o percent of
13 year-old students responded 'always or often", 53 percent of 17-year-
old students checked the "always or often" category'. Interest or curiosity
about science is widespread.

Students recognize that scientists have to keep an open mind, too. To
the statement "Scientists must be willing to change their ideas when new
information becomes available," over 75 percent of the 13-year-olds
agreed, close to 90 percent of the 17-year-olds agreed, and more than 90
percent of the young adult population of the study agreed. Similar results
were obtained from the students regarding a statement dealing with hon-
esty One very important Job of scientists is to report exactly what they
observe."

While the NAB' data suggest that students find science interesting,
some students also find that it makes them feel dumb. When asked "How
often have science classes made you feel stupid, dumb?' 90 percent of the
9-year old students said "never," 72 percent of the I3-year-old students
said -seld in or never," and 62 percent of the 17-year-old students said
"seldom or never Notice that while the percentages are high and
positive, they do decline as students go further in school. 'How often have
science classes made you feel successful?" To this question, 55 percent of
the 9-y ear old students, 40 percent of the 13- year -old students, and 28 per-
cent of the 17- year -old students answered "'always or often"!

What about the students' belief that science can be used to solve prob-
lems? According to the NAEP data, as students grow older there as a
general increase: in the belief that science can be very helpful in solving
problems Students generally believe that scientists can fin'd cures for
diseases Far fewer believe that science can help prevent wars When asked
if they, the students, could help solve problems,in the world today such
as pollution, energy waste, food shortage, and disease-13-year-old
students were less optimistic than 9 and 17-year-old students in thi' king
that there is any thing they can do to help with these problems. It I not
clear whether the I1 Bear -olds' dip in optimism is a result of part' -ular
school experiences in science classes or simply characteristic of this age
group
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SCIENCE ATTITUDES OF TEACHERS

Teacher attitudes toward science are generally positive. Billeh and
others° report that the more science knowledge or science courses they
have taken in college, the more positive the attitudes of teachers are.

How_elementary 'chers feel about science if they are required to
teach it is another matter. When comparing tile subjects of mathematics,
reading, science, and social studies, elementary teachers rate science the
highest in the "not well qualified" category and lowest in the "very well
qualified" category.' Only 3 percent feel "not well qualified to teach
reading" compared to 16 percent who feel the same about teaching science.
Could there feelings of not being qualified to teach science change if more
science courses are taken? Or are there other factors that affect attitudes,
particularly those of elementary science teachers, toward science teaching?

Attitudes held by elementary teachers about science may be influ-
enced more by the teaching conditions and the program requirements than
by science attitudes per se. Teachers report the following as major prob-
lems in teaching science. not enough money to buy supplies on a day-to-
day basis; too little space for storage and activities, too little time available
for classroom preparation, and numerous other problems associated with
getting and maintaining supplies.8 This sounds reasonablebut Shrigley 9
finds that making science materials and resources available to teachers
"seems to -do little to change attitudes toward science teaching" if one
judges by actual behavior. Apparently if you are an elementary teacher
not having adequate resources legitimizes negative feelings toward science
teaching, but having the resources does not change these feelings.

Several research studies indicate that the kind of science taught has a
great influence on the teachers' attitudes toward science teaching and, of
equal importance, on the students' attitudes toward science! During the
60's and 70's, emphasis shifted from teaching science by reading about a
series of topics including demonstration activities toward a hands-on
discovery approach.° Bell, and Piper and Hough " have found in
separate studies that teachers and pre-service teachers who are not actively
involved in the teaching process prefer r sive teaching techniques such as
reading concepts and facts from science books. Chapter 5 in this volume
by Bredcierman shows that certain categories of students benefit
markedly in terms of both achievement and attitudefrom an activity-
centered approach to science.

Piper.and 1- lough'- have found that something similar seems to be the
case for elementary teachers -Positive attitudes and openmindedness of
pre-service teachers were improved following a science mehods course
that engaged [them in an active participatory role." Blatt" has noted
similar results while investigating two contrasting methods of science
instruction When prospective teachers learn to teach science through
some kind of microteaching experience, they are more likely to fed willing
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to try teaching science on their own. In addition, Earl and Winklejohn
report a major difference between team cooperative science teachers and
those who teach in self-contained classrooms. Those who are actively
involved in cooperative modes are more positive toward science teaching
when compared with those who are not, even though no difference is
Shown in their attitudes toward science.

Interviews with teachers trying out new science programs suggest that
they need to withhold judgment until the end of the second year. As many
of them have said, the first time through you do not know what to expect.
Attitudes toward the teaching of science tend to improve sometime in the
second year of a new program. Berger 15 has found that in terms of attitude
teachers who teach the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS), a
hands-on science program, for two or more years cannot be distinguished
from the designers of the curriculum. He notes not only that they exhibit
positive attitudes toward science teaching but also that these positive atti-
tudes are translated into particular kinds of science-related classroom
behaviors. Lazarowitz's study of secondary school teachers finds parallel.
outcomes: "Secondary science teachers who use new programs in their
teaching activities have more favorable attitudes toward inquiry strategies
than nonusers; years of experience in the use of new programs is related to
more favorable attitudes toward inquiry` strategies." " In other words, the
firseyear you try something new, there are so many unknowns that it can
be frightening. The second year you know what to expect and your feel-
ings change. This seems particularly to be the case in science where a new
program often means new activities and unanticipated outcomes. It takes
some courage to try a new way of doing things.

CHANGES IN INSTRUCTION THAT CHANGE ATTITUDES

A very simple change in the pacing of your science teaching can make
profound differences in the enjoyment of teaching science and the quality
of responses that you might get from the students while teaching science.
Better yet, suppose that you were told that you could do all this just by
waiting longer for a response from a student? The work of Rowe" and
others leads to that conclusion. Rowe has found that discussions in
science classes revolve largely around question- and- answer sessions. In
analyzing more than 800 tape recordings made in rural, suburban, and city
schools, she has found that the wait-time (that is, the time for a student to
respond to a question before the teacher says something) is less than one
second. If the student has not responded in this short time, the question is
repeated or rephrased, or the teacher turns to someone else to respond.
Not only is the average wait-time very short but also, Rowe finds, some
teachers average as many as 10 questions per minute. Even more damaging
is the fact that the vast majority of teacher comments on student responses
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are "Fine," "Okay," and "Good"comments that are very short and
highly evaluative. While it may seem that if teachers ask short questions to
which students can quickly respond and if they then give warm, positive
responses, a lively discussion will result, Rowe has found just the opposite.
She reports that during problem solving and discussion about ideas that
students are developing in science, a high rate of short questions with
positive responses can have several bad effects. Among these are the
following: students stop searching for deeper understanding; students do
not share information, but hold it for just the appropriate moment when
they can get that quick flash of reward from the 'teacher; and students
refuse to give innovative and insightful ideas for fear that they will be
wrong and will not receive positive verbal rewards. While it may sound
easy to just slow down, to wait a long time for a student response, and
then to ask the student to expand on what s/he has said, rather than to
respond quickly with "Great," "Good," etc., it turns out to be a very diffi-
cult behavior change. One way to achieve it is to make a tape recording of
a 'discussion in science. Fascinating still are comments from teachers who
have experimented with slowing down their responses and making non-
commital responses. "I never realized what good ideas my students had."
'They kept adding on to the answers of others." "I didn't feel i had to
know all of the answers."

Rowe " reports the results of changing the average wait-time to just
three seconds or longer: 'The average length of students' responses
increases; students initiate more responses; more students succeed in
answering questions more of the time; more alternative explanations are
offered and students make more and better connections between evidence
and inference Further, she finds that teachers also benefit from the wait-
time 'Teachers are more flexible in their responses to students; teachers'
questions show more variability; and teachers' expectations regarding the
performance of students rated as relatively weak improves."

It is small wonder that both the students' attitudes toward science and
the teachers' attitudes toward science teaching improve. It is surprising
that just increasing the wait-time when asking questions and decreasing the
simple direct positive rewards can make a great.difference in student and
teacher attitude. ,

What other behavioral changes can be made to change teacher atti-
tudes? As Chapter 5 has shown, a hands-on science program is particularly
beneficial for disadvantaged elementary sFhool students. If teachers use
such a program, the students do better. This,, in turn, improves the attitude
of the teacher who, in turn, presumably teaches better. For example,
Johnson 19 concludes a study with the following comment: It is clear from
this study that sixth grade students who interacted with concrete materials
(batteries, bulbs, wire) to answer questions developed significantly more
positive attitudes than sixth grade students studying similar subject matter
from a sixth grade science book Other statements also reflect this change:
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"It appears that the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) pro-
gram helps to create a classroom environment that is conducive to self-
concept development. . . . Perhaps programs such as SCIS help elevate
the way a child feels about himSelf by encouraging creativity, innovation
and independent thinking."'° "The students' perception of the learning
environment does appear to correlate to student attitude towards
science." "Despite the fact that previous research has .been mixed in
regard to the effect of curriculum, it was clear that pupils in this school
preferred classroom formats that stressed active involvement and experi-
enre." 22 In a study that stresses the use of experiments, "Students are not
as frightened of Interdisciplinary Approaches to Chemistry, they are
having more fun, they dislike chemistry less, it holds their interest more
and 'they seem to understand more."' "The individualized approach to
materials presented may account for the positive change in attitude of the
children in the experiment: biology program." 24

In a society becoming more conscious of the impact of science and
technology, we as teachers must do all we can to develop positive attitudes
toward science Not attitudes of science being or having theanswers but an
attitude toward science of withholding judgment, constant curiosity,
openmindedness, and objectivity. A world that 59quires more rather than
less specific solutions must expect solid science attitudes among the
populace.
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CHAPTER 7

The Role of Laboratory Work in
Science Courses: Implications for

College and High School Lez)ets
Elizabeth 0legarty

For much of this century, educators have regarded laboratory work
as the hallmark of science-based courses offered at the university level.
This suggestion of uniqueness has probably prompted the debates and the
large numbers of research studies on laboratory'work listed in the compila-
tion by Champagne and Klopfer' covering the. period from 1916 to 1976.

Touring the 1950's and 1960's, however, .traditional laboratory work
was widely criticized as a meaningless ritual and a waste of time.' If, in the
wake of such criticism, we ask the question, "What does research say to
ur,:versiiy and high school teachers concerning the role of laboratory
work ?" a ready answer might be, "Far too little and that net in an accessi-
ble form." Boud and others' have criticized,the lack of cross.:referencing
and acknowledgment among authors and the lack of crossliertilizatkon
among "education research" journals and "teaching" journals. For exa
ple, use of the audiotutorial laboratory method has remained primarily
.snovation in biology teaching at the university level,' whereas use of t e

Keller plan,' with or without laboratory work, is.chiefly restricted o
physics and chemistry.

This chapter is an attempt to bring together theory, research, and
strongly based descriptive studies in curriculum, teaching, and learning in
order to help people make decisions related to laboratory experiences in
college and secondary science programs. It is intended for teachers and
course planners who are grappling with questions concerning the need for
laboratory work, the form it should take, and the cost-benefit considera;
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tions which are essential, given the current state of our economy. The
chapter's main contribution to thought about science education in the 80's
will be to aid in the decision-making process.

yip

A WAY OF VIEWING THE ROLE OF SCIENCE LOORATORY WORK

A model of the educational process in science (Figure 1) shOws the
place of laboratory work in a schema that extends earlier models° in
several ways. It recognizes the potential for mismatch among the plan of a
lesson, the intended program, ana`how the lesson works out in the actual
program. It calls attention to those bodies of experience
("commonplaces") upon which sound judgments will depend. It Mus-

t trates the) constraints that play an important role in deliberation or
negotiation when institutions plan curriculums internally or implement the
work of outside planning groups.

The model helps us address questions explicitly that we might other-
wise ignore or answer by default. For example: (1) What things are better
learned in the laboratory and what should be left to nonlaboratory pro-
cedures? (2) How do teachers choose intended learning outcomes (ILO's)
for laboratory and nonlaboratory classwork? (3) 'To what extent do the
actual learning activities (ALA's) reflect the intended learning activities
(ILA's)?

Questions of "degrees of fit" focus on the arrows in the model. The
research literature shows that many of the research questions and results
fit best in the boxes of the model. It is easier to answer the question, 'What
are the goals of laboratory work (its ILO's)?" than to answer the question,
"What should the instructional plan be for each type of ILO?" To date, we
have.been able only occasionally to probe different bodies of literature and
begin to answer the arrow questions. The model will serve as a way of
conceptualizing the knowledge accumulated about the role of laboratory
work, as well as a way of conceptualizing the interactions that may be the
"subject of future research.

)

LABORATORY CLASSWORK GOALS FOR SCIENCE MAJORS,
NONMAJORS, AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

We will consider six types of goals (a modification of the scheme pro:
posed by Klopfer

1. Knowledge and comprehension

2 Manual skills .

3. Processes of scientific inquiry
a. Observing and measuring
b. Interpreting data
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c. Identifying problems
d. Seeking ways to solve problems

4. Appreciation of the ways in which scientists work
5: Scientific attitudes

6. Application of scientific knowledge and methods

The relevant bodies of literature (on the selection of appropriate goals
for university science majors and nonmajors and for high school students)
provide emphasis on each of the six types of goals.

A Major research study on the goals of college science majors and
nonmajors and of public secondary students, Fraser's 1976 work is one of
the most comprehensive of its kind.° It shows that the differences in
majors' and nonmajors' programs are a matter more of coverage than of
emphasis. Secondary schools focus on knowledge, comprehension, and an
appreciation of the ways in which scientists work. For the college nonma-
jor, instructors emphasize knowledge, comprehension, and the application
of scientific knowledge and methods. In addition to knowledge and com-
prehension, educators find it Important for them to acquire laboratory
skills and certain attitudes and processes that would hell) them function in
science.

GOALS FOR LABORATORY VS. NONLABORATORY CLASSWORK

"What goals is laboratory work best suited to achieve?" The out-
comes of comparative learning research studies are pertinent here. These
studies of the effectiveness of laboratory work have been of the Method A
vs. Method B varietye.g., outcomes of instruction by lectures/discus-
sions/demonstrations vs. instruction by individual laboratory work. If the
results of a large number of studies are accumulated, the findings can pro-
vide guidance for the instructional planners who are trying to answer the
question, "For which goals is laboratory work the more valuable or even
the superior mode of teaching?" From reviews,10 we can draw two major
conclusions:

1. Laboratory work is valuable for teaching manipulative skills,
increasing' understanding of the apparatus involved, designing
experimen'ts, developing scientific attitudes and laboratory
resourcefulness, fostering certain problem-solving abilities, giv-
ing practice in processes of scientific inquiry, and providing for
individual differences

2. Lecture/discussion/demonstration is superior for the presenta-
tion of complex material and more efficient for the presentation
of large amounts of factual information and concepts.

Educators consider many goals other than knowledge as being impor-
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tant for science majors. These appear to be better taught via laboratory
classwork. For nonmajors, knowledge and the application of knowledge
are of prime importance. For them, it would appear that laboratory work
is largely superfluous and should be discontinued forthwith. But we must
pause to see what has been meant by nonmajors. In the training of doc-
tors, for example, Kogut writes:

Stick and stones . . .! . . . It won't surprise anybody, I should think, to hear
that in most of these (fifteen Canadian and U.S.] medical schools laboratory
practicals in biochemistry have been simply abolished, or -withered away. ""

It is important to note that the findings of comparative learning
research are usually associated with examinations that demand recall of
knowledge as the main criterion in comparing "laboratory" and
"nonlaboratory" groups. Learning theorists, and especially Ausubel,"
should prompt us to ask of this research how much of the learning is rote,
without understanding, and how much is meaningful. Probably one of the
most powerful uses of the laboratory concerns its effectiveness in remov-
ing or correcting students' misconceptions, most of which originate in their
out-of-school experience. (See also the discussions of misconceptions in
Chapters 8 and 9 by McDermott and Minstrel!, respectively.)

INST4ZUCTIONAL PLANS TO MATCH
LAB RATORY CLA5SWORK GOALS

\..
Knowledge and Comprehension

Laboratory classes are not efficient for the presentation of factual
information. Reception of such knowledge via texts or lectures is superior.
However, as new concepts are introduced, laboratory work or demonstra-
tions may be necessary to give meaning to the concept as a "label." The
Keller plan, or PSI (Personalized System of Instruction)," and AT (the
Audio-Tutorial Approach)" are two instructional plans that seem well
matched to the goal of joining knowledge and comprehension. Both were
developed to address the special problems of the large numbers of non-
majors enrolled in freshman science courses at the college level. Both
approaches allow for self-pacing and flexible timingwhich probably
accounts for consistent reports of good student acceptance. Comparative
learning studies tend to indicate that AT and PSI are at least equal to the
"conventional" lecture,'Iaboratory in terms of student knowledge gained
and retained." For AT and r'SI there are both pluses and minuses. On the
plus side students do at least as well as those in conventional programs,
and there is better use of facilities and faculty time. On the minus side, the
course designer may be too isolated from the teaching process, student
procrastination and difficulties in controlling the testing system pose addi-
tional problems."

The AT approach focuses on the integration of theoretical and prac-
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tical material It almost always involves laboratory work which students
do in individual carrels. The AT approach has been used chiefly for the
study of botany, zoology, microbiology, and general biology by nonma-
jors,'7 and also for the study of plant anatomy by more advanced univer-
sity students.'" There are signs that educators can take the auldiVutorial
approach beyond biology to include other sciencese.g., chemistry`'? and
physics'swith about the same results. ' I \

By comparison, a PSI course with a laboratory compoilent is the
exception rather than the rule, and instructors have limited its' use to the
physical sciences, especially chemistry 21 and physics." This lihlitation is
probably due in part to tradition and the lack of communication among
teachers in different disciplines. However, it is possibly also due to the
emphasis in PSI on mastery learning. In principle, this means that all ,,_,,

laboratory materials would need to be available throughout the entire
course. This is less likely to cause organizational problems in the physical /
sciences than in the biological sciences where animals, plants,/
microorganisms, and biologically active extracts have limited life spans.;

In an attempt to investigate the match between student aptitudes ana .

instructional plans, Ott and Macklin 23 have conducted aptitude-treat-
ment interaction study involving 575 students enrolled in an AT freshman
physics course at Cornell University (91 percent are engineering students
and the remainder are physics majors). When they use course grade (a
composite of marks for laboratory reports, quizzes, and formal examina-
tions) as the measure of achievement, there is evidence of significant inter,
action between aptitudes and treatments. The authors conclude that lec-
ture/recitation/laboratory favors higher ability students, possibly because
of the greater amount of time allocated to recitation which emphasizes
problem solving. The audiotutorial/laboratory favors lower ability
students, possibly because of the greater degree of individualization, the
availability of a wider range of instructional media, and the careful
sequencing and structuring.

Manual Skills

It may seem intuitively obvious that laboratory classwork provides
an excellent setting for the teaching of manipulative skills in science.
However, one conclusion that we can draw from the survey and research
literature is that educators seldom regard the mastery of manipulative
skills as having great importance for any group of students except perhaps
for college science majors. Otherwise, they tend to regard laboratory skills
as process goalsi.e., means toward other ends.

Thus, the general question for this section becomes, "What intended
learning activities are appropriate when the learning of manipulative skills
is regarded as an important goal? ", The briefest answer, drawn from
studies of adult learners, is that the learning of technical skills, such as per-
forming laboratory manipulations and using laboratory equipment,
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1 requires practice. Learners continue to improve their skills with practice
over long periods and, once learned, they retain these skills well."

For nonmajors, ' e rationale seems to be that it doesn't matter if
students' laboratory techniques are poor; the majority of them will never
use those techniques again. However, we can argue that there are some
techniques that will be of value to, say, medical students in their later
medical practice and that these can be well taught in laboratory classes."
We should be careful to identify such techniques and allow time in
laboratory classes for their learning and practice.

For science majors, the rationale for emphasizing laboratory skills
seems to be that these students should have a good repertoire of techniques
and familiarity with common equipment, and that these techniques should
be accurately performed. Students and educators differ in what they think
is important about laboratory work. Boud 26 in physics and Lynch and
Gerrans" in chemistry have found that while students rate technical skills,
especially those of vocational importance, as having high ideal impor-
tance, staff often give them lower priority.

Runquist " describes the development and use of technique kits for
university chemistry students. These have been well accepted, by the
students who apparently believe that the acquisition of such techniques is
"relevant." After a student uses the kit to practice a technique, he or she
completes an exercise that requires precise execution of the technique
e.g., weighing, titrating, preparing standard solutions, and using a spec-
trophotometer. The course is very effective in achieving its two principal
objectives:

1. To reduce the faculty laboratory teaching load by at least 50 per-
cent (from 16 to 8 hours per week)

2. To improve student laboratory techniques from an estimated ini-
tial accuracy of t5 percent relative error to less than 1 percent in
basic techniques.

Beasley 29 has investigated the effects of physical and mental practice
by university chemistry students on the skills required in volumetric
analysis. First, the students review the "executive subroutines" for use of
the analytical balances, pipettes, and burettes that are explained and illus-
trated in booklets distributed to both the "physical practice" and the "men-
tal practice" groups of students. The physical practice booklets require
students to complete skill-practice exercises in the laboratory, while the
mental practice booklets contain structured exercises whereby students
mentally rehearse the steps of the procedure. In the experiment, all three
groups (physical, mental, and physical plus mental) performed signifi-
cantly better in terms of accuracy and precision than did the control
group. This demonstrates the feasibility of improving the laboratory skills
performance of freshman chemistry students through planned Skill-
practice activities. The author concludes that the most interesting implica-
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tion for science laboratory instruction is the equal effectiveness of mental
and physical practice. Mental practice activities impose no great burden on
laboratory resources and can be easily sequenced as prelab exercises.

Processes of Scientific Inquiry
Understanding both the processes of scientific inquiry in a discipline

and the development of requisite scientific thinking skills is an important
goal of science instruction, especially for science majors. There seems to be
little point in reiterating the supporting arguments here; they are amply
covered in many sources (the cumulative index to Science Education, ,

Volumes 1-60, 1916-1976, edited by Champagne and Klopfer," is
especially informative). The research associated with current theories of
learninge.g., those of Ausubel," Gagne," and Piaget "tends to sup-
port the role of the laboratory in this development. However, there iscon-
stant criticism of the types of learning activities provided. The criticisms
include failure to provide a meaningful context for learning as well as
failure to provide opportunities for students to experience the processes of
scientific inquiry. For example:,

Teachers tell students too much, they depnve them of the opportunity to learn
for themselves In the laboratory, for example, they are likely to tell them lust
about everything how to assemble an apparatus, how to design an experi-
ment, and what Latcome to Pxpect Of course, they think they do this for a
good reasonto save time and to "save the expenment." However, it seems
that in spite of their enthusiasm, planning and zeal, the students frequently
leave the laboratory having performed the exercise well, but with low reten-
tion of information and even lower comprehension of the significance of that
information."

Overall, theory and research suggest that laboratory instruction must
meet three major requirements:

I Students cannot conduct meaningful inquiries in areas in which
they have no background. Course planners should design activi-
ties that provide for prior learning of the basic concepts and
laboratory skills that will be required.

2 If students are to conceptualize the processes of scientific inquiry
as conducted by scientists, there must be explicit instruction on
the topic as well as any implicit instruction that may be embed-
ded in inquiry / discovery-oriented laboratory exercises.

3 If students are to experience the processes of scientific inquiry,
course planners must design special learning activities.
Laboratory "cookbooks" are not effective.

Hill " has shown that the addition of special audiovisual materials can
encourage creative thinking in th. laboratory (in an introductory
chemistry course at the university level). Examples of tests for creative
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thinking in laboratory situations include those designed both to examine
the problems that might arise in connection with laboratory matenals and
to suggest multiple acceptable methods of solving laboratory problems.
There appears to be an overlap between the concepts of "creative thinking
in the laboratory" '6 and "laboratory resourcefulness" used earlier."

Wheatley " set out to show that scientific thinking skills can be suc-
cessfully taught and evaluated in the science laboratory. The investigation
was carried out in Biology 100 at The Ohio State University, a course that
was aught using an audiotutorial 'laboratory approach. All students tak-
ing Diology 100 experienced the full course. In addition, an experimental
group undertook a series of seven special learning activities involving col-
lection of original data, analysis of the data, generation of hypotheses
based on the data, and evaluation of these hypotheses in terms of either
new data presented to the students or other hypotheses that also account
for the data Three posttests spaced among the seven special activities indi-
cate that a significant difference in performance above that of the control
group is not achieved until all seven activities have been scheduled. Fur-
thermOre, students who complete less than four of the seven special activi-
ties show no improvement over students in the control group. This finding
is of interest in view of the Piagetian notion that constant challenge may be
necessary to promote the development of certain intellectual skills. In view
of Gagne's work on the hierarchical nature of intellectual skills, it would
be useful to know if tAiheatley's seven special activities were arranged in
the direction of a hierarchy of intellectual skills or whether all were sup-
posedly teaching the same range of intellectual skills. The lack of improve-
anent by students undertaking less than four of the seven exercises would
be congruent with a hierarchical arrangement.

Basically the studies by Hill '° and Wheatley '° show that educators
who provide additional, specially designed instruction will be successful in
promoting their intended learning outcomes.

Investigations have been undertaken to see whether instruction can
improve the science process skills of science nonmajors and of premedical
and predental students." A one-semester course in science process skills,
based directly on the school curriculum Science, A Process Approach, has
been developed and offered to small groups of students at the Southern
Illinois University Medical School. As a result, there are, overall, modest
Improvements in the skills of measuring, quantifying, and inferring
although no significant gains are made in observing, classifying, experi-
menting, and predicting Using a locally made laboratory course designed
to give instruction and practice in intellectual skills in chemistry for pre,
nursing students, Ophardt 12 has reported similar modest gains.

Pavelich and Abraham" report the development of guided inquiry
laboratories for a large general chemistry course for science majors. The
laboratory program is designed to accomplish three main goals. (1) to
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acquaint the students with the fundamental laboratory technic:41es and
'procedures required of science majors, (2) to give the students experience
with aspects of scientific inquiry, and (3) to enhance the students' abstract
thinking processes The resulting papers provide some interesting exam-
ples of the way in which "verification" exercises can be converted into
"guided discovery" exercises and of the use of Explanation-Invention-
Discovery cycles." Q-sort data show that the students in the experimental
group perceive the laboratory as having more of an inquiry orientation
than do the students in the control groupe.g., students in the experimen-
tal group perceive a greater emphasis on the requirement that students use
evidence to back up their conclusions and to explain why things happen.
Other results are less helpful because testing for the outcomes of goal 2
(scientific inquiry) and goal 3 (formal reasoning) has been carried out
simultaneously, using only Piagetian tests that show little or no improve-
ment over the time of the course.

An elite group of 30 Yale freshman physical chemistry students par-
ticipated in a small study on the,ability to design an experiment, investi-
gating heat capacities, given onlylimited guidance and tables of molecular
weight solubilities and enthalpies." The most interesting finding is the
identification of three types of intelleCtual styles among the students, as
judged from their written plans for their experiments. "Empiricists,"
"borderline," and "dead-reckoners" emerged. The small group of "empiri-
cists" far outperf ormed the other students, and the authors conclude that
they behave in a manner congruent with scientific inquiry, while the
"dead-reckoners" develop only "recipes." Some quotes from student
papers typical of the three types show what is meant:

Emplricrst "If temperature jump is very small (G 2GC), add
more salt next time."
"If small jump on first run use less water on second
run."

Borderline "Do calculations before going on to see if you are
messing up blatantly."

Dead-reckoner "Record all measurements at steps underlined in
red

THE USE OF COMPUTERS

The wider availability of computers and the development of
microcomputers mean that questions of when to use computers (and when
riot to use them) may become issues to be taken more seriously in science
education in the 80's than they have been to date. The overall question we
seek to answer in this section is the same as in the previous onehow to
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mat h intended learni:g activities to intended learning outcomes for
labo4tory classwork.

:Jkuch has been written over the last decade on computer simulation
of science laboratory work, especially at the university level (Boud and
others" have recently published a review of this work). Many
developments have been criticized on the basis that such simulations
merely repeat what is done by more traditional methodsbut at higner
cost (although the development of microcomputers may change the cost
differential). Educators now consider it undesirable to use computer-
assisted instruction as a complete substitute for any other teaching
method, including laboratory work. However, it can be used very effec-
tively in conjunction with the laboratory in certain clearly defined areas.
The main benefits to be had are in the simulation of real situations that are
difficult or impossible to achieve in traditional laboratories. Computers
can provide practice in two very important processes of scientific inquiry.
interpreting data and seeking solutions to problems.

An example of data interpretation would be the simulation of NMR
spectrometry data, which is otherwise time consuming and expensive to
obtain.'' However, the advantages of using a computer over using a "dry-

forMat for conceptually similar tasks (e.g., Raman spectroscopy '8)
are not clear. The advantages seem clearer in situations in which the com-
puter is us,e1 to store huge amounts of data of a type already familiar to
students, thus saving considerably on time and cost while providing prac-
tice in interpretation e.g., spectrophotometric determinations of pK
values by university chemistry students." and into ,retation of physio-
logical data of numerous kinds in the MAC family of-models used at
McMaster University Medical School.

Computers can aid students in designing experiments and planning
modes of action. Different approaches can be tried, different bodies of
data generated by the computer, and different analyses obtained. Special
benefits accrue in disciplines in which extensive statistical analysis is
required.

A third, and apparently inappropriate, use of computers has been in
teaching the operation of some laboratory instruments on the following
basis. if using the instrument involves simple skills (such as turning a
knob), which it is presumed that a student possesses to some degree, then
the student may be able to learn to use the instrument by learning tile
sequence of operation., required for its use. Research studies involving
instrument use in a university course in chemical practice s° and a Navy
training school have shown no advantage to using computers for
teaching technical skills. It would appear that the potential function of a
cornpi.,er in teaching executive subroutines " is confounded with the
need to teach phy sical manipulations in those studies. But even if this were
not so, it is difficult to imagine great advantages for a computer under
these circumstances
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INTENDED LEARNING ACTIVITIES COMPARED WITH
LEARNING OUTCOMES , -

As the model in Figure 1 shows, analysis of the content of the written
curriculum materials that describe intended learning activities can provide
systematic evidence by which to judge the suitability of the materials for
use in specific situations. judgments can be based (an the relationship
between intended learning activities and intended learning outcomes or the
relationship between intended learning activities and actual learning
activities.

To date, educatorg have rarely analyzed the content of written
materials in science education; it has been described as a promising, but
neglected, technique." Provided staff have a clear idea of the goals they
hope to reach, content analysis permits systematic examination of
materials and, if used as a monitoring device at the pretrial stage, could
save time, money, and effo"rt. Clarke" has reported a pretrial analysis of
laboratory-centered written materials for secondary school science. When
the content of a course that is already in operation is analyzed, attention
can be directed toward areas in need of revision. Content analysis also
provides a data base for testing and evaluation procedures.

A good example is the scheme for content analysis developed by Her-
ron" (shown in Table 1), which defines levels of scientific inquiry accord-
ing to the degree of student involvement both in identifying the problem to
be investigated in a laboratory class and in designing the materials and
methods for the investigationi.e., the scheme depends on the dimension
of guidance in scientific inquiry (discussed at length by Shulman and
Tamir 5) .

The design of experimental methods is Central to the whole notion of
scientific inquiry and is represented as level 2 in the scheme shown in Table
1. Therefore, teachers who claim that scientific inquiry is an important
goal of laboratory work can easily tell if their plans measure up. If no
laboratory exercises can be found that are at level 2 or above, then it is
unlikely that such a course provides much opportunity for scientific
inquiry in the laboratory.

TABLE 1
SCHEME FOR DETERMINING LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY IN

LABORATORY MANUALS"

Level of Definition of Level
inquiry , Problem Ways and Means Answer

0 Given Given Given
1 Given Given Open
2 Given Open Open
3 Open Open Open
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At the lowest level in the scheme are exercises that either provide
practice in techniques or are confirmatory exercises with the answer
already provided for students. An example would be the familiar physics
exercise in which the aim is to "prove" Ohm's Law, and the formula for
Ohm's Law is given, together with full instructions and instruments
calibrated on the basis of Ohm's Law. At best, such recipes provide prac-
tice in useful techniques, but educational philosophers may not classify
them as "real science." At the highest level, there is laboratory work during
which students have freedom to determine the nature of the problem on
which they will wo'rk, as well as to design the methods and select the
materials they will use.

In a study using a slightly modified version of Herron's scheme,
educators whoa: .1yrzed the content of some 500 exercises in nine commer-
cially available microbiology manuals for university students failed to
locale any exercises at an inquiry level higher than 1," suggesting that.
such materials would give microbiology students extremely limited experi-
ence in the processes of scientific inquiry.

A detailed scheme for the analysis of laboratory manual content has
been published by Tamir and Lunetta." The first section of the two-part
scheme measures the degree of integration of the laboratory work with
other components of the course using four headings. precede text, inte-
grate with text, groups work on different tasl, and pool results, postlab
discussion required. The second part of the scheme is designed largely to
detect tasks related to the processes of scientific inquiry. To date, use of
this scheme has been restricted to secondary school science (BSCS Yellow
Version, Third Edition) where it has been found that 60 percent of the
laboratory exeras.:s require practice of techniques and 40 percent require
measurement and quantitative treatment of data. About 30 percent require
skills of scientific inquiry including formulation of hypotheses and predic-
tions, design of observation and measurement procedures, explanations,
transformation of results, and formulation of generalizations. Other
inquiry skills are judged not to be sufficiently represented. Practically no
Oppo-tunitik art provided for students to design their own investigations,
define problems, and work to their own design.

HOW KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS' LEARNING PROCESSES
CAN BE USED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

The model in Figure 1- provides a reminder that th common-
places context, subiett matter, and the needs of teachers arid learners
should be brought to gear at several stages of the educational process. This
section will explore briefly the ways in which knowledge of how students
learn can be used in instructional planning.

This section will not focus extensively on learning theories and
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associated research. Becausreviews abound on the significance for
science teachers of research bilged on the work of Ausubel, Gagne, and
Piaget, especially the latter,°° it would be redundant to restate them here.
Instead, the following brief recommendations on the integrated use of the
findings are offered.

"Discovery" and Students' Cognitive Learning
First, the dichotomy of expository vs. discovery teaching should be

discarded as being artificial and unproductive. It is not an either-or situa-
tion. The views of Ausubel, Bruner, Gagne, and Piaget can be accom-
modated within an approach in which the teacher introduces modern
scientific concepts and then arranges opportunities for students to
"discover" that new observationg can be interpreted using these concepts.°'
In this approach, discovery involves the extension of concepts, a notion
discussed by Strike." Ausubel " has endorsed the approach, as have
various Piagetians who recommend presentation of the undifferentiated
whole, exploration (to obtain concrete experience), invention (attainment
of the concept), and discovery (use of the concept in new situations)see,
for example, the work of Lawson and Renner." In terms of the ideas intro-
duced in earlier sections of this chapter, this "discovery" component of
science laboratory work would need to be at level 2 or 3 of the scheme
shown in Table 1i.e., it should provide a challenge for the students to
investigate either a given problem or one of their own choice, using
laboratory methods of their own design. In order that the investigation be
meaningful, the students must have command of the relevant concepts and
be sufficiently skilled in laboratory techniques and use of equipment so
that technical errors do not entirely overwhelm the investigation. Thus,
one could imagine a series of level 0 and level 1 exercises stressing skills,
concepts, and the integration of laboratory work with learning from other
sources (texts, lectures, etc.)i.e., "exploration" and "invention" exer-
cises. Students would, periodically, be ready to undertake level 2
challenges using similar concepts and level 3 challenges moving into new
situations.

A practical example of the use of a procedure similar to the Explora-
tion-Invention-Discovery cycles" has been reported for an introductory
chemistry laboratory course at the university level. Seeking to introduce
a research orientation, Venkatachelam and Rudolph have developed a
course containing repeated cycles of "learning" followed by "challenge':
laboratory work (see Figure 2)." In the "cookbook" experiment, students
become familiar with the equipment as well as with the laboratory tech -

6 piques and the underlying theoretical principles. In the "challenge" cycle,
students investigate an open-ended question in which their previousexpe-
rience is helpful, although not limiting. The so-called divergent university
physics laboratory classes" and an inquiry format chemistry laboratory
program" use similar approaches.
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FIGURE 2

LEARNING CYCLES AND CHALLENGE CYCLES
IN LABORATORY CLASSROOMS . .

To next unit

LEARNING CYCLE

Reading Assignment

, T
Recitation discussions

"Cookbook' experiment

[Salculations and lab write-up I

I

4

Feedback

CHALLENGE CYCLE

Evaluation of results

Calculations and lab write-up

Data Collection I

Design of. experiment 1

Open -ended question

Students' Cognitive Learning Styles
Research is beginning on the ways in which students' cognitive styles

and personality types may interact with their learning when they areusing
different types of instructional materials. The Myers-Briggs Type Indi-
cator (MBT!) appears to have relevance for research on science education;
it describes profiles of students and teachers using four scales (each of
which is a continuum): E (extrovert) - I (introvert), N (intuitive) - S (scr1s-
ing), T (thinking) - F (feeling), and P (perceptive) - J (judging). A person
mould be described as preferring to use 1 of 16 cognitive styles.
McCaulley's ° research centers on understanding who chooses to enroll in
science courses in colleges and what kinds of science courses and careers
are appealing to students of different MBTI types. The N (intuitive) - S
(sensing) scale has the highest correlation with recognized interests in
science. While it appears that the majority of university science staff are of
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the intuitive (N). type, far more students than staff are of the sensing (S)
type, and there are more likely to-be science nonmajors or students in the

biological !rather:than physical sciences. Often the S types want imme-
diate, practical relevance in what they learn. N typeS appear to be more
concerned with -Principles and. Understanding. The implications for

. teaching and learning-of such possible mismatches Piave been discussed at-
:the- levels of both oirriculuirt and instruction."

charlten 71; hypotheslies that sensing :students- enrolled. in- a _biology
course would benefit_ mote .than-intnitiVe studeritt from z increased strtriC4
ture, While- the latter would ,appreciate_leth structured, more inquiry=
oriented- activities. He has deiigned four different programs consisting- of
ip to 15 types of learning activities for the_tw6 major MBTI typEs-.,sett.4.-
-ing:(E5=and IS)Tand_ intuitive (EN-and IN)---aind,reports- the preliminary
Stages of a piajott to match itudenti and programs. The laboratory work
is &tidied so that sensingstudentS undertake mostly structured" keitises
with clear directions _given, while _intuitive students are encouraged: to
undertake some inquiry=oriented exercises with varying degreeS of
-SpeCifiCity- _in the instructions as to how toget started.

APtitilde-treatMent-interattion (ATI) studies would appear to be of
Potential value. here.-In the conclusions to a-report of a major ATI_sttidy
on- school -science, Eggins" suggests that (1) individualization is most
inipOrtant for-students in the lower half of the intelligence range, (2) MBTI'

measure_ piMoraliy_ traits that interact with teaching methods, and
(3)` Sensing (S):Studerits" learning is enhanced by a--structtirecl approach
baSeclion- Gagne's theories while intuitive (N) students reSpond well to a

=less-Structured approach baied oniBruner's theories' . No major S=N dis-
tinctions are reported for an approach based oh Aitsubel's theories (using
advance organizers). Overall, iris shown that unless-individualization is

:possible in a teaching program, no matter how, you try to make instruction
better:_for someone, you will make it worse fOr someone else!

Memory-
Gagne, and White" maintain that consideration of students' memory

structurei4s important to the understanding of the effects of instruction
and, at a fire practicarlevel, to the design of instruction. These authors
have suggested that there may be foiur kinds of memory structures: propo-
sitions.(concerned with knowledge and comprehension), intelleCtual skills
(including =the Skills of scientific inquiry), images (visual), and episodes.
The latter two Seem- especially-relevant-to laboratory work.

brines. Visual imagery results either -from sensory impressions of
concrete_objects or events or from verbal inputs describing known objects.
Thus, the 'student has in mind a "picture. "-Research studies have shown
=that- the- use of labelled drawings has a beneficial effect on intentional
learning by high school biology students" and physics students." The
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value of the drawings may lie in their ability to provide a summary of the
text, to cue readers to certain components of the text, or to help motivate
students. It would seem likely that students would obtain the greatest
benefit when they are required to produce drawings themselves. In a labo-
ratory class, students can easily be asked to make diagrams or drawings of
results. The teacher's role lies in c_ onsidering ways in which images might
facilitate other kinds of memory structures (e.g.', propositions) and
in desired outcomes; thus, students can be given guidance as to which

-results should-be represented in the form-of=drawings.ordiagrarns.

Episocle. Here Memory is of an autobiographic nature. The student
might recall, "First I did X, and then I produced Y." Gagne. and White7°
discuss laboratory work and field trips in science, and suggest that active,
colorful experiences are more likely to be stored in memory than are
passiVe, dull experiences. Teachers should also be aware of the possible
student view- that- much laboratory work is unmemorable, passive, and
dull. Little research has been done to find out what kinds of laboratory
work are memorable (White" refers to work in progresS). Course
designers may need to invent some laboratory exercises that are dramatic,
emdtiVe, or unusual. Furthermore, the "episode" needs to be effectively
linked to the required technique, intellectual skill, knowledge, or concept.
For example, microbiology students at the-university level can be encour-
aged to produCe food (yogurt, cheese, or 'breacl) or alcOholic beverages
(beer, wine, or mead) in the iaboratory." Students would then link these
experiences to knowledge of the relevant Metabolic processes. Ramette"
has coined the term "exocharmic reactions" for memorable events in the
chemistry laboratory; he defines the first law of charmodynamics as
follows:

Any chemical change, particularly one which is both thermodynamically and
kinetically sp ,ntaneous, is inherently exocharmic and may be considered to
possess an indefinite amount of latent charm.

Student? Concept Maps
There are suggestions that students May find laboratory work

unmemorable because it is performed in a dull and passive manner,
because they don't understand the underlying methodological principles,
and/or because they fail to link it to effective conceptual structures. Cur-
rent work with the "V" heuristic seems particularly apposite." The "V" has
at its center objects or events that are made to happen during a laboratory
exercise. On%the right side of the "V" are the methodological elements of
knowledge-makingthe records of laboratory results, their transforma-
tion into tables or graphs, and the conclUsions, knowledge, or value claims
that f011ow. On the left side of the "V"are the relevant conceptual systems,
which may be represented as concept maps. These maps can be produced

, by the teacher or the student, but the limited research cited suggests that at
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the College-level there may-be greater effects and better acceptanee of the
idearif the Shidentk_dra .w.theit own maps..'1 f .

The notion of comparing novice (`student) and expert attempts at solv-
ing the SaineProbleins reveals Sonie major differences in the -Strategies each

study the diagnostic abilities of medical- students VS.r-those, of
practicing physicians shoWS.the strong effect of_experimce When cases are
:tyPical .i:e.,-phYgicians-are quicker Co asSiMilate'chieS_Orid to,Produce- a
cOrreet ,diagnosii. 'But --,when- cases --ar\e, atypical; both groups._ function

Misconceptions-

Another Way- "of learning about studeniS' cognitivestructures involves
fociiSing more what_ they either don't &DOW orknow ina way-thai.clif;

fibrrilhe.priferted explanation._in a discipline: Misconceptions Can
iblOckp:ogo*: One itudY_ of- high_tehool-graduatek about to begin first,
Year ,phYSii:S at an Australian' university centers on the students'
understanding o ?:gravity and involves a-series of demonstrationS
objects;. bicycle wheel pulleys, etc:;: -Many misconceptions were_reVealed,
suggesting that .students. had learned physics formulas -by rote but were
unable- ta-apply theth in a- praCtitarSituatiOn. Findings relevant-to
laboratory include a tendency -toconfinn a prediction See-
What one-expects -to- see), even when=this requiieS- ainazingrPoWers_ of
ObseiVation --. -e.g. to "see" -an increase& the speed_ of_ a Calling-e-raSer,of-

timeS Over _a aistanee _of 2 -meters. Because:this research\hatzpr-,oved
-feaSible with quite large numbers Of_students (about 460), and*becaugeof
the obvious implications for coil* and high school. laboratory Work,- the-

,ptotoeol,haS been abstracted and is outlined below for those teachers who
card to investigate the misconceptions of students in their own Classiooins:

1. Show students the materials that will be used in the demonstra-
tion:

2. ASk questions about theory, formulas, etc.
3. _ AskTfor- predictions concerning the demonstration to follow.

4. -Pose the question, 'Was your prediction a guess or did you base
your prediction on some knowledge? If knowledge, describe it."

5. Conduct the demonstration as appropriatee.g., for gravity,
allow a chalkboard eraser to fall beside a vertical meter scale.

. Ask the students to describe their observations.

. Ask further questions.

. Ask the students to respond to the following: "If your observa-
tion is not consistent with your prediction, explain the incon-
sistency."
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Labortoary ,c<penences should be conducive to confronting students'.
misconceptions such. as those reported by Gunstone and White."

T14E:RELATIONSHIP OF
0.014010A:11VrI1ES

CI II ED AND-ACTUAL

Mfleinti440-60s ig=41c,tioi*-Life
we cannot yet describe l with any cOnfidenCe'bow teachers and pupils

customarily occupy themselves fact, we reach the overwhelming ton-
-dtition'iliat we are spectacularly ignorant about what really transpires at the
idUCatiOitalliaShpointi.where the action isin the clatirooin.!3

According to the niiidefiii_Figiire 1, it is important both to observe
andtry 16:-Iiiiderstand the -behavior of _students and teachers in scienc-.....
-laboratory- Classiboins, and to _investigate the effects of different science
curriculum materials on their patterns of behaVior. Although the study of
_Clii.s':rooM- behavior has become established as a distinctive field= of
endeavOr-inieducation researCh," the work in science education has barely-" begumn ---"with relatively few studies involving science classrooms, and-even
fewer involving-science laboratory dasses, partitularly-at the university

Most of the descriptive studies concerning science laboratories at the
highlkhoorliVelindidate that the teacher is the source of activity for as
much as 80_66 90 percent of the time,"-a proportionvery similar to that in
leCtUreiclassioom."HoWeVer, the level of teacher talk-35 to 50 per-

, -Cent ,"=is ,.-muCh-lOwer than the 70 percent found in lecture classrooms 9°
Figures as high as to 40 percent for teachers nonverbal, pedagogically
releVant -behavior 91 confirm that Observation_ systems_ that categorize
exclusively in terms of veilal-behavior are not likely to -provide an ade-
quate description of laboratory ciaiSrooinS._ExaMpleS_of suchnonverbal,

_ -pedagogically relevant behaviors include-ToccasiOns when the teacher gives
a ,demonstration of techniques, examines" students worl, attends to
routines and ass management, or oversees students labor, tory work.

Dominant teacher behaviors are the development of sulistantive con-
tent (ktO 50 percent) and laboratory activities and organization (409 55
perCent). Of:thecognitive behaviors, there is apProximatelyiequal
sis on low-level ialk about subjectmatter-and on talk about rocedures (10
to 15 percent each), while there is less emphasis on scientific rocesses (7 to
-8 perCeitt).-Dilcussionai the nature of scientific inquiry' is rare, as is they
reflectiOn_of scientific inquiry in behaviors such as problem 'identification

&hypothesis formulation. Lower-level inquiry &basses such as data
-interpretation, prediction, and formulation of conclusions are not com-
mon-. Teachers seldom ask pupils to evaluate parts of the subject matter,
and seldom cathfor new approaches to a problem or the design of an exper-
ithent-ta help Solve`aproblern. (Tqtal teacher and student behaviors in this
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-category account for les:s than 1 percent of total_ class time.)- Student
cognitive behaviOrs recorded 92 account for about1.3 percent of class timep
with most of time being taken by students both asking questions about
laboratory techniques and procedures and responding to questions by pro.
Viding:" --_fat S and'clefinitions.

Comparable- studies at the College- and ,university .level show both,
ShnilaritieS-to7and'Ofe reficeS from-the-high-SC-hail studies. The level of
teacher -talk is often, higher, but it vanes :Widely .aMong institutions and
disciplines (25 tO_ZIZPereent),.While.eMphasison scientific inquiry and ask=
ing-"eictended thought" questions is lOwergerterally not exceeding 4-per
cent.93-the prOPortions=of thne_Spent on-Supervising students' 146:i-tato
Work and laboratory management activities are similar to thoSe-fou d
iithigh.sChoor studies. The time ;spent by -teacher; on talk and activit es
unrelated - to dassWorkAsinoticeable and consistently higher (SAO 30 r-,_,..
Cent)." /

In comparison to,their teachers, university_ students spend far less line ,

(10 to .16 percent) talking and Or more time (68 to 78 percent) engajhg iii
4-ak-filated, -nonverbal. ,behaviore.g., laboratory- activities/ and
organization. As do their teachers, university students spend consicérab1y

, higher proportions of time (10 to 16 percent) than those reported -high'
school studies on talk: and activities unrelated-to classwork.95

...,

l .

The Effecti of_Inqiiiry-Oiiented Curriculum Materials
i

Sometimes a new:program does produce change for awhile Prgien 96
has-foundthat wiltrthe introduction of a new syllabus (New York State,

Regents :Earth Scienc-e),, there is an increased emphasis on aboratory-
relatedactitities and a decreased use of the lecture-discussion, althOugh.in
all cases the lectUre-"diScussions" are dominated by the teacjicrs. Studies
involving BSCS (Biological Sciences Curriculum Studies) an ASEP (Aus=
ft-Alan Science Education Project) have produced some expected results
e.g., increases in student-directed activities and increases ()/ariable) in the
level of talk about Scientific processesand some unexpected results=
e.g., increase S in the time spent by teachers on m-anage ent activities:"
Process-product studies show a strong negative correla r between. time
spenron-teacher management and student achieveme ti.e.,, the class
may suffer if teachers spend much time on managem t activities. The
incidence of active behavior (e.g., questioning) is positively associated
with student attitudes." However, strategies that show positive effects
when used with-one ASEP unit do not necessarily produce similar effects
with another unit."

Tarilir19° bas compared behavior in laborato , classrooms at high
school and university levels. In,addition to collec* descriptive dath, he
has calculated investigative indices (the sum of scores for the inquiry items
in the obserOtion system is divided by the sum of scores for the verifica-
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tion items). These indices reireal a dramatic difference in the inquiry
behavior observed at the two levels. The- average investigative index
obtained for biology (BSS) laboratory classrooms at the high school level
is 1.2,- Compared with 9.5 at the university leveli.e., at the university
level, verification tionrates inquiry i,ehavior. High scores- for inquiry
Orientation are associated with the use-of postlab discussions analyzing
data;andlinterpreting-lesults (the time spent ranges from 7 to 29 perCent).
Postlab clisrussions ate uniformly nonexistent in the university laboratory
dasSeS ibbSefireci (chemistry, biology, physiology, and histology at the
Hebrew University,/ Israel);

The failure of inquiry-oriented curriculums to materialize,' especially
in -the labOratory is a recurring theme in the major U.S. national report7
.case, Siudieg ini ,Science Education."' After conducting interviews,
together with various types of classroom observatims and anthropolOgi-
cal approaches, ithe researchers offer the following reasons:

i
1. The amount of science content to be covered is so great that little

. time' Can be sacrificed for laboratories.
. ..

2. vvnile students may enjoy laboratory work, especially active
aspects such as dissecting, teachers encounter difficulties in ensur-

-- I ingithat the experience either is linked to meaningful learning or
can become part of an inquiry/investigation.

When there is overcrowding and understaffing of laboratories,
"plow and tell" becomes a necessary part of class control, and
hands-on laboratory work is precluded.

/Laboratory management activities (handing out, checking, col-
lecting, etc.) occupy a disproportionately large amount of labora-

/ tory time, especially during short periods.

'There have been no studies of laboratory behaviors beiore and after
I

the introduction of inquiry-oriented laboratory manuals,'" but, in a move_
in that direction, the effects on behavior of laboratory manuals at different

/levels of inquiry have been studied within a single university course.'°3 The
i levels of 'inquiry of microbiology laboratory manuals are rated from low
/(0)/ to high (3) using a modification of the scheme shown in Table 1.
Expected results include the increase in time spent by students talking

/about scientific processes (mostly with fellow students rather than with
attori). Unexpected results include the findings that this increase-is not
t
matched by an increase in the time spent by tutors and that there is an
increase in the time spent by tutors on laboratory management activities

,/

t.

(su as collecting glassware) outside the classroom (and away from,
, students) during exercises classified as being at a high level of scientific

t
int quiry. Inquiry-related behaviors of both students and staff are morei
noticeable during exercises at level 2A (structured inquiry exercises) than
at 2B (projects), and at level 2B the most prominent behaviors involve

/ ,
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organization and management. These findings represent a challenge to the
practice of offering project work in university science.

As a result of studies of behavior in college and university laboratory
classes, there have been urgent calls fOr changein the design- of
laboratory exercises,'" in the provision of postlab discussions for
problem-solving investigative laboratories,'" and in the training eof
laboratory teaching staff.106 Important moves toward providing teaching
training for science teaching assistants have been reported recently.'"
There is, however, no reason to suspect that problems in teaching practices
are confined to teaching assistants. It may be that many university
teaching staff-regard-theinselves primarily as resource persons rather than
as questioner's or challengers, and that they have limited understanding of
scientific inquiry or of the teaching skills likely. to promote students'
understanding."

Woikshop package and accompanying materials on science teaching
and the development of reasoning 109 are now available. Not all readers
may sympathize with the use to which Piagetian theory and research have
been put in these materials. Nonetheless, the empha.,is on the role of the.
teacher as challenger and questioner is, in' itself, a valuable contribution.
The materials are available in different formats for teachers of biology,
chemistry, and physics at university and high school levels.

CONCLUSION

What Research Tells Science Teachers About Laboratory Work
The laboratory can be a valuable setting in which students gain

understanding and skill in using laboratory techniques and equipment,
'develop laboratory resourcefulness, learn to design' experiments, prepare
or select the materials needed, practice the processes of scientific inquiry in
a discipline, and foster certain problem-solving abilities and scientific atti-
tudes. In a laboratory, students can get concrete experience with the con-
cepts and materials of a new discipline; they can have the opportunity to
enlarge the conceptions they hold; their misconceptions can be confronted.
Laboratory work allows then.' to sense and feel the dimension of science
study. Ircan allow for individual differences in cognitive styles as well as
in needs for self pacing, flexibility of timing, etc. Laboratory work can be
entertaining and dramatic, but it is more likely to be of value to memory if
the fun is linked to appropriate meaningful science learning.

For making instructional planning decisions, some finer connections
must be made. The teaching of scientific inquiry provides an example.
Activities should be designed to provide for prior learning of basic con-
cepts and laboratory skills so that students are in a position to conduct
meaningful inquiries, whether of a guided or a more open type. If it is
regarded as an important learning outcome that students understand the
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processes of scientific inquiry (as conducted by scientists in the discipline),
then there must be explicit instruction on the topic, .as well as any implicit
instruction that may be embedded in inquiry/discovery-oriented labora-
tory exercises.

Research on the current status of laboratory Glasswork in colleges and
schools suggksts that the potential is seldom being fulfilled. Where the
classes could be filled with the spirit of scientific inquiry, they are
dominated by procedures of low scientific status and by talk that often
fails to lead to meaningful learning. Laboratory experiences are considered
in isolation; students' background conceptions are not brought to bear,
and their misconceptions are not confronted. Opportunities are Missed for
providing memorable events to aid students in their acquisition of
knoWledge and concept's.

It is urgent that these and other issues raised in this chapter be
addressed by course designers and teachers. Ways should be sought to
increase designers' repertoires for planning instructional materials at differ-
ent levels of scientific inquiry (especially at the higher levels) and to help
staff to develop their understanding of scientific inquiry. Teachers need
to acquire an array of skills particularly suited to laboratory instruction.
To achieve these and other goals, we must make imaginative use of inno-
vations in laboratory teaching. Carefully chosen and well-sequenced com-
binations of laboratory and nonlaboratory work should be developed.

The Focus of Future Research
We are far from being able to answer many of those questions

referred to earlier as "degrees of fit" questions (focusing on the arrows in
the model presented). Research directed in this manner could help tease
out answers to such questions as:'What should the instructional plan be
for each type of intended learning outcome?" and "How can sequencing
and balancing be achieved in order to allow fulfillment of a range of out-
comes?"

Valuable current research which could help answer such questions
centers on the conceptions and misconceptions that students bring to bear
on their learning in science. A program of research that would enlighten
educators regarding the role of laboratory work could be described as
follows:

1. In any one discipline, determine the range of understandings and
misconceptions held by students in key substantive areas.

2. Categorize different types of intellectual commitments, and
obtain some notion of the relative frequencies of commitments in
each of the categories.

3. Develop some series of learning activities (matched to categories
of commitments) that are intended to create cognitive conflict
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,

and permit, students to accommodate a new conception of the
subject matter. If experience has taugh students misconceptions,

.I
then it is unlikely that formal instructi in will overcome them: A
iaboratory setting could provide thecl nk with prior experience.

4. Determine conditions under which
cognitive conflict that is taken` seriou
ways to produce arguments. To wh
required and what form should it
challengei by a teacher necessary,
probes are effective?

5. Determine the effeCt of the speciall
on desired learning outcomes.

O

05

learning activities create
ly by studentse.g., find

t extent is peer interaction
take? To what, extent 'are
d what types of questions/

designed learning activities
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CHAPTER 8

Problems in,Understanding Physics
(Kinematics) Among Beginning

College StudentsWith ImplicatiOns for
High School Courses

Lillian C. McDermott

As experienced teachers recognize, the ways in which students
interpret natural phenomena differ markedly from those of the physicist.
Although this "riroblem of mismatch between scientific and "natural" con-
cepts has been with us for a long time, it is only relatively recently that
systematic attempts have been made to study the nature of students con-
ceptions of the physical world.

This chapter begins with a brief review of some recent studies of
physics !eaining that have been conducted among students at the second-
ary and college leve1.4. Immediately following is a description of one of
these projects: an investigation of conceptual understanding in kinematics.
(In Chapter 9, Minstrell describes in detail a research project on the con-
cepts of motion in high school physics.)

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH

In one of the first investigations of student understanding of physical
concepts, Driver and Easley' examined the conceptual frameworks used
by seventh- and eighth-grade science students in interpreting simple
mechanical phenomena. More recently, research with this same age group
has been carried out by Champagne and others 2 as they have explored stu-
dent preconceptions abourthe motion of objects in free fall.

At the high school level, Minstre11,3 a high school physics teacher, has
. .
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been conducting research on conceptual understanding among his stu-
dents. He is documenting common misconceptions, monitoring conceptual'
development during the course of instruction, and investigating factors
that appear to effect changes in student thinking.

Research on student understanding of physical concepts is also in pro-
gress at the college le,J21. The concepts of dynamics have been the focus of
.studies by Viennot.4 Under the direction of Lochhead and Clement, a
group of researchers has studied the preconceptions of engineering majors
in introductory mechanics.5 Champagne, Klopfer, and Anderson 6 have
examined the combined effect of concepti6ns of- motion, mathematical
skills, and reasoning skills on achievement irOintroductory mechanics.
McCloskey, Caramazza, and Green' are seeking to characterize internal
representations of the physical world among students with varying degrees
of expertise in physics. The conceptual difficulties encountered by students
in several different areas of physics have been described by Aron." The
Physics- Education Group, under the direction of McDermott, has been
engaged in a systematic investigation of the ways in which introductory
physics students think about motion.9

These studies are representative Of a field of research that is receiving
increasing attention in the ongoing effort to improve science and mathe-
matics instruction. A major goal of research in conceptual understanding
is the identification and analysis of specific difficulties encountered by
students in learriing science and mathematics. In these investigations, the
primary emphasis has been on an in-depth exploration of the thinking of
individuals rather than on limited questioning of large groups. The infor-
mation obtained is primarily descriptive and not readily expressed in
quantitative terms. Ne"ertheless, the results can be generalized and shown
to have wide applicability.

The emphasis on the concepts of motion that has characterized many
of the physics-related studies has not been Misplaced. Mechanics com-
prises a major part of thee curriculum of virtually every introductory
physics course in both high school and college: Furthermore, a sound
grasp of the concepts of motion is critical in the study of almost all of
physics.

A major complicatio encountered in teaching mechanics is that
students have already acqu' ed from daily experience ideas about velocity,
acceleration, force, mome tum, and, work. These proto-concepts are.
generally somewhat vague- nd undifferentiated from one another, and
they lack the precise operational definitionS needed in physics. Often the
preconceptions students bringwith them are misconceptions that are tena-
ciously, held and difficult to alter through conventional instructional
means. Their existence poi2s\ serious obstacles to future leaning of
physical science concepts.. 1

Sometimes even severe misconceptions are difficult to detect. Since
many examination questions can` be answered by substituting in for-
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mulas, performance in a physics coarse does not always reflect the degree
of conceptual understanding attained by a student. In order to examine
student thinking, it is necessary to construct questions that require the cor-
rect use of a concepteather than the routine application of a formula. Fur-
thermore, it is necessary to-elicit -from the student a response sufficiently
detailed to reveal itslcsonceptual basis.

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING IN KINEMATICS

**As an illustration of research on conceptual understanding in physics,
a study at the Unive-sit of WashingtOn will be described. This study, the
fiist phase of a projed on the concepts of motion, consists of an investiga-
tion of student understanding of the, concepts of velocity and acceleration
in one dimension. Descriptions of this research have appeared in the
American Journal of Pl&sics," excerpts of which are included in this
chapter. A more detailed discussion is,presentedhy Trowbridge."

Methods of Investigation
In this investigation the criterion chosen for assessing undegtandilig

of a kinematical concept is the ability to apply the concept successfully to
interpreting 3imple motions of real objects. The primary data source is the
individual demonstration intiriew in which ,students are asked specific
questions about simple motions theyobserve.-Similar to the clinical inter-
view used by Piaget " to investigate the development of reasoning in
thildien, this technique has proved fruitful in providing a much more
detailed description of conceptual understanding than can be obtained
through written means. Supplementary information is obtained from stu-
dent responses to examination questions, from dialogues between students
and 'instructors, and from class discussions. This chapter wille limited to
a description of the research involving individual demonstration inter-
views.

Approximately 300 individual demonstration interviews were adrnin-
istered to studenis in several different courses before and after instruction
in kinematics. In the individual demonstration interview, the student is
confronted with a simple physical Siniation and is asked to respond to a
specified sequence of questions. The student is asked to perform tasks that
usually involve comparisons of the velocities or accelerations of two linear;
Motions. The demonstration sett -up consists of two identical steel balls roll-
ing along a pair of aluminum U-shaped channels. A mechanism for auto- -

rnatically releasing the balls ensures that the motions are reproducible.
The interviews are conducted according to a specified questioning

format, but at any point the interviewer may choose to probe more deeply
into a student's understanding by extending the discussion. The inter-
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views, lasting from 20 to 30 minutes each, are audiotaped and occasion_ ally
videotaped: The dialogue is trannribed and analyzed in detail.

There are several factors inherent in this type of study that must be
examined for influence on the results. Among -the most important are
selectiin of the indiViduals interviewed, effect of learning on postcourse
interviews due to participation in precourse interviews, and interscorer
reliability. These factors are shown to have no significant effect on the
results of the investigation.

P_ opulatiorii of Students

Several different student populations haVe partitipated in the study.
Onegroup consisted of academically disadvantaged students in the Uni=
versity's Educational `Opportunity Program (EOP). These students were
enrolled in a special three-quarter basic physics course intended to prepare
them for mainstream science courses.'3 The course was laboratory-
centered and taught in a modified inquiry-oriented manner with a great
deal of interaction taking place between students and staff. The second and
third' groups of students came from two different -sections of the- non-
calculus general physics sequence required for admission to many profes-
Sional prograrts. One section was taught in an individualized, self-paced
format in which students worked independently. The other section was
taught in the 'traditional lecture format. The fourth group-included
student's from a lecture section of the calculus physics sec!"uence required
for physics and engineering majors. Also included in the study was a fifth
group consisting of participants in a program, for in-service elementary
school teachers.

The interview tasks were first developed during exploratory `work
with students in the academically disadvantaged class and later adminis-
tered to other groups. The inquiry-oriented environment of the EOP class
provide an ideal atmosphere for preliminary studies since pre- and post-
instructional interviews could be woven into the daily schedule. All
students in the class participated in interviews and seemed to respond well
to the experience. Subsequent investigation established that their thinking
is typical of most college students without formal training in physics.
Students from other introductory courses were all interviewed on an
unpaid, volunteer basis.

The Concept of Instantaneous Velocity

Two speed comparison tasks have been developed to explore student
understanding of the concept of instantaneous velocity. In these tasks the
students are asked to compare the simultaneous motions of two identical
bills rolling on parallel U-shaped channels. In each task at least one of the
'balls rolls with nonuniform velocity. The important difference between the
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tasks is that in Speed Comparison Task 1 each ball passes the other,
whereas in Sped Comparison Task 2 no passing occurs.

Speed Comparison Task 1 (Passing Twice). Description of Task: In
this task (Figure 1), ball A travels with uniform motion from left to right
while ball B travels in the same direction, starting with an initial velocity
greater than that of ball A. Ball B travels up a gentle incline, slows down,
and eventually comes to. rest. Ball B fii-st passes ball .A, but later ball A
passes ball B. The student's observe the motions,of the balls, first sepa-
rately and then togethe-. several times. The accompanying graph (Figure
2), which was not useu in the interviews, illustrates the motions observed.

BALL A

FIGURE 1
SPEED COMPARISON TASK 1 (PASSING TWICE)

(Motion is from left to right; successive positions are shown as
they would appear in a strobe light photograph)

01.

O

Time

FIGURE 2
POSITIONTIME GRAPH OF MOTION DEMONSTRATED IN

SPEED COMPARISON TASK s.
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During the course of the.interview, students are asked, 'Do these two
balls ever have the same speed?" (The term velocity is also used in the
interviews after it has been introduced in the course:)

Examples of Student Difficulties: We have found that 1) substantial
number of students. interpret- the instants of- passing as the times when
the two balls have the same speed. The following response, taken from a
precourse interview with a student in the calculus physics course, is typical
of thisitudent error. (The letter "I" represents the investigator and the
letter "S" the student.)

I: 'Let's look to see whether these two- balls even have. the same
speed: (Balls are released.)

S: It looks like they have the same speed twice. One is about near a
quarter of a length of the incline, and then again at three.
quarters.

I: And how could you tell?

S:. Because both balls reached the same position on each track.
I: (Student is asked to place Markers along the track beside the pUss-

ing points. Demonstration is'repeated three times.)
"Si Well:their both reached-the mark at the same time. -But before

that A was traveling faster. Then after it, B is.
I: And right here, When they are side by side, what can you say

about their speeds right at that instant?
S: They would be the same.

This student expresses the belief that when -two oliPcts reach the same
position, they must have the same speed. He also associates being ahead
with being faster. .

In the following excerpt from a precourse interview with a, student
from the academically disadvantaged class, we. again see a failure to
distinguish between speed and position.

S: Somewhere around in here (indicates region near first passing
point; they must be going about the same speed, because ball B
passes ball A. So while ball B is speeding up, ball A is slowing
down. There's got to be a point when they're going about the
same speed.

You say ball B is speeding up?

S: Well, because it's coming out [released] second, and then by the
timilhey end up, it's ahead of.ball A.

This student seems to believe that when one object .has caught up to
another object, they must be going the same speedeven though imme-
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diately prior to the dialogue quoted above, she had described ball A as
traveling with a "steady speed" and ball B as having "slowed down, so it
wasn't going at a steady speed." When asked to compare the motions
together, she says, "Ball. B is speeding up; ball A is slowing down." She
elaborates that she Means "speeding up" to be catching up from behind.

For some students this apparent confusion of speed with position per-
sists despite instruction meant to clarify the distinction. Consider the next
example taken from a postcourse interview with a student in the self-paced
noncalculus general physiCs course.

I: Now do either of those [instal ts of passing) represent instants
when the balls have the same velocity?

S: It would only be instant. If it was more than just an instant,
maybe they would go along the track side.by side for a certain
distance, but it's actually only about an instant that it has it.

Our interpretation of the responses quoted above is that these
students lack an adequate procedure for deciding when two objects have
the same instantaneous speed. Instead, they focus attention on the percep-
tually obvious phenomenon of passing to make the required comparison.

One might expect that once an individual has ascertained that the
speed of ball A is the same during the whole trip, and that the speed of ball
B continuously decreases from being initially greater to being finally less
than the speed of ball A, the conclusion would be that the two balls would
have to have the same speed once and only once during the demonstra-
tion. However, many students failed to draw that conclus:on, and, of
those who did, such logical considerations did not dissuade them from still
identifying two instants'when the speeds are the same.

Speed Comparison Task 2 (no passing). Description of Task: In the
second speed comparison task (FigurE 3), no passing occurs. One ball is

BAIA. C

FIGURE 3
SPEED COMPARISON TASK 2 (NO PASSING)

(Motion is from left to right; successive positions are shown as
tl::y would appear in a strobe light photograph)
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always ahead of the other ball; yet, they have the same speed at one
instant during the demonstration.

In this task, once again ball B has the same motion as before. It starts
With some high initial velocity, slows down, and comes to rest. Another
ball, ball C, starts from- rest at a point ahead of ball B. It accelerates
uniformly down a gentle incline. Ball B never overtakes ball C, as is shown
by the graph in Figure 4.

0

0

Time

FIGURE 4
POSITION -TIME GRAPH OF MOTION DEMONSTRATED IN

SPEED COMPARISON TASK 2

F..4mples of Student Iiifficulties: It might be expected that students
using akosition criterion to compare velocities would claini that since the
two bal in this demonstration are never side by side, they would neves
have th same speed. An example of this type of resporie is taken from a,
precou interview with a student in the course for academically disad- .
vantag students:

I: Now, let's see whether these two balls ever have the same spee.c1.,.;%
(Balls are released.)

S: They don't.

at did you actually see happening to make you decide?
S: Well, they weren't parallel to each other so that they would be

. the same speed; ball C just kept on going and ball B was farther
behind.

.;

This example shows striking similarities to incorrect responses on the
first speed comparison task. We see a student associating the idea of being



ahead with having a greater speed. The use of relative position for compar-
ing speeds is as common on the second speed comparison task as it was on
the first.

As in the case of the first speed comparison task, logical arguments do
not necessarily influence student responses. Even after satisfactorily
describing the speed of ball B as decreasing to zero and the speed of ball C
as increasing from zero, some students observing the demonstration would
still claim that the speeds were never the same since the balls never passed
each other.

Analysis of Results. The two speed comparison tasks have yielded
highly consistent results. Students who have difficulty with one task
almost invariably have trouble with the other. Virtually every failure to
make a proper comparison could be attributed to use of a position
criterion to determine relative velocity.

Although this investigation was undertaken primarily as a descriptive
rather than a quantitative study, it has been possible to assign numerical
values to some of the data. The performance of students on the speed com-
parison tasks is scored on a three-point scale of 0, 1, or 2. A score of 2
means that the student has no difficulty, while a score of 1 indicates that an
initial difficulty is overcome after the demonstration has been obsei-yed
several'times. When, after several trials, the student still has no adequate
procedure for deciding when the balls have the same speed, a score of 0 is
assigned. The specific scoring criteria are shown, in Table 1.

Speed Comparison Task 1 (passing twice) was included in precourse
interviews conducted with individuals from various introductory physics
courses. The groups represented were in-service elementary schOol
teachers, academiCally disadvantaged students, noncalcidus general
physics student's in the self-paced course, and calculus physits students.
Speed Comparison Task 2 (no passing) was also included in precourse
interviews with the academically disadvantaged students.

Speed 'Comparison Task 1 (passing twice) and Speed Comparison
Task 2 (no passing) were both Used on postcourse interviews, with non-
calculus general physics students in the lecture course included. Generally
we attempted to interview the same students before and after instruction,
but this was not always possible because of attrition during instructionan do
a conscious decision to adininister only precourse interviews to one group
of students and only postcourse interviews to another.

For convenience in making comparisons, the data can be reduced to a
single dichotomous variable: success or failure on a task. The criterion
chosen for success is a score of 2.

Prior to instruction, success on the speed comparison tasks ranged
from about 40 to 70 percent. Least successful were the in-service elemen-
tary school teachers (41 percent), followed by the academically disadvan-
taged students (53 percent), the general physics students from the self-
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TABLE 1
SCORING CRITERIA FOR SPEED COMPARISON TASKS

Speed Comparison Task 1
Score Criteria

0 Student demonstrates no
adequate procedure for

_deciding when balls have the
same speed. After at least
three trials, student persis-
tently- identifies' passing
points, claims that speeds are
never the same, Or cannot
decide.

1 Student initially identifies
one or more passing points
or cannot decide but, after
successive trials, identifies a
region or a time at which
speeds are similar.

2 Student identifies similar
speeds on first or second trial
=without confusing speed and
position.

Speed Comparison:Task 2
Score Criteria

0* Student demonstrates no
adequate procedure for
deciding when balls have the
same speed. After at least
three trials, student persis-
tently claims that speeds are
never the same or cannot
decide.

1 Student initially claims that
speeds are never the same but,
after subsequent trials, revises
this judgment and identifies
a region or a time at which
speeds are similar.

2 Student identifies similar
speeds,on first or second trial
without confusing, speed and
position.

paced section (59 percent), and the calculus physics students i68 percent).
In -all introductory-level populations studied, at least one-third of the
Students confused the concepts of speed and position during precourse
interviews.

After instruction, success on the speed comparison tasks ranged from
about t. The academically disadvantaged students 90 per-
cent) and calculus physics s ercent) performed better than
either the self-paced (73 percent) or lecturrcent)-gengralphysics
students. In the introductory-level populations studied, overall about one-
fifth of the students still confused the concepts of speed and position dur-
ing postcourse interviews.

The use of the word "'confused" here should not be misconstrued to
mean the mistaking of one fully developed :oncept for another. We are
saying that the confusion between speed (or velocity) and position indi-
cates:the-indiscriminate use of nondifferentiated proto-concepts.

TheZoncept of Acceleration
The main thrust of this part of the study is to evaluate the qualitative

understanding of acceleration as the ratio Av/At. From exploratory inter-
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views it became clear that many students were aware that the concept of
acceleration includes the idea of a change in velocity but did not recognize
that it also incorporates in an explicit manner the idea of a corresponding
time interval during which this change takes place. The students frequently
referred to acceleration as a "change in velocity over time." Further prob-
ing revealed, hdwever, that in many cases the word "over" often used by
students in defining acceleration did 6o Lnecessa ri 1 y refer to the relation-
ship between the numerator and the denominator of the fraction Av/At.
For these students "over" was equivalent to "during." From these inter-
views it became apparent that what was needed was a task that would
require for its successful completion an understanding of the role of At as
well as Av.

Two acceleration comparison tasks satisfying this requirement were
designed. One of these was administered as an individual demonstration
interview; the other was presented in a written format. Only the former
will be discussed here.

Acceleration Comparison Task 1. Description of Task: In this task
(Figure 5), students observe the motions of two steel balls that roll down
straight aluminum U-shaped channels. These channels are placed side by
side and are inclined at the same angle to the horizontal. The accelerations
of the balls can be varied by using channels of different widths, as shown
in Figure 6. Thus, prior knowledge about the dependence of acceleration
on slope yields no clues for making correct comparison:

Both balls start from rest and reach the same final velocity atthe end
of the incline, just as they simultaneously enter a tunnel at the bottom.
They are not released at the same point or the same time and do not travel

BALI. B

FIGURE 5
ACCELERATION COMPARISON TASK 1

(Motion is from left to right; successive positions are shown ,as
they would appear in a strobe light photograph; dashed circle

indicates initial position of ball A; solid circles indicate
-corresponding positions of balls at equal time intervals)



'FIGURE 6
CRCiss-SECTIONAL VIEW OF U-SHAPED CHANNELS USED IN

ACCELERATION COMPARISON TASK 1

A B 47

equal distances. Ball A is released first from a point several centimeters
behind ball B. After rolling a few centimeters, ball A strikes the lever of a
microswilch which, in tu1n, releases ball B. The two motions are illus-
trated in the accompanying graphs (Figures 7 and 8). As can be seen from
the graphs, the balls 'have the same average velocity and the same final
velocity. However, ball B, which rolls on the narrower channel, reaches
that velocity in a shorter period of time than ball A and has an acceleration
about 15 percent greater than that of ball A.

0

0

O

Time

.FIGURE 7
POSITION -TIME GRAPH OF

MOTION DEMONSTRATED IN
ACCELERATION COMPARISON

TASK 1
(Dashed line indicates position
of ball 13 from instant ball A is
released until ball B is released)
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FIGURE 8
VELOCITY-TIME GRAPH OF

MOTION.DEMONStRATED IN
ACCELERATION COMPARISON

TASK 1
(Balls reach the same velocity

just as they enter a tunnel at the
bottom of the incline)
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The balls are rolled separately at first, and the fact that each has an
acceleration is established. During the course of the interview, the student
is asked, 'Do these two balls have the same or different accelerations?"
Two procedures for arriving at the correct conclusion that ball B has a
greater acceleration than ball A follow immediately from the definition of
aceieratien as Av/At. The student must recognize either (a) that since ball
A is already moving when ball B is released, the change in velocity for ball
B is greater than the change in velocity for ball A between the instant ball B

release-' and the instant both balls enter the tunnel; or (b) that since both
balk sta-i from rest and reach the same final velocity, ball B, which is
released after ball A. makes this change in a shorter period of time.
Although enti-ely qualitative, both methods require exp:!cit consideration
of both Ao and At in determining the acceleration. Procedures (a) and (b)
are designated as Procedures 9 and 10, respectively, in the following
discussion in which the various procedures used by students on Accelera-
tion Comparison Task 1 are summarized.

To encourage students to concentrate on the main conceptual issue
rather than on subsidiary exlierimental details, specific guidance is pro-
vided. The interviewer explains that to make the comparison, it is unneces-
sary to identify the cause of the acceleration or to determine whether or
not the balls, the channels, or the slopes are the same. The comparison of
accelerations is to be made strictly on the basis of the motions observed. It
is pointed out that ball A is released first and rolls for a short time before
hitting the switch that releases_ball B. If a student does not notice thatthe
balls enter the tunnel at the same time or does not spontaneously compare
final speeds, the interviewer asks questions that serve to direct attention to
the arrival of the balls at the tunnel. Thus, the students are assisted in
making the observations necessary for comparing the accelerations. It
remains for them to combine this information in a manner that permits
successful resolution of the task.

Examples of Student Difficulties: Acceleration Comparison Task 1
was administered both before and after instruction in more than 200 indi-
vidual demonstration interviews with introductory physics students. We
found that all the responses could be organized into 10 categories, each
characterized by the procedure used to compare accelerations. Two of the
procedures are directly based on the definition of acceleration and have
already been described. The other eight, each identified by a number, are
discussed below. All but the first are illustrated by excerpts from inter-
views. These excerpts, which have been edited to eliminate irrelevant
dialogiie; are typical of the responses of the students who used the par-
ticular procedure. When pre- and postcourse excerpts appear together,
they ar' from interviews with the same student. This juxtaposition is
intended to illustrate the persistent nature of some of the mistaken
preconceptions with which students often begin physics courses.

1
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Procedure 1One preconception that is often validbut is not in
this casecan severely limit a student's ability to deal with Acceleration
Comparison Task 1. The belief that the acceleration of the two balls must
be the same because they are on the same incline was initially expressed by
a large percentage of the students, especially those who had studied
physics. Usually we could dissuade students from using a procedure based
on sib/3e by questioning them about various parts of the motion or by
simply pointing out that the channels were not identical and suggesting
that dynamical considerations be ignored. Since this procedure was almost
always abandoned early in the interview, it isnot illustrated by an excerpt.

' Procedure 2
I: Let's see whether we can decide whether they have the same

acceleration or different accelerations. (Balls are released.)
5: Ball A was a little bit faster. (It was a fraction of an inch ahead of

ball B at the end.)
I: (After repeated demonstrations) Ball A was released first. Then,

ball B was released, and down there they had the same speed.
Does that tell you anything about their accelerations?

S: I think they have the same acceleration. They ended up there at
the same point.

The dialogue above illustrates the belief that when the two balls reach
the same position, they have the same acceleration. The excerpt is taken
from a pQstcourse interview with a student from the academically disad-
vantaged class. In claiming that when the two balls are at the same point
they have the same acceleration, 'this student is using a position criterion to
compare accelerations. This procedure is rerniiiiscent of a similar one used
by some students to compare velocities. Sometin.es during the interviews
students would state that the ball,that was ahead would have to have the
greater acceleration.

Many of the difficulties students have with Acceleration Comparison
Task 1 seem to be due to confusion between the concepts of velocity and
acceleration. The next four sets of interview excerpts demonstrate a failure
to discriminate between these concepts. In the first two sets, theconcept of
velocity is undifferentiated and largely intuitive. The judgment made by
each student is almost entirely perceptual. In the second two sets, the pro-
cedures seem to be based on a sense of average velocity.

Procedure 3--
precourse

I: How would we compare their accelerations? (Balls are released.)
S: Towards the end, they were going about the same rate.



(Demonstration is repeated.) They would eventually reach the
same acceleration.

I: How do you know?

S: They had the same speed at the bottom, approximately.

postcourse:

I: What does the .word acceleration mean?

S: It's the change in velocity 'over a certain period.

I: Do you think, when they go in the tunnel, they have the same
velocity?

S: They seemed to.

I: And how do they out?

S: It seems one would have a greater velocity, initially.

I: Can you use that to compare their accelerations?

S: They had to be equal.

The pair of excerpts above illustrates a procedure in which students
attempt to compare accelerations on the basis of final speeds alone.

,The student quoted is from the self-paced section of the noncalculus
general physics course. The definition given of acceleration as "the change
in velocity over a certain periocrmight well have been accepted as indica-
tive of understanding if the discussion had ended with that statement. As a
matter of fad, the student completed the requirements of the course quite
satisfactorily and received a top gradebut the fundamental conception
has not changed. This student thinks of acceleration as a change in velocity
that occurs as time passes, but his use of the word "over" does not imply
division. He does not attempt to compare the accelerations in terms of the
two quotients obtained by dividing the changes in velocities by the time
intervals. Instead, he concludes that the accelerations are equal because the
final speeds are the same.

Procedure 4
precourse

I: If we're comparing two .balls and we decide one has a bigger
acceleration, what would that mean?

S: It speeds up in a shorter time.

I: Let's see if we can decide which has a larger acceleration or
whether they're the same. (Balls are released.)

S: They came together. So A had a larger acceleration. It had to
because it had to catch up withB which was ahead of it.

If



postcourse

I: We would like tc, decide whether they have the same or different
accelerations. (Balls are released.)

S: Ball A would :mire the greater acceleration because in order for A
to catch up it wouldhave to go faster.

These excerpts display a procedure frequently used to compare accel-
erations that is based on the belief that catching up (in the sense of gaining
on) means having a greater acceleration. Catching up, of course, merely
indicates nonzero relative velocity. In Acceleration Comparison Task 1,
ball A catches up to ball B; yet, ball A has a smaller acceleration. Thestu-
dent quoted above completed the calculus physics course in the top half of
the class, according to the filial course grades, as did all the other students
quoted in the rest of this section.

Confusion between the concepts of velocity and acceleration is also
demonstrated by students who form an overall impress ion of themelocities
of the balls over the entire motion. These students never focus their atten-
tion on separate parts. The two sets of interviews that follow are illus-
trative of this 'way of proceeding.

Procedure 5
preaourse

I: Let's see whether these two balls have the same acceleration or
diffen.rit. (Balls are released.)

S: It looks like ball A would have a faster acceleration.
I: How are you thinking?
'S: Ball A covered more distance in the same amount of time.
-postcourse

I: In terms of speed and things like that, how would you describe
acceleration?

S: How much the speed changes for any amount of time.
I: Let's see if you can apply that definition to this situation and tell

which of these balls has the larger acceleration, or if they have the
same acceleration. (Balls are released.)

S: Ball A covered more distance, so it must have covered the
distance faster to get to the aacne point at the same time. I would
say that A had the greater acceleration.

This student from the calculus physics course assumes that covering a
greater distance in the same time means having a greater acceleration.
Hence, ball A would have the greater acceleration. In the demonstration,
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from tlie instant ball B is released to the instant both balls enter the tunnel,
ball A travels greater distance than ball B. Ball 4, however, actually has
a smaller acceleration.

Procedure 6

,precourse

How could we argue about their accelerations? They both start
from rest and they both reach the same final speed.,

_

St Well, ball A ha's a little more time to reach that certain amount of
speed. It rolls a little bit before (ball 13) is triggered. So it has more
distance and more time. Ball B ha; less distance and less ume.
And they both reach the same speed.

How would the accelerations compare?

S: They might be equal.

postcourse

I: Ball A starts from rest, and reaches some velocity up there. Ball B.
also starts from rest, and reaches the same final velocity there,
right?

S: Right. In less time, and in less distance. So maybe they're propor-
tional, or something, which would make them equal:

I.: Ball B reaches that velocity in a certain amount of time; but ball
A takes a somewhat greater time to do that.

S: And also a greater distance. I think that the accelerations would
be the same.

The calculus physics student quoted in these interviews compi..ed the
distances traveled by the balls in a different way and arrived at a different
conclusion about the accelerations. This student reasoned that caking a
longer time to cover a greater distance can compensate for the greater
distance. Thus, even though ball A travels a greater distance than ball B
(from.its release point to the tunnel), since ball A takes Icnger, it may have
the same acceleration as ball B.

As the foregoing illustrations demonstrate, students sometimes apply
prc.cedures that may be adequate for comparing instantaneous or average
velocities but that are not adequate for comparing accelerations. To make
the correct choice of the ball with the greater acceleration (other than by
guessing), a student has to be able to distinguish between the concepts of
velocity and acceleration to the extent of being able to identify and com-
pare instantaneous velocities at different times.

Procedure 7
S: (Balls are released.) B actually had a faster acceleration than A



because it catches up to A as far as velocity goes. A didn't slow /-
down- but it came to the same speed that B did and B had a
shorter distance.

This excerpt from a postcourse interView is r eminiscent of Galileo's
problem of determining which definition of acceleration to chOcfse: a
change in velocity, per -unit distance or a change in velocity per unit time.
Here; a calculus physics student does not discriminate between these two
possibilities and -associates the change in velocity of the balls with. the
distance they travel rather than with the elapsed time. Although this stu-
dent arrives at the correct solution to the task, he does not consider a time
interval in his response.

Procedure 8
S: B's speed increased faster

th
an /all A's./hI: Why do you think that was. the,case?

S: Because ball A gained positiomon ball B at a greater rate on the
upper part of he track pan it did on the bottom_part, which I
would interpret as the ye °cities coming closer together. . . . Ball

would have a greater acceleration.

This student from the/Calculus physics,course also makes the correct
choice in this postcourseinterview. He argues that since ball'13 has a con-
siderably smaller velocity than ball A at the beginning, but nearly the same
velocity later on, -ball B must have a greater acceleration. This particular
response may or may not represent a conceptual difficulty. It is included
here because the student does not make explicit reference to the time inter-
val or compare the accelerations as ratios.

Summary of Student Procedures: The various procedures used by
students as they atteMpted to compare accelerations on Acceleration Com-
parison Task 1 are listed in Table 2. The first six procedures in the table
lead to an incorrect solution. °Although the seventh yields the right
response, the type of reasoning involved is inadequate. The eighth pro-
cedure also-results in the correct response but does not explicitly involve
ihe 'time interval. We have placed this procedure at a lower level th Sn pro-
cedures 9 and 10 in which the corresponding time interval is identified.

Analysis of Results. We can present the data from the administration
of Acceleration Comparison Task 1 in a semiquantitative form similar to
the one used for velocity. Numerical scoring of a student's performance on
the task is based on an assessment of overall quality according to the
criteria described beloW.

The performance of students on Accelera ion Comparison Task 1 is
measured on a three-point scale of 0, 1, or 2. score of 2 means that the
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES USED BY STUDENtS ON

ACCELERATION COMPARISON TASK 1

1. Same slope

2. Final-
position

3. Final speed

4. Catching-
up

-

5: Greater As;
same At

6. Greater As;
greater At

7. Same Atn
smaller As

8. Velocity
catches up

Procedure

Balls have the same acceleration
because the slopes are the same

Balls have the same or different
accelerations depending on their
relative final positions

Balls have the same acceleration
because their final speeds are
the same

Ball A has a greater acceleration
because it is catching up to
(gaining on) ball B

Ball A has a greater acceleration
because it covers a greater distance
than ball B in the same time

Balls may have the sameiccelera-
tion because ball A covers a greater
distance than ball B in the same
time

Ball B has a greater acceleration
because its velocity changes by the
same amount as the velocity of
ball A but in a shorter distance

Ball B has a greater acceleration
because its velocity catches up to
the velocity of ball. A and thus
changes by a greater amount

9. Greater At); Ball B has a greater acceleration
same At because its velocity changes by a

greater amount than the velocity
of ball A in the same time

Ball B has a greater acceleration
because its velocity changes by the
same amount as the velocity of
ball A in a shorter time

10. Same Av;
smaller At
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Interpretation of
T.' procedure

Nonkinematical
approach

Confusion
between position
and acceleration

Confusion
between velocity
and acceleration

Discrimination
between velocity
and change in
velocity but
neglect of corre-
sponding time
interval

Qualitative
understanding of
acceleration as
the ratio Av/At



4...

'student, with limited guidance by the interviewer, is able to make a
qualitative comparison of ratios. A score of 1 indicates that the student has
compared instantaneous velocities at different times but never refers to the
specific time intervals during which the changes in velocity occur. When
after a considerable amount of questioning by the interviewer, the student
still has made ner.attempt to use instantaneous velocities at different times
for comparing accelerations, a score of 0 is assigned. The specific scoring
criteria are shown in Table 3.

The various procedufte4ategorieS listed in Table 2 were established
after scoring of the interviewrhad:been completed. Often during an inter-
view a student would attempt to use.a particular procedure, find it unsatis-
factory, and then attempt to reason irfsome other way. Thus, a number of
different strategies representing varying degrees of commitment and
resulting in varying degrees of success are invoked by a student during an
interview. The procedures used by a student do not determine the score.
Rather, the score reflects the quality of the student's overall performance,
especially her or his final analysis. Students who received a 0 usually relied
on procedures near the beginning of Table 2, students who received a 1
generally used procedures near the middle of the table, and those who
received a 2 displayed procedures near the end of the table.

Acceleration Comparison Tag( 1 was included in precourse inter-
views'conducted with individuals from various introductory courses. The
groups represented were in-service elementary school teachers, academi-
cally disadvantaged students, and calculus physics students. Since the non-
calculus general physics students in the self-paced course were presented

TABLE 3
SCORING CRITERIA FOR ACCELERATION COMPARISON TASK 1

Score Criteria

0 Student makes little or no use of instantaneous velocities
at different times. Student persists throughout the
interview in comparing motions in terms of the slope of
the incline, the final relaative positions, the final speeds, or
the phenomenon of catching-up;

1 Student compares instantaneous velocities at different
times. Student may also compare changes in velocity but
does not make explicit use of the time interval.

Student considers the ratio Av/At, compares Av's for
equal At, or compares Ms for equal Av. Student may
display inadequate procedures during the interview but
successfully resolves difficulties with limited, guided
questioning by the interviewer.
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with a different form of Acceleration Comparison Task 1, 4ta from their
precourse interviews have not been presented here. The noncalculus
general physics students in the lecture course were not given precourse
interviews.

Acceleration Comparison Task 1 was also used in pogtcourse inter-
views. It was not always possible to interview the same students before
and after instruction for the reasons previously mentioned in the discus-
Sion of the speed comparison tasks.

Prior to instruction, between 5 and 40 percent of the students received
a score of at 'least 1 on Acceleration Comparison Task 1. These students
were able to discriminate between velocity and acceleration to the extent
of being able to identify and compare instantaneous velocities at different
times. As might be expected, the academically disadvantaged course had
the lowest percentage of students (5 percent) able to meet this criterion
before instruction. Approximately 40 percent of the calculus physics
students met this criterion. In all introductory-level populations studied, at
least three-fifths of the students confused the concepts of velocity and
acceleration in precourse interviews.

After instruction, between 35 and 70 percent of the students received
a score of at least 1 on Acceleration Comparison Task 1. The percentage
from the academically disadvantaged class had risen to 65 percent. This
was comparable to the postinstructional performance of the calculus
physics students. The percentages for both these groups exceeded those for
the noncalculus physics students 'after instruction. In the introductory-
level populations studied, about one-third of thestudents still confused the
concepts of velocity:and acceleration during postccurse interviews.

A DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The Concept of Instantaneous Velocity.
One of the most interesting results toemerge from analysis of the indi-

vidual demonstration interviews may not be immediately apparent from
the data. In both pre- ar I postcourse interviews, failure on the speed com-
parison tasks is almost irwariably due to improper use of a position
criterion to determine relative velocity. Although the students who are
unsuccessful can generally give an acceptable definition for velocity, they
do not understand the concept well enough to be able to determine a pro-
cedure they can use in a real physical situation for deciding if and when
two objects have the same speed. Instead they fall backon the perceptually
obvious phenomenon of passing. Some identify being ahead or being
behind as being faster or slower. We interpret this use of position to deter-
mine relative velocity as an indication of confusion between the concepts
of position and speed.
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r The Concept of Acceleration
the'resti Its of this investigation indicate that introductory physics

students frequently lack even a qualitative understanding ofitheconcept of
acceleration as the ratio tv /8t. Performance on Acceleration Comparison
Task 1 reveals a widespread inability to apply this concept in a real
physical'situation. This is the case not only befoir: instruction, but very
of ten.afterviard as well Although almost all the students can deft
eration in an apparently acceptable manner after instruction, most cannot
use this definition-to determine a satisfactory procedure for comparing the
accelerations of two moving objects.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:

The fact that many preconceptions prove to be remarkably resistant
to instruction suggests that some form of active, experiential instruction is-
necessary to overcome them. Defining concepts in lectures and textbooks
ancigiving examples of their applications in routine problems do not seem
to be enough to bring about conceptual understanding in many students.
Specific difficulties need to be directly addressed,

One of the most encouraging findings of the study is the great
improvement in, perforinance 'evidenced in postcourse interviews with
Students from the academically diSadvantaged class. A large number o'f
students in this group began the Course, unable to discriminate between
speed and position, and virtually all were unable to distinguish velocity
from. acceleration. After instruction, however, almost_ all could separate
the concepts of position and velocity. They also demonstrated a qualita-
tive understanding of acceleration as a ratio that matched that of the
students from the calculus physics class.,-

We are convinced that the type of instruction received by the academ-
a ically i(.dvantaged students contributed to this achievement...In their

course/," concept formation was-given special attention, along with the
development of scientific reasoning. Confusion among related but dif-
ferent concepts was directly confronted. In labOratory exercises, in class
discussions, in individual dialogues with the staff, and on course examina-

* tions, the students were presented with situations designed to help them
distinguish various kinematic Concepts from one another and apply these
concepts to the motion of real objects.

For some students the acquisition of physical concepts appears to
- depend strongly- upon the establishment- of satisfactory connections-
between these new concepts and the proto-concepts with which the
students are already familiar. In fact, among the academically disadvan-
taged students such connections seemedlo be crucial in order for new con-
cepts to take on meaning. We have found that a conscious effort is

a
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necessary- to help students relate physical concepts to their experienCe.
These connections often need to be made explicitly.

Although students from the calculus and noncalculus physics courses
generally had a more extensive technical vocabulary to describe motion
thait the acaileiintaN disadvantaged students, their use of these terms:was
frequently inappropriate. We found that even students who received good
grades in standards courses often had difficulty distinguishing, among°
related concepts and applying them properly to simple motions of real

-objects.
It has been our experience that deeply seated preconceptions cannot

be changed quickly or easily. Unlike the usual situation in an introductory
Course in whiCh kinematics is covered in a few days, the study of this topic
in the EOP course lasted several weeks. Although better prepared Students
may not require iihe same amount of time and effort, we are convinced
that they, too, Would benefit from an increased emphasis on the develop-

,
nient of the basic kinematic concepts.

Although the research clt,cribed here was carried. out with college
students, the results Obtained b_y, Minstrell have established that the same
difficulties occur among high School students. In Chapter 9 he suggests
several instructional strategies that he has found useful for promoting con-
ceptual urideritanding among high school students.'° Some of these same
piocedures have proved equally effective at the college level.

1

CONCLUSION

This primarily descriptive study of student understanding of the con-
cepts of velocityafnd acceleration, has yielded some new insights into how
students think about motion. The criterion for understanding used in this
investigation is the ability to apply these concepts successfully to the inter-
pretation of simple motions of real objects. Several types of conceptual dif-
ficulties'have been identified through individual' demonstration intezviews.
These findings have been confirmed and pursued further by other methods

,of investigation not described here.
We feel that there is a need for systematic investigations of student

undeistandizig in other areas of physics, and in other sciences as well. The
number, of major conceptual difficulties identified in this study proved to
be relatively small and not unique to any single individual, but they affect
concepts central to the understanding of physics. We believe a similar
situation prevails for topics other than kinematics.

The research des&ibedhelehas provided guidance for thedendesign of a
Curriculum to address_ specific conceptual difficulties encountered in the
Study of kinematics." If is vital that information obtained from empirical
'studies of student thinking be_used to develop instructional materials that
address student difficulties as they are and not as we as educators imagine

/ them to be."
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CHAPTER 9

Conceptual Development Research in the
Natural Setting of a Secondary School

Science Classroom
James Minstrel!

Perhaps nowhere more than in the teaching of physical science ideas ;
do We encounter so great a mismatch between students' intuitive explana-;
lions and scientists' explanations of scientific phenomena. These conflicts/
first become very apparent at the high, school level of instruction. For
example, consider the situation of a small-wheeled cart rolling acroSs a
horizontal, smooth table top. When asked to explain the motion of'this
cart, students will otten suggest that the cart has been given motion by the
push of the hand (or whatever), but that the push is "used, up" in moving
across the table. When asked to describe the various puShes (or forces) that
would have to act to keep the cart moving at a constant speedina straight
line, many students will readily hypothesize the necessity of a forward
force- bigger than the backward force resisting motion. Even when con-
fronted with a nearly frictionlesksituation, they argue that the hand (force
must- still be with the cart, even after the cart left the hand, or it would

o come to a stop, When an object does come to a stop, the explanation often
inclUdes-the "wearing down"-of-the hand-force by friction and/or by the
weight of the object.

In some instances it appears that the'Students are conceiving of force
as anaction necessary to keep in motion an object whose "natural" tend-
ency is to be at rest. In other cases, students seem to be conceiving of force
as an object's property, like inertia, imp4tus, momentum, or vis viva (the
historical precursor of kinetic energy).
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The example serves to describe two general sorts of phenomena that
are only recently receiving significant research attention. First, students
appear° to come to the instructional setting with some sort of conceptual
structure already in their heads that prompts them to organize the
phenomena in their own 'way. If you ask them to make a prediction about
what will happeri during an interaction between physical objects, students
almost always have some idea. They usually can and do make a predic-
tion. The frustrating thing for teachers lies in the fact that these "natural"
explanations hang on in spite of instruction. While students may well
change in their ability to answer questions that are similar. to those used as
examples during instruction, they often cannot apply the physics ideas
appropriately in a new context. With the exception of attempting to use
different words or formulas, the,students answer a novel context question
in the same way .that they answered it prior to instruction.

One reason that students fail to change their basic premonitioning
could be that most of our present curriculum and instructional strategies
do not take into account the initial conceptions with which students come
to our science classes. We tend to try to superimpose our "formulaic"
products from science over the students' existing way of organizing the
world. As long as there is no mismatch between what the students already
know and what we teach them, things go smoothly. But when there is a
mismatch, students memorize the formalisms of science like some kind of
foreign language. Science class becomes some sort of foreign culture that
they visit once a day, rather than a place where they get together to discuss
and investigate the phenOmena of the world around them and where they
have an opportunity to develop a more consistent organization of the
phenomena.

The purposes of this chapter are threefold. First, the reader will
become more aware of the phenomenon of alternative conceptions and the
methods of investigation in conceptual understanding research to which
ciassroorri teachers could make important contributions. In Chapter 8,
McDermott has developed the basic rationale and applied it to college
science. rn this chapter, I will extend the rationale and apply it to high
school physics (to work I am doing in my own classroom at Mercer Island
High School) and briefly compare my methods and result's with those of
McDermott' and others at the University of Washington. Second, the
reader will be asked to consider the implications of studei\i preconceptions
for instructional strategies and curriculum development\ I will describe
what I believe to be some implications for teaching science that result from
conceptual understanding research. Finally, I challenge every classroom
teacher of physics or physical science to join in the efforts of researchers to
identify and understand students' alternative conceptions and/or to join in
the efforts of 'developers to incorporate these new findings into curriculum
design, and instruction for the 1980's. The task is not easybut it is
intriguing.

N
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-METHODS AND RESULTS OF INVESTIGATING
ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS

Ciintext4arrThisilesearch
The initiative for my research on alternative conceptions grew out of

the fruStrations of- my-own teaching experiences, particularly the frusta-
Aion:that -My very, ational-(t ),me) instructional activities were lesS effective
than-I deSired: Throuth--listening-to my students, it became clear that it
Was -rick Merely a case of.their not being bright enough to understand my
impo-sedlessorts; many students had a consistent conceptual structure for
Understanding the world, but their conceptual understanding was an alter-
natiiie.to the physicist's point of view. In many cases, their alternative con-
Ceptions were naive, but in-general, they served the students in their day-
to-dax-Wak,

The research described here was conducted over a two-year period in
'the nattiraliStic setting of two physics-related classes at Mercer Island High
School. Nearly all of the 55 students had professional parents and have
gone or will go to college after graduation. The average high school
cumulative grade point for these students was close to 3.5 on a 4.0 scale.
Many of these students had strong science and mathematics backgrounds.
Nevertheless, "even" theses people-who were bright and aware exhibited
evidence of harboring conceptions that,were fundamentally at odds with
what I was trying to teach them.

Data for this study were gathered in the context of-the activities of
these physics classes. Typically, prior to studying a new, unit, a pre-
instruction quiz was administered to determine the extent to which
students were using alternative conceptions. They were usually paper-and-
pencil quizzes and included questions designed to be sensitive to alter-
native conceptual structures. Some questions were.adapted -from those
used by .other researcheri (see the "References" to Chapter 8 for some
useful sources). Other qtestions were developed based on difficulties iden-
tified in my classes in earlier years. Other data or alternative initial concep-
tions came from tape recordings of large- or small-group discussions
within the classes. I monitored the tenacity of the alternative conceptions,
as would any teacher, through paying careful attention to what they said
in discussionswrote in lab reports, and did on tests that I constructed. The
way the tests were designed is an important feature of the investigation.

'Categoriled first into correct and incorrect sets, the explanations were
then examined to see what conceptions-were being employed and how
they meshed withtthe formal system of physical ideas.

The accuracy in determining whether an individual's thinking was
governed by an alternative conception depended upon several factors.
Determination with a single pre-instruction test question depended on the
quality of wording of the question and on the individual student's will-
ingness and ability to clarify his or her thinking. Evidence accumulated
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from answers to several questions, sometimes given on different tests or
offered in different contexts, helped to establish reliability and validity of
the measures. In some cases, some individual students were orally ques-
tioned regarding their answers in order to.probe their thinking.

Investigation.; in Kinematics

Prior to any formal instruction in the concepts of notion, the two
`physics classes participated in a demonstration adapted from the Speed
Comparison Task 1 (passing twice) developed byTrowbridge and McDer-
mott 2 and described in detail in Chapter 8.

The.students were asked to describe.eparately the motion of each of
the two balls. They observed one ball moving at uniform speed and one
slowing down., I then asked whether the two balls ever were traveling at
the same speed and how they knew whether or not they were moving at
the same speed. Then I demonstrated the motions of the two balls in slow
motion by moving the balls along the track by hand.

At s least 30 percent of the students were clearly confusing "same
speed" with "same position." They would make statements such as these:

When A passes B, at that one point they have the same speed.
At two points they travel at the same speed, at about 15 cm and at about

75 cm mark. You know this because they parallel each other for a second
before one of them passes the 'other.

About 50 percent of the students quizzed were able to correctl-y iden-
tify one time somewhere in the middle of the journey when the two balls
were traveling at the same speed. About half of these students used a
perceptual-based argument that clearly indicaled that they did:not confuse
speed with position; for example:

. . . where the distance between balls stops changing.
. . about 3/7 of the way along the, track for ball A and about 4/7 along

for ball B. At that time they reach the same speed.

The other half of these students used a logical argument io justify their
answer that there was a time when the two balls had the same velocity.
Typical answers given by these students include the following:

since ball B is moving faster than ball Aat the beginning and then at the
end is going slower, then some point during its deceleration it reached. the
speed ofNA.

At one instant, One-is-moving faster but slows down:-The other moves-
with almost uniform speed, so at one point while the other changes from faster
to slower speed, they must have the same speed.

These logical arguments are based on assumptions about the continu-
ity of velocity from faster to slower and the deducfion of "some" point
where the two velocities must be the same. These arvinents leave room
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for the possibility that a student still might fall into the speed-position con-
fusion in another context. Indeed, a few of these students did exhibit the
confusion in other contexts later in the course. The point here for the
teacher of introductory physics students is that these students were able to
answer the questions correctly on the basis of a nice logical argument, but,
nevertheless, several of them were still harboring the confusion that "same
position" indicates "same speed."

A'few of the students using logical arguments least were not harbor-
ing the speed-position confusion, possibly because of the pattern of obser-
Vations they made:

If the two speeds never equalled each other at any point, then the one
ahead would always remain in front of the other. This is not so, as they each
passed the other once.

Of the remaining 20 percent, some demonstrated conceptual reason-
ing troubles that apparently blocked them from,identifying any possible
instants when the speeds of balls A and B were the same. Others gave
unclear answers and sufficient vague justifications that their conceptions
could pot be known from this group-administered demonstration quiz.

It is important to note that the results of investigations into concept
Understanding at the high- school level are very similar to the results
reported in Chapter 8 at the university level. At least 30 percent of the
introductory physics students confuse "same position" with "same speed."
That is especially interesting in light of the fact that the methods for study-
ing the conceptions-were quite different; McDermott's data were gathered
in a clinical interview setting while the data here resulted from research

'done in the natural setting of classroom experiences.
There are tradeoffs in the methodology. In the clinical interview, one

can be relatively more certain about the thinking of each student inter-
viewed, but the procedure is costly in terms of tine. In the classroom
demonstration 'format, one is less certain of the thinking of each indi-
vidual, but one can obtain approxinliate percentages of the group that
exhibit certain difficulties in a relatively short period of time. Knowledge
of the thinking of individuals in the group can be obtained by accumulat-
ing other samples of data on the same student (e.g., otherpaper-and-pencil
tests, homework, or verbal statements made during class discussions or
individual conversations). Generally, if a student has dif acuity describing
a way to determine when the balls move at the same speed on the demon-,

stration quiz, he or she will have difficulties separating speed from other
concepts in other contexts.

As might be expected, the format in which the problem is posed'
affects the results. Generally, the more abstract the context, the greater the
incidence of confusion between conceptual ideas. A graphing context, for
example, will usually elicit more; errors than a "live" demonstration.
Recently my students were considering three velocity graphs, each of
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which depicted the motion of a car that started with an initial velocity of
zero and after four seconds had a final velocity of 8 m/sec. Graph A was
concave down, B was concave up, Wand C was a straight diagonal. (See
Figure 1.) When asked which-car went the farthest, two students in one
class argued that A and B traveled equally far and that both traveled far-
ther than C because "they had to travel along a curved path and C traveled
in a straight line between the same two points:" Apparently these students
were perceiving the graph of the object's motion as the actual path of the
object. This difficulty in extracting correct meanings from the graphs was
discouraging in the face of the fact that these two students were doing well
in their fourth year of high school mathematics, one was taking calculus6 It
appears that the connections between the graphs and the physical events
are not being made.
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Invesfiga!ions into the Nature of Gravity
In past years, there were strong indications among my students that

their conceptions of gravity and its effects were different from mine. Occa-
sionally, for the sake of argument, I have asked my students to consider
what the world would be like without the surrounding air. Usually some-
one would suggest that, without air, objects would drift up off of floors,
tables, etc. Could they have been implying that air pressure is responsible
for gravity? In other arguments, we considered dropping and.'or throwing
projectiles of various masses, and many students predicted that heavier
objects would take less time to fall.

As a result, prior to studying the nature of gravity and its effects, I
administe'red a pre-instruction quiz. Students were given a sheet of paper
with diagrams and a few words to represent questions relating to gravity
(Figuie 2). Because the general descriptions of the problem situations were
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lengthy, they were delivered orally. Instructions for problem 1 were para-
phrases of the following:

The diagram represents an experiment that is done in two different ways.
First, the picture on the left represents a sturdy frame from which a spring
scale is suspended. On the other end of the spring scale a weight is hung. The
scale reads 10.0 pounds with'the weight attached as it is.

Secondly, on the right, we repeat the same experiment except that the
entire experiment will be done under a huge, strong, air-tight glass dome.
Then, we use a huge vacuum pump to take all the air we can out of the space
under the glass dome.

In the answer space provided, indicate approximately what the scale
would be expected to read. Beneath that, explain why you believe the scale
would have the reading you predicted.

ITwenty percent, of my students predicted that the scale would read
substantially less than 10 pounds. Typical justifications included the
following:

. Because without air molecules in the atmosphere there would be a void
and in a voidthere is no weight.

In the bell jar, it doesn't weigh anything since all the air has been taken
out which changes the gravity.

Because in a vacuum things weigh almost nothing, like spacemen.
Because there won't be any more gravity.

For some students, air pressure causes gravity, so when you use the
vacuum pump to evacuate the air, gravity is gone. Another possible con-
ception is that both air and gravity are within the glass jar, and the
vacuum pump takes out both the air molecules and whatever "stuff" grav-
ity is made of,

One might ask how this sort of conception could have been for-
mulated: It appears that the students' limited knowledge of the experiences
of astronauts may be partially responsible; several of the justifications
included references to astronauts or spacemen. Ah association has appar-
ently developed between an airless environment and lack of gravity. On
the moon, the effect of gravity is less and there is not sufficient air to
breathe. In Oster space, there is no air and things just seem to "float"
around. 19

Problem 2 on the pre-instruction quiz was posed orally as follows:
In normal air near the surface of the earth, a 1-kg sphere is dropped from

a certain distance and falls for 1.0 sec before hitting the ground.
In the second diagrani, a sphere of the same size but with a mass of 5 kg is

dropped from the same height. Below the diagram indicate roughly how much
time it will take this object to fall.

About 25 percent of the students suggested that the mass of the object
greatly affected the time of fall; most suggested that an object five times as
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Nature of Gravity and Its Effects
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removed

Scale reads 10.0 lb.
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heavy would take 1/5 the time to fall. A few students suggested that the
heavy object would fall faster but answered with "5 sec." The arithmetic
on their papers suggested that they also had trouble with proportional
reasoning where an inverse proportion was involveth----

In the third diagram, a spheie with a mass of 1 kg but with twice the
diameter was dropped from the satr:e height. Below the diagram indicate
roughly how much time it would take the object to fall.

Over 2d percent of the students suggested that the time of fall would be
greatly affeaed by the change in diameter. Most of theie students argued
that doubling the diameter would double the time of fall.

In the fourth diagram, a sheet of notebook paper is held horizontally and
dropped from the same height. Below the diagram indicate roughly how much
time it would take for the object to reach the ground. Explain your reasoning.

Nearly all of the students concluded that the paper would take much more
time to reach the floor. Most arguments involved a large air resistance, but
an occasional student argued thal if its weight was 1/20 of 1 kg, then it
would take 20 times as much time to reach the floor. Also, an occasional
student argued that the paper would take just as long as the 1-kg-sphere
becaUse he/she remembered from a film that "all things fall at the same
rate." (This is an example Where such a statement dearly conflicts with,
their experience.)

Instructions for problem 3 were paraphrases of the following:

A 30-gm ball is rolled horizontally along a high table top. The ball moves
with a velocity of 1m/sec and takes 1 / 2 sec from the time it leaves the edge of.
the table until it hits the floor. It hits the floor at point X.

(a) Suppose a 30-gm ball is dropped from the edge of the table. It will fall
straight down and land at the base of the table. How much time will a ball
take to go from the edge of the table to the floor? -

(b) Suppose a 30-gm ball with a velocity of 2 rn/sec is rolled off the table.
How long will ball b take to go from the edge of the table to the floor? Where
will it land?

(c) Suppose now a 90-gm ball with a velocity of only 1 m/se'C is rolled off
the table. How long will ball c take to go from the edge of the table to the
floor? Where will it land?

Describe how you determined your answers.

In this context of projectilelike motion, about 50 Percent of the
students made predictions for the time of falling that were not consistent
with the physicist's view: they suggested that the time of falling is affected
greatly by differences in mass. Of particular note is the failure of students
to be consistent. Over half of the students who inferred that mass did have
an effect on the time of fall in the projectile situation suggested that mass
did not have an effect in the dropped ball situations of problem 2.

In reading these students' justifications for problems 2 and 3, it
appearsthat many students' knowledge of comparison times for dropped
objects had' been influenced by their educational experience. Typical
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answers for problem 2 included references to statements made by former
teachers or films depicting Galileo dropping balls from the tower. Many of
these same students then answered problem 3 as though mass affected
time. These studehts apparently learned or memorized a result under cer-
tain conditions but had not yet sufficiently understood the result to be able
to generalize to a context where there were two components of motion.

Another major alternative conception surfacing out of problem 3 is
that mass affects the distance that the ball will travel horizontally. About
70 percent of the students predicted that the 90-gm ball would not travel as
far as the 30-gm ball, given that they are launched with the same velocity.
Only about 20 percent of all the students answering problem 3 correctly
concluded that neither mass nor velocity greatly affects time of fall and
that mass does not greatly affect how far the object travels.

With varying results like those for problems 2 and 3, how does one
decide which is the better representation of the students' thinking? In my
assessment of the conceptual understanding, if an individual student uses
an alternative conception in any of several contexts, I then assume that
either the student holds that belief as part of his or her conceptual
framework or that he she is in transition between conceptual frameworks.
Thus, with information from both problems 2 and 3, I gain confidence that
a student does not hold an alternative conception by finding that he or she
apparently doesn't use that conception in either context. Second, if I only
have one measure, I would choose problem 3 because although it is a com-
mon experience, it is not as likely to have a "taught" result. After instruc-
tion, the greater the number of contexts posed in which the student does
not use a particular alternative conception, the more confident I feel in
claiming that the alternative conception is not now part of that_student's
conceptual framework.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION
TOWARD EFFECTING CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

An Awareness of Initial Conceptions
It appears that when the teacher is aware of students' initial concep-

tions and incorporates that knowledge into instruction, development of
appropriate understanding is enhanced.

Another important instructional strategy that seems to foster change
in concept understanding is to force the student to state his or her initial
conception and then relate it to other concepts. To help the student apply
his or her beginning conception, the teacher needs to know what that stu-
dent's present thinking is like. One specific technique is to ask students for
their predictions and then ask them how they arrived at those predictions.
Another technique is to ask students to explain an observation they have
made. If students are familiar with the physical situation being discussed,
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and if students are allowed to answer fully without fear of ridicule, they
usually can and will make a prediction or offer their explanation of an
observation. Note that a feeling of mutual trust'and respect can help
greatly.

Generally, in my classes, the students who are most prepared to note
discrepancies with their existing conceptions and to seek conceptions more
consistent with all the related phenomena have participated most candidlyin a pre-instruction, open demonstration-discussion or even the semi-
private experience:of a pre-instruction quiz.

Sometimes the simple public experience of participating in a quick
poll or vote will heighten the students readineis for conceptual change.
For example, prior to a demonstration-discussion on forces on static
objects, I asked students to consider a book on a table. I asked how many
believed that the table exerted an upward force on the book and how
many believed that the table did not exert an upward force. Approxi
mately 50. pc rcent -of the students "voted" for each alternative. There were
bright, articulate students on both sides of theissue, and the stage was set
for a lively discussion of whether it was useful to think of tables, springs,
hands; trampolines, etc., as'exerting forces. One should be careful in using
this technique that students ""voting" for the "more naive" conception do
not develop feelings of inadequack4 use this technique only when I am
reasonably confident that at least 40 percent of the class will support the
"more naive" conception.

Sense Experience . --

In the past, sense experience has been narrowly defined as "doing
laboratory experiments." As Bates 3 concluded in his summary of research
regarding the effects of laboratory experience in the classroom, students do
not necessarily come out of the course with greater knowledge of concepts.
From my experiences as a university student and from my observations of
high school students doing laboratory experiments, students are generally
focusing on following the procedural "recipe" for gathering data, analyz-
ing results, and answering the necessary questions at the end. That is,
much of what we've called hands-on laboratory experience has resulted in
a procedural activity or a skill-based activity rather than an activity to
build knowledge and awareness of phenomena. But when properly culti-
vated, sense observations from laboratory activities, demonstrations, or
discussions of past personal experience can provide the knowledge and
awareness of phenomena that will foster change in conceptual under-
standing.

Many times sense experience by itself will convince students that their
present conception of the world is not adequate. Consider the aforemen-
tioned conception that the time of fall for two spheres is greatly affected by
the mass of the spheres; place a wooden sphere and a metal sphere on a
book held horizontally above the floor and jerk the book downward and
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out from under the spheres, releasing them at the same time. The virtually
single sound of them hitting the floor at the same time is usually sufficient
to convince students that a conception of "fall rate depending upon mass"
is inadequate.

Another example of a sense experience's affecting student? conceptual
structure comes from astronomy. More than one third of my students
come in believing that the earth's shadow is responsible for the dark porr
tion of the phase of the moon. However, most of these students realize that
their conception is not adequate when they are confronted with the obser-
vation that the moon appears in the sky near the sun when the moon is in
its "thin crescent" phase, implying that the sun-earth-moon angle (with
earth at the vertex) is much less than 90 degrees; the earth's-shadow argu-
ment would be valid only if the moon were partially behind the earth
relative to the sun, an angle of nearly 180 degrees. The observation may be
made by the student or shared by another student, but the important fac-
tor is that the student is confronted with the observed fact and encouraged
to make sense of it.

To reconstruct a "better" conceptual framework after discovering the
inadequacy of the present one seems to involve accumulating several
related observations. For example, to build a conception to account for
phases of the moon often takes an accumulation of observations of sun-
earth-moon angles associated with their respective phases, and it may also
include observations of "phases" created by illuminating a sphere with a
far-away, brig,ht light source.

Many times an analogue with students' own common experience will
help them realize the inadequacy of their present concept. Even those
students who answered the rolling balls demonstration question with,
'The balls are going the same speed when they are next to each other"
(points of passing) recognize a conflict when it is pointed out: "That's like
saying a car in the passing lane is traveling just as fast as a slow car in_the
outside lane (or a stopped car at the side of the road) just because-at that
time they are next to each other on the highway" (an argument suggested
by some of my students).

Interaction Between Sense Experience and Rational Argument
Construction of a new conceptual framework seems to require an

interrelationship between sense experience and rational argument. For
example, consider the 50 percent of my students who believed that a table
could not exert an upward force on a book on its surface. After viewing
'everal demonstrated conditions of static objects (a book on a table, a
book on an outstretched hand, a book suspended from a spring, and a
book on a perceptably bendable table) and after discussing the similarities
and differences in these experiences, students began seeking a rationally
consistent argument for explaining the common effect, the "at rest" condi-
tion of the several different observed situations.



Another example of the apparent interaction between sense experi-
ence and rational argument occurred during the discussion following the
rolling balls demonstration. The following arguments in combination
seemed to convince most students that "same position" was not sufficient
for identifying a time when the balls were rolling with the "same speed,"
and they suggested a believable strategy for identifying a time when the
balls were moving at the same speed: from common experiences in cars,
the one that is passing the other is going faster. One ball passes the other
and then is passed by the other. Therefore, there must be some time-when
they are going the same speed. Returning to the car analogy, the way to
identify when your car is traveling the same speed as the car ahead is to
note when the distance separating the can is not increasing or decreasing.
So the balls are traveling at the same speed when the distance between the
balls is no longer increasing and is not yet decreasing. These were
arguments offered by some students; other students seemed convinced in
the discussion:

-

Alternative conceptions do not usually dissolve and go away easily.
In, many cases, the conceptions held by students represent a consistent
organization of phenomena that has served them for years. It is not likely
that one lecture, discussion, or laboratory period is going to bring a out a
new conception in any permanent way. Even with instruction that atten
to student misconceptions, it may take many diverse experiences aimed at
eliminating that particular misconception before a student completely
gives up the old notion. In a context of graphing, many of the students
who were seemingly convinced that "same position" did not mean "same
speed" inferred that when the graphs of speed of two objects crossed, that
meant that the two objects were at the same place. Many repetitions of
situations involving the potential speed-position confusion seem to be
required before the sense experience and rational argument that make
sense in one context can be generalized to virtually any context.

The rational arguments that students use do not always appear to be
the formal logical operations identified by Piaget and Inhelder. Often the
student starts with likenesses and differences between observed situations
and searches for a consistent rationale for organizing the phenomena. For
example, when considering the forces necessary to keep an object in the
static condition, students observed several diverse static situations, noted
the similarity of effect, and argued for a "consistent" way to explain the
phenomena. Some students were able to arrive at a new conceptual
organization by employing rational operations on a relatively small base
of sensory experience, while others required much more sense experience
before being able to come to a rationally consistent whole. These rational
processes should be encouraged since they are probably primitive versions
of the more ftirmal logical operations of controlling and correlating
variables.

Appropriate use of questioning can provide an environment in which
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students' logical reasoning skills are actively involved in organizing
phenomena into a meaningful conceptual whole. After students have had
ample time and opportunity to become ?ware of the observations, teachers
can ask students to generalize their observations into a consistent pattern,
to/justify their answers through the, use of observations and rational argu-
ment (rather than by authority), and to clarify their ideas (to state them
another way or to elaborate on them).5 Teachers who ask a question and
then wait- while the students consider their possible answers can foster
Monger, more creative, rationally consistent answers.'

The implications for instruction designed to encourage conceptual
r development are becoming increasingly dear. Teachers need to help

students become aware of their initial conceptual thinking. *Students'
/

preconceptions can be altered in the direction of accepted scientific think-
ing through guided sensory experiences. But these sensory experienLes may
have no effect unless students are encouraged and motivated to consider
these new experiences in light of their existing conceptions and to ration-
ally seek a new, more encompassing, and more consistent organization of
observations and ideas from which they, can answer questions about the
natural world. Teacher skills in the appropriate use of questioning and
listening techniques are needed to guide students in this personal inquiry
process.

Q a

CHALLENGE TO THE CLASSROOM TEACHER
a

Become Kriowledgeable of Studerits' Alternative Conceptions
This chapter, as well as Chapter 8, adds to the growing evidence that

students come to our -classrooms with preconceived conceptsour
students are not the blank slates or empty vessels that many of our
teaching strategies have assumed. When we attempt to impose the formal-
isms of science on our students without taking into account their initial
conceptions of the world, they may learn to apply the formulas well
enough to get even an A grade in the course, but we may not have altered
their conceptual organization of the phenomena in any meaningful way.
Often even the skills, at applying the formulas "atrophy" within a few
months.\To be more effective science teachers, we need to know more
about our students' precourse conceptions and then base our instruction
on the intellectualneeds of our learners.

We need to become aware of the results of research on concept under-
standing. The references for this chapter and Chapter 8 provide a starting
point. Published results are often slow to appear, but research reports are
usually available directly from the project directors. Both the National
Institute of Education (NIE) and the National Science Foundation (NSF)
have been funding cognitive process research, and copies of research
reports are available from these organizations.
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Become Active in Research and Development
Probably the best source of alternative conceptions relevant to your

teaching is your class. My own efforts in conceptual development research
grew out of the realization that there !was more to student lack of under-
standing than not being bright or not being motivated. At the beginning of
your next' unit of study, ask your students to tell you what's going on in
some natural situation: What causes the light and dark parts of the phases
of the moon7 Where does the moisture come from that collect's on the
inside of windows on a cold day? What are the forces (pushes) on a book
to keep it at rest? Or in uniform motion? Or uniformly accelerated
'motion? If you can listen carefully and respectfully to what they say and
avoid giving a quick lecture on the subject, you-may find that some
answers are, very well formulated, even though they are conceptually
incorrect. Record those answers, share them with colleagues, try to under-
stand the students' thinking prresses, and then invent the instructional
sequence and activities that begin with the students' conceptions and lead-
them toward the view of the scientist.

.1

CONCLUSION
O

This chapter has described methods, results, and implications that
stem primarily from one project. The methods psed in this project were

'naturalistic, being conducted in the setting of a high school physics class,
but the results were similar to those of university projects incorporating
clinical procedures. This study demonstrates that basic research on con-
cept understanding can be conducted effectively in the natural setting of
the science classroom.

It is hoped that the results of this project will contribute to the concep-
tual understanding research data base from which a theory of conceptual
development might grow. The actions and statements made by the
students are our observations, our "objective reality." From these observa-
tions, we infer conceptual structures used by the students to organize the
natural world. We infer factors affecting the development of those struc-
tures, and we infer implications for curriculum and instruction. The reader
is cautioned to keep observations and inferencesseparate. It always seems
a bit ironic to me; here we are developing concepts about conceptual
development.

The result's of conceptual development research will become a major
factor in the development of curriculum and instruction for the 1980's.
They will help clarify the valuable aspects of various teaching modes:
laboratory, lecture, demonstration, discussion, questioning, listening, etc.
They may lead to greater clarification of the meaning of. science education
and its goals and objectives. Finally, and most importantly, they could
lead to more efficient, meaningful learning for students.
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CHAPTER 10

The Computer and the Teacher
Joseph I. Lipson

Laurette F. Lipson

Teachers have always used technology to, facilitate teaching and
learning. The age-graded classroom with its desks and blackboards was an
impress;ve innovation in its time and is still serving us well. It creates a
stage, an arena for learning in a social context. The technology of printed
texts and other printed materials provides information that limits the sub-
ject matter authority of the individual teacher ("But, teacher, the textbook
says that's not right.") wl ile expanding the knowledge available and the
flexibility of instruction. rlowever, today we can break out of the limita-
tions of print. With print we can teach the parts of a radio and the prin-
ciples of how a radio works, but we have difficulty teaching how to con-
struct and troubleshoot a radio. For these skills we need something more.
In the absence of a sophisticated electronics lab, we might try to use slides,
tapes, films, videotapes, etc. The newest educational'tool, the computer,
offers us the opportunity to bring new kinds of experience to our students.
While there are many imaginative uses of the computer that we could
discuss,' we will focus on computer simulations to illustrate the potential
of the computer in augmenting the teaching process under the guidance of
the classroom teacher.

First, we will describe what we believe every teacher wants to know
about computers. We will provide some guidance on how to gain a sense
of what is happening and how to become comfortable with computers.
Finally, we will explore the future possibilities of the computer and the
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way in which computers will affecuhe teacher's role. We will especially
consider the possibilities for science and math education.

COMPUTER LITERACY FOR TEACHERSZ

Steps Toward Literacy
In a 199 survey Edwards 2 has found that teachers with some expo-

sure to computers feel that they need the following kinds of knowledge:
1. How to use computers in their teaching areas
2.4 How to increase the use of computers in their schools
3. Where to obtain-help in using computers in instruction
4. Where to obtain information about the computer systems and

instructional software (i.e., computer programs) available.'
There have been, and probably will continue to be, a stream of books

and magazine articles written for people who are just beginning to learn
about computers.' As a result, you should be able to find material in the
style and at the level that suits you. For example, the October 1979 issue of
The Practitioner, a newsletter published by the National Association of
Secondary School Principals, is devoted to the theme "MICROCOM-
PUTERS . . . The Future Is Now." The articles do a good job of introduc-
ing key terms and ideas in simple language. The ,eptember 1980 issue of
Instructional Innovator also seems especially useful.

Turning to some specific suggestions, the following is a list of steps to
take if you are beginning to think about using computers in your class:

1. Become familiar with the inexpensive computers that are
available or are about to become available.

2. Find out what each system looks like and how the parts work.
3. Gain a mastery of basic computer vocabulary such as:

input device typewriter, joy stick, touch panel, graphics tablet,
etc.

output deviceprinter, loudspeaker, television screen, etc.
memory means for storing information electronically
central processing unit the heart or brain of the computer which

carries out logical operations according to a program or a set
of very precise instructions.

Vocabulary is essential. One teacher has remarked, "I want to ask
a question, but I don't even know the words forthe things I want
to-ask about."

4. Learn the procedure for starting up a computer lesson on some
common microcomputers.

5. Find out what kinds of lessons are available in your field.
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6. Gain hands-on experience with a variety of lessons, simulations,
and computer games.

7. Acquire an. understanding (an ability to describe and explain) of
the capabilities and languages of various computer systems (e.g.,
Radio Shack TRS-80, Apple, Commodore Pet, and others).

8. Build up a file of articles, books, information sources, and
- bibliographic resources. -

Of course, there are a great many useful computer concepts. Initially
your grasp of some ideas will be limited. However, teachers can appreciate
that-as one gains more experience, each concept? will acquire deeper and
richer meaning. The important thing is to start, to overcome the insecurity
you may feel about this new kind of medium. As you begin to read about,
talk about, and work with computers, you will find that your vocabulary
will grow and your understanding of the terms will become more power-
ful. Initially, it helps to have someone, preferably another teacher, whom
you know and trust act as your guide -omeone you can ask questions of
without fear of appearing foolish. Ir asingly, the marketing represen-
tatives of publishers and computer manufacturers will eagerly answer any
questions you may have. Members of computer clubs and employees of
computer stores are also skilled at answering questions.

As you become comfortable with the idea of what computers can do,
yOu should start to look at the computer as another tool of your
tradelike the blackboard, the wall chart, the textbook, or the television
set. Keep an inquiring mind and try a variety of new programs at
workshops, computer shows, teacher conferences and conventions, com-
puter stores, computer club meetings, etc. Begin to .think of the way that
you want to use the computer and the features that you would like to
have. Try to analyze possible applications in terms of your own problems.
Ease into a working relationship with computer technology. Ask students
and parents about their experiences with computers, and keep a file of
students, their parents, and other teachers and friends who have relevant
knowledge and abilities. A good way to start thinking about computers
with your class is to assign the students to analyze how computers are
affecting our everyday life (computer checkouts at the supermarket, com-
puters in devices such as microwave ovens and sewing machines, com-
puter banking machines, computer systems for making reservations for
travel or entertainment, etc.).

Even if you neyer develop a computer-based instructional lesson,
you can become knowledgeable and able to participate in decisions regard-
ing how the computer will be used. Talk with other teachers; build a
notebook-diary of your thoughts and experiences. To enter the "computer
culture," you have to do a lot of talking with other people, "visit" com-
puters, and get help in making them do something.
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Individual Differences
Several studies have shown that people fall along a continuum with

the following two extremes: (1) people who are mainly interested in objects
(e.g., machines) and what they can do; and (2) people who are interested
in the flow of interpersonal communication. We would propose that the
communication qr people-oriented individuals might shy away from com-
puters, while the object-oriented among us will eagnly embrace these
fascinating toys. Teachers, by and large, are people-oriented and, thus,
may have some difficulty in feeling comfortable with the new information
machines. What can be done?

We propose the following approach: Those who are people-oriented
should be introduced to computers in a group situation :::wt has well-
defined roleS and a lot of social support for the newcomer. Socially
oriented persons should be given assignments to report on to a group (the
larger, the better as long as stage fright doesn't take over). They should be
provided with role models and rules that give them permission to make
mistakes, to feel uncertain while they are gaining their initial knowledge of
computers., In other words, socially oriented people should learn about
computers in a social setting. It should be made clear that the group is super
portive,1?:ut that eventual competence is expected. We recommend that
"there be group activities and assignments in which two or more people act
as a team. Teaming encourages conversation, and conversation encour-
ages assimilation of content and processes.

Object- and action-oriented people should be set right to work on
individual and team activities that require them to make the computer do
tricks and that require them to explain what they did once they got the
computer- to do something. The challenge need not be too difficult. For
example, just learning the procedure for getting a simple program to run
on a microcomputer can give the action-oriented person a sense of satisfac-
tion. The action-oriented person gets a sense of effect by making things
happen and (hopefully) by understanding how and why they happen.
The socially oriented person gets a sense of satisfaction by operating
successfully as a member of a social group.

Once you feel you know where you fall on the continuum of social
vs. object orientation, you can either select the appropriate kinds of expe-
rience from those that are available or begin to organize and negotiate for
new opportunities. For example, if a course on computer literacy is being
offered, the socially oriented members of the class might be able to
negotiate with the instructor for more team projects, more field trips that
have a social component, and more class 'presentation by students. The
object-oriented members of the class might request immediate assignments
that allow them to roll up their sleeves and begin to make the computer
perform.
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Better Problem Solving: Bugs and 13,2bugging
Giving a student experience in constructing computer programs can

change her or his attitudes toward mistakes. When run the first time, pro-
giants ah-nbst always have bugserrors of one kind or anotherin them.
Even experienced programmers expect them as a natural result of doing
something complex. Many times bugs are difficult to locate, but the pro-,
gram will not run until they are all eliminated. Students quickly learn that
bugs are_common, and that they must be found and removed. No teacher
has to keep after them to correct mistakes. Their programs just will not
work until the mistakes are corrected. Thus, the incentive to improve a
program exists rather naturally in the computer envifonment. Students
feel more responsible for what turns up on the screen since the resulfs are
so immediate'and changes can be made so quickly. In the world of pro-
gramming, mistakes become a positive source of information; i.e., they
actually lead to an improved product.

We can learn a great deal about students' fundamental approaches to
problems by observing what they -do when faced with the necessity of
debugging programs they have written. Seymour Papert, a mathematician
at MIT, has been helping young children learn to program computers
themselves and, thus, to develop powerful new ways of thinking. In his
book Mindstorms s Papert illustrates how their rapid mastery of LOGO, a
poWerful graphic language, brought the children into cortact with fun-
damental ideas from science and mathematics. Over many years he has
watched what students do when a program needs debugging, and his
observations have implications for the teaching of problem solving
generally. What the expert sees as a good program in need of a little fix-up
in one or two spots will be treated as a small disaster by some children. If a
program does not run, some children erase the whole thing. Instead of
debugging, these children erase (which is easy to do on a computer) and
start over. Papert argues that such children see a mistake as "wrong,"
"bad," something to hide. The debugging philosophy, on the other hand,
develops a different attitude toward errors. Students who acquire a good
debugging strategy develop "fix-it" skills. To them, most programs are not
wholly wrong; they need to understand what partSwent wrong in order to
patch things up. The incentives to improve that are inherent.in a computer
programming context are powerfula program will run to completion
only when the bugs are out.

Papert thinks it is too bad that computer-aided instruction has simply
meant using computers to program children when the greater potential lies
in teaching children to program computers. He provides evidence that this
latter approach can bring children into a working association with more
complex relations in science and develop their mathematical intuition. He
illustrates his contentions with some of the models they have developed
and the children in his programs have not been selected because they show
any particular aptitude patterns!
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Programming; coupled with the use of simulation, has been particu-
larly helpful in teaching physics to all types of studentsat the University of
California, Irvine. Alan Bork, a professor of physics and information
sciences, has taken the lead in developing a rich array of innovative pro-
grams 'that take advantage of the powerful technology available in micro -
and- minicomputers. The testing of evaluation procedures and programs
will eventually enlarge the current testing conceptionsa much richer
array of alternative responses can be made available when the test takes
Place at a terminal.

Gord-m Novak in the Department of Information Sciences at the
University ..)f Texas has been doing research on artificial intelligence that
is of particular interest to teachers of physics at the university or secondary
schoollevel. He has "taught" his computer to read the problems at the ends
of textbook chapters, to construct graphic representations of the problems,
when appropriate, and to solve the problems. Out of this work he finds
that if the computer constructs a good graphic representation, it is more
likely- to solve the problem. There may be some value in returning to the
practice'of asking students to make sketches or diagrams that dcpict their
understanding of a problem.

Computer technology will be brought to bear on the task of improv-
ing students' ability to learn science and to more rapidly acquire some level
of scientific sophistication. In addition, it is yielding information that may
help to improve instruction in the ordinary classroom. (See the discussion
in Chapter 7 regarding use of the computer to enhance laboratory work,
primarily through simulation.)

POSSIBILITIES

Simulation Experiences
As the sizes of computer memories and computational power have

increased, computer programs have become more and more sophisticated.
And as these programs become mono sophisticated, you can make more
uses of the computer because it comes closer to using language like yours.
Computer programs can now be used to adjust your car's engine, to create
the sophisticated animations you see in ads on your TV screen and in the
Star Wars films, to synthesize speich ("Speak and Spell"), to "understand"
speech to a limited degree, to play a surprisingly/good game of chess, and
to simulate a wide variety of complex processes. A computer can even
simulate how a computer works! A computersimulation can put you, the
student, or the entire class in the driver's/seat. For example, we can
simulate the effect on the economy and on the public health of various
environmental regulations and reliance upon various sources of energy.
The class can be asked after debate to choosea specific course of action
e.g., switch to coal for energy and eliMinate air quality standards for
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smokestack emissions. Then we can simulate the results of that decision
according to the model of the energy and health system that we have built
into the computer Program. The simulation might show you how murky
the sky would look and how many people would die from air pollutants
and how mary extra jobs would be created in the economy (if any) as a
result of a switch to coal.

A simulation is a dynamic display based on'a model. A dynamic
display shows changes that occur as a function of time. .A model is a
simplified version of some system or process that helps us to think about
how the system works. For example, a Linc trainer simulates the flight of
an aircraft by using a model, a simplified version, of the real world of
flight.

A simulation can be a poWerful teaching tool. In a sense, each of us is
constantly building, in our minds, a simulation of the world. Our muscles
can unconsciously and precisely enable us to walk up stairs without much
thought because we have stored, in our brain and the rest of our nervous
system, a model of a stairway. A centerfielder can start at the crack of a
bat and run to the spot to catch a fly ball because he has an incredible intu-
itive simulation of a baseball's trajectory. In a way, we can think of the
entire process of education as trying to improve and refine our model of
the world, our simulation of the universe.

A student who is operating a computer simulation has a sense of a
realistic activity taking place in real time. A computer can'be designed to
constantly increase the level of skill required in order to function well. All
in all, a good computer simulatiOn has many of the properties that make
an activity interesting, challenging, and instructive. For example, a simula-
tion of a space war can be exciting and also can teach the relationship
between acceleration and fuel consumption, as well as a variety of
strategies for dealing with changes in a system. A simulation of a political
negotiation can teach the need and value of compromise and the need for
allies by showing the consequences of different strategies. A simulation of
a chemical manufacturing plant can teach about many facets of chemical
reactions. A simulation is particularly powerful for showing complex rela-
tionships in systems that are in transition from one stage to another. As the
student acquires skill in a well-designed simulation, the student is also
improving the simulation in her or his mind.

As the class becomes more sophisticated, someone is sure to ask,
"How do we know that the simulation is correct? How do we know that
the model is right? Maybe some medical discovery will make it okay to
breathe air with sulfur in it. Maybe we will discover some cheap way to
turn coal into gasoline." Such a challenge actually illustrates a strength of
computer simulation. Not only do simulations allow us to see how the
system works under a given set of assumptions; they also allow us to
modify the assumptions and laws, and see what happens as a result. A cur-
rent simulation that is being widely used in colleges and is being modified
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for precollege use involves population growth. With this simulation we
can explore the results of various levels of fertility and discuss the impact
that charging population-age patterns will have upon a country. We can
project the time when, under current rates of growth, Mexico will have a
population equal to that of the United States. We can also explore how
much we have to change family-size patterns in order to modify the'pic-
ture.

In physics, we can create and animate a world in which there is no
friction and see what would happen when we try to walk, drive, get out of
bed, fix the roof, etc. On a more sophisticated level, we can see what
would happen to the solar system if we modified the Law of Universal
Gravitation or if the temperature of the'.earth dropped just 2 degrees
Celsius. The student can be asked to carryout some tasA or operation in
these newly simulated worlds on the basis of her or his understanding of
how the world works. When expectations are either fulfilled or violated,
differences of judgment can be the basis of lessons that refine the students'
knowledge and intuition. Much of education enables us to answer the
"What if . . .7" question for a variety of situations. Through computers
we can compare the answers we get in our minds with the results of a
model that someone has built into a computer.

In every phase of the curriculum, we can strive to create interactive
experiences that are challenging and engrossing. For example, a recent edi-
tion of Purser's Magazine 6 has a review of a program entitled "Three Mile
Island" that starts, "I thought this was a game. It is not." Muse's "Three
Mile Island" is an educational program. It is a simulation of a nuclear
power plant. And it is very well done.

Context and Questions
What will the availability of simulations mean to science education?

Will the entry of computers mean the end of the classroom or the
laboratory? How will the simulation experience affect the mental develop-
ment of students?

In our judgment, simulations will enrich learning. However, simula-
tion experiences may change the relative emphasis on and importance of
particular skills and knowledge. For example, there will be greater empha-
sis on--prOblem solving and less emphasis on memorization of verbal
chains and computational algorithms. There will be more emphasis on
spontaneous and precise use of language and symbols becau,, of the need
to give very precise commands to the computer.

Real-life laboratory work will still be important no matte!'
how complex, a simulation is not the same as reality. A simulation of a
chemistry experiment does not have the smell of a chemistry lab; it does
not have the same impact as when something goes wrong and acid starts to
eat its way into some material on the lab table. It will continue to be
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important to have our students wrestle with complex, messy reality if they
are to appreciate the power and limitations of science and simulations.

Group discussions led by the teacher will continue to be important for
the following reasons:

1 As an adjunct to the discussion of complex ideas, the computer
provides a basis for exploring more complex phenomena than
would otherwise be possible. However, students need to
penetrate to the assumptions and values that underly each
simulation before they accept the results.

2. Conversation has a richness that, so far, dialogue with a com-
puter lacks. Discussion serves many intellectual and instructional
purposes that cannot be served by a computer alone. The possi-
ble decision routes one can take in a simulation p:ovide one basis
for discussion and arguments that go to the very heart of scien-
tific inquiry.

3 The computer can be used as a powerful medium for exploring
dynamic systems (e.g.. ecological systems) by the teacher and the
class. The class can discuss what decisions should be made in a
simulation chat contiols a simulation. Graphs and animations
that would be tedious or impossible to bring into the classroom
can be brought up on a large screen and modified as called for as
a result of questions and discussions.

From the last two examples we can see that we needn't think in terms of
teacher vs. computers but rather as teachers and computers.

An important aspect of computer simulation work is that the student
must constantly be creating ideas in order to drive the simulation. She or
he must construct sentences, make decisions, and solve all kinds of prob-
lems. Thus, a computer simulation constantly exercises the higher-order
intellectual skills that are often neglected because of the limitations of the
print medium. An important option is to have the student make up her or
his own simulation.

At the present time, detailed images or pictures take up so much
memory that we cannot include them as part of a computer program
without some help. However, there is a relatively new and inexpensive
source of pictorial images the videodisc that promises to change this.
A single videodisc stores up to 54,000 individual pictures on a single side of
a piece of plastic that resembles a silvery phonograph record. Each picture
or "frame" can be called up by the computer. Thus, the combination of a
computer and a videodisc permits simulation of things that require realistic
pictures. For example, we can simulate a tr.i) through an automobile
engine and watch the operation of various parts including the explosions in
the cylinders We can simulate a trip to a Mexican village in which we can
talk to the villagers almost as if we were in a real village. This kind of
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vicarious travel can be given the dimensions of an adventure in which cer-
tain decisions lead to difficult and dangerous situations.

How would large amounts of time spent on computer simulations
affect the minds of students? We think this is an important question. It
seems to us that one of the highest priorities should be to try, to understand
the impact of large amounts computer experience on the psychological and
intellectual development of students. We see that computer simulations
have the potential to add a significant new dimension, a challenging
realism, to instruction. Are there some side effects that we should be wary
of7 Are there some particular benefits from certain activities that we
should capitalize upon in science instruction? (See, for example, the studies
described by Hegarty in Chapter 7.)

Given that appropriate software can be developed to fully exploit the
newest computer technologies, there is now a potential:to go to the heart
of science to inquire about what is 'important in ways that earlier
technologies have not readily permitted. Participation in simulations and
in programming requires an active stance by the student rather than a

.passive reception learning set. The challenge presented by the availability
of this evolving technology is enormousand is yet to be fully
understood. For people who like adventure, this is the area for exploration .
in the decade of the 1980's.
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